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Abstract 
Since the introduction of the Internet and the realisation of its potential 
companies have either transformed their operation or are in the process of 
doing so. It has been observed, that developments in 1. T., 
telecommllnications and the Internet have boosted the number of enterprises 
engaging into e-COl71merce, e-business and virtual en telprising. These trends 
are accompanied by re-shaping, transformation and changes in an 
enterprise's boundaries. The thesis gives an account of the research into the 
area of dynamic ente/prise modelling and provides a modelling 
lIIethodologr that alloH's d(fferent roles and business models to be tested and 
evaluated without the risk associated with cOlllmitting to a change. 
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Chapter 1 General Introduction 
1.0 Introduction 
Networks of communicative agents are inter-connected entities grouped together 
under a series of individual and network objectives. The term 'networks' indicates 
that there is a set of connections between these agents. The connections represent the 
relationships that exist between them, as well as the degree of dependency. When 
these agents take the form of organisational structures, we know that the relationships 
between them affect the formulation of strategies, and determine the way they operate 
at a strategic, operational and tactical level. 
On a larger scale the same can be said of individual organisations themselves. All 
organisations operate towards a set of objectives. These objectives affect, and are 
affected by other organisations. We refer to these organisations as enterprises and the 
connections between them as dependencies. Although there have been considerable 
efforts made in modelling enterprise networks in general, there has not been enough 
effort dedicated to the animation oflarge scale networks of agents. 
The author has identified that the area of animating networks of interconnected agents 
as an area worthy of attention and carried out a research in the area modelling and 
animating those agents. This thesis presents the findings of this research focusing on 
the methodology for modelling and animating networks of agents. The methodology 
has also been used to develop a prototype that is described in detail in Chapter 5. The 
overall aim of this research has been to carry out an investigation into the area of 
enterprise modelling and to produce a methodology for modelling and animating 
enterprises. Finally it provides the means of assessing the impact of changes on a 
network caused by animation or movement. In the following sections the chapter 
provides an overview of enterprise models with particular emphasis to dependency 
modelling as it is mostly related with thesis, and explains what their aims are and 
what they target. 
1.1 An Overview of enterprise dependency modelling 
Enterpri se dependency modelling deals with the rel ati ons between enterpri e and 
how they affect each other's operations. The impact of these relati on could affect 
deci sions such as 'What supplier should we choose?', up to strategic level deci ion 
such as 'Where should the new plant be built ? ' . These deci sions are directl y related 
to the services of an enterprise which in the case of a product company are, generally 
speaking: 
• procurement, 
• production (although it does not apply to service companie ), 
• marketing and 
• di stribution or service deli very. 
Figure 1.1 depicts a typical a group of enterprises in a supply chain . 
Supplier 
Procurement 
Inventory Production Man u facturi ng I4-----,-P...:..ro:::.:m.:..:.o=..:t:.:..:i o:..:.n,... Marketing 
Customer 
Fig 1.1 A Typical Suppl y C hain 
The service departments within an enterprises follow their own goals and objecti es. 
These objecti ves are often in conflict. Managing an enterprise network requires 
participati on in a series of decision-making processes that are related to the network. 
Most of the deci sion making process is rel ated to locati on, producti on inven tory and 
transportation . For each one of these categori es there are data to be taken into account. 
Assuming we perform some decision making regarding location, then we need to 
know about appropriate geographic locations and how this affects the overall 
performance of the organisation. We also need to know about inventory locations as 
well as sources of material. The decision would then be based on an assessment of all 
of the alternatives. On the other hand, for a production decision we would need to 
consider what products to produce and at which plants, as well as which suppliers will 
be allocated to each plant. Similar processes have to be performed for the other 
categories mentioned above. All of these have a direct impact on the organisation's 
operations as well as on revenue, costs, customers and markets. 
1.2 Generic Modelling Techniques 
Modelling enterprise dependencies is the process of identifying those factors that 
directly affect an enterprise's operations and the degree of change they cause. There 
have been several attempts in the past to model enterprise networks. Each one of these 
techniques attempts to assist in the decision making process with regard to a level of 
operation (tactical, operational, strategic) within an enterprise. Generally speaking, 
these modelling techniques can be divided into those dealing with information of 
strategic importance and those dealing with information related to the day-to-day 
activities of an operational nature. Each modelling technique focuses on a particular 
organisational division such as production, marketing, inventory. [Ganenham 1995] 
divides these modelling techniques into two categories. These are: 
• Network design methods 
• Rough cut methods, 
1.2.1 Network Design Methods 
Network design techniques tend to focus on modelling methodologies that relate to 
location of production, stocking facilities, sourcing facilities as well as the 
relationships and dependencies between them. There have been three approaches to 
the development of such models. 
The first method, by [Cohen 1985] called PLANETS, attempted to provide a 
framework for modelling production and distribution. The model focused on what 
products to produce, and which plants and suppliers should be used. General \10tors 
implemented a subset of this approach [Ganenham 1995]. [Breitman 1987] focused on 
distribution modelling. In other words, he concentrated on modelling activities such 
as product flow, material produced and flow of materials from the suppliers through 
to the final customers. The third approach, was by [Cohen 1989], who presented a 
model for resource deployment in a global production and distribution network. The 
model catered for global raw material flow within a supply chain network, taking into 
account variables such as procurement, distribution and transportation. 
A further development took place in the 1990's by Arntzen, Brown, Harrison and 
[Artzen 1997]. The model focused on two elements of strategic importance: cost and 
time. Bearing in mind the objective to minimise cost and time they provided a model 
of the major activities of an organisation such as purchasing or manufacturing. The 
model has received extra attention because of the consideration it has given to time 
and cost and also because it provides a global view. 
1.2.2 Rough Cut Methods 
These methods tend to focus on activities of a tactical or an operational nature, and 
usually take an inventory perspective. They deal with inventory control functions and 
they consider several levels of inventory together. IBM developed a model to manage 
its spare parts inventory. The model was called 'Optimizer' and IBM claimed it was 
the most complex up to that date. However this model as well as further developments 
didn't take into account the production process. This is where they actually drew the 
line. It was capable of managing finished goods stock, regarding distribution and 
sales, but it was limited as a decision support model, as it lacked a wider business 
view. The difference with these methods and the approach presented in this thesis is 
that we do not distinguish between functions. In generic terms we're concerned with 
the nature of relationships between agents, which can take the form of systems, 
system's components, or enterprises. Our aim contrary to the methods mentioned 
above is not to improve the services of a network of agents but to allow exploitation 
of new states in terms of roles and responsibilities. 
1.3 Overview of the thesis 
After this brief introduction to the area of enterprise modelling it is now appropriate to 
outline the problem area, the research carried out, the findings and the developments 
made. Enterprises today after realising the potential of the Internet are going through a 
stage of transformation. Technologies such as electronic commerce or electronic 
businesses set out a new space of possibilities but they also demand changes in the 
roles and responsibilities of enterprises. Modelling in general is a way of exploring a 
new space and at the same time keeping the risk factor low. Dynamic modelling in 
particular would allow for different scenarios and roles to be tested and evaluated, 
without the risk associated with committing to a change. 
The aim of the research is the development of a methodology for modelling and 
animating enterprise dependencies. Bearing in mind the extensive research that has 
been done on specific subjects such as supply chain networks as well as on enterprise 
modelling in particular [Sadeh 1996], I looked at an area that hadn't received much 
attention to date. One area that has being overlooked (perhaps due to the vast amounts 
of information that are associated with it), is the area of dynamic modelling. 
This thesis describes the research carried out in the field of enterprise modelling. 
During the research I found several methods that used the term enterprise modelling 
for different purposes, as well as methodologies that referred to or flirted with the area 
of enterprise modelling. The findings of this research are presented in Chapter 3. 
These findings are accompanied by some degree of criticism as well as a degree of 
assessment of their relevance to the research carried out. In Chapter 4 I present a 
methodology for animating enterprise models in conjunction with a set of 
requirements; in terms of information that needs to be obtained in order to build such 
a model. 
The development of a software prototype illustrated many of the ideas presented in 
Chapter 4. This system is described in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 discusses questions that 
arise from Chapter 4. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. 
Chapter 2 The Need for Enterprise Modeling 
2.0 Introduction 
Since the introduction of the Internet and the realisation of its potential companies have 
either transfonned their operations or are in the process of doing so. Some companies use 
the net to connect with their customers while others offer trading facilities. It has been 
proved that the net has along with development in LT. and telecommunications enabled 
companies to lower costs across their supply chains, amend their business processes or 
even change their role and responsibility on a supply chain. The above technologies have 
boosted the number of companies engaging in electronic commerce e-business and virtual 
enterprising. The changing roles and responsibilities imply different input/output 
functions that also have an impact across a supply chain. A recent survey carried out by 
the Economist [Economist 1999] showed that over 90% of businesses already have some 
fonn of presence on the web, while a large proportion is considering re-shaping, 
transfonnation, and change on their boundaries. It is not just the Internet however. 
Companies find it a lot easier to outsource or to develop short tenn relations with other 
businesses for mutual benefit. It becomes apparent after studying a particular market of 
industrial sector that companies are implementing networks of small businesses or 
individual all bound by the same corporate culture and communications. Once a 
Hollywood studio employed everyone from the leading actors to the lighting technicians. 
Nowadays studios assemble teams of self employed individual and independent 
businesses that are today's stars and technical support. Because the roles of finns is 
changing we need a model to assess the impact of changing roles, relations, fonnation of 
new businesses and roles. 
The objective of this chapter is to define the tenn "enterprise model" along with all the 
related tenns used throughout the thesis, detennine what makes a successful model and 
why there is a need for a dynamic enterprise model. The author first attempts to define all 
the tenns used in the thesis such as enterprise, process, dynamics etc. It has been found 
out during this research that there is a number of enterprise modeling definitions provided 
by different authors, that describe enterprise modeling in different contexts. In the 
following paragraphs some of these definitions are presented along with some critical 
analysis as to what they imply or refer to. Finally the author presents his own detinition of 
the term, and makes the case for a dynamic model. 
2.1 Definitions of terms 
In the following paragraph the author presents some definitions of the most common 
terms used throughout the thesis. The word enterprise in the context of this thesis, implies 
any organisation that is engaged in any type of activity i.e. manufacturing or simple 
information processing. Some examples of enterprises are banks, insurance companies. 
ticket reservation systems, production systems, factories, etc. In a general sense 
enterprise modelling is a way of precisely describing various aspects of an enterprise. 
Precise means describing the enterprise in a way which is clearly understandable to 
people. Actually, the goal of enterprise modelling is very broad. It covers all the aspects 
ranging from equipment and computer systems, to human resources, manufacturing, 
distribution, marketing, sales etc. There are however a number of definitions that describe 
enterprise modelling. In the following paragraphs of this chapter the author reviews some 
of the definitions and concludes a definition that describes the term within the context of 
this research. One can say that enterprise modelling is a new type of programming in 
which the executor of the "program" is not the computer, but rather the enterprise as a 
whole; it is made up of employees, as well as equipment (including computers) [Barzdins 
1997]. 
One may ask why is enterprise modelling so important, and why is it that this problem has 
become so current lately. It has been concluded during this research that the main reason 
for enterprise modelling is that the structure of enterprises and the algorithms of 
functioning have become very complicated, (i.e the operations of a bank). At the same 
time, because of the introduction of computers in enterprise work, intuitive solutions and 
algorithms are no longer sufficient to make sure that the enterprise operates successfully. 
In a different level of detail one can also observe the complexity of computing systems as 
well as incompatibility issues. In conjunction with the above can be shown the need for 
process re-engineering in order to keep up technological updates. Gradually it becomes 
apparent that there is a need for a formalised procedure for developing schematics of an 
enterprise's processes. 
So how is an enterprise process defined? According to a widely accepted definition 
[Hammer 1998] a business process is "a set of activities that produces a result which is 
valuable from the point of view of the customer or buyer". Business process re-
engineering as it is discussed in the next chapter provides guidelines for improving 
business processes. The main question of BPR is not to improve the process but to 
conclude whether this process is needed (whether it produces something attractiw for the 
customer). Less revolutionary definitions, which are also widely held, of what a business 
process is, e.g. business process is not simply a set of activities, but it also represents the 
sequence of these activities (process) which produce the expected result; Another point 
concerns the receiver of the result. This can be both an external agent (customer or buyer) 
and also another organisation unit within the same system. [Barzdins 1997] Business 
processes are often related with BPR under the supervision of an enterprise modelling 
methodology. 
Enterprise models in general serve a particular purpose. Sometime they are used to 
demonstrate a business process while often they are used to re-engineer certain aspects of 
an enterprise's operations. Researchers and authors who work on the field of enterprise 
modelling define enterprise according to the use, view or perspective of the enterprise 
model. Before reviewing the various definitions the following paragraph describes the 
various perspectives enterprise models incorporate. 
Descriptive enterprise models demonstrate the current operations and business functions 
of a system. For example the first level of IDEF:3 models would come under this category 
as it describes how the systems are currently working. Chapter 3 examines the IDEF 
methods in detail. Prescriptive models described how the world should be. These are the 
types of model we use for communicating a system's design. Consider for example the 
models we develop using SSADM. The series of models developed using this method are 
used for communicating the systems requirements between users and analysts. 
Constitutive models are used for explanatory purposes such as data flow diagrams that are 
used to develop models of data exchange between the various system's components. 
Optative models show what is desired. This is usually the case between users and 
systems analysts during the stage of capturing the requirements of the system. The users 
or group of users would normally draw a picture of how the system should work and \vhat 
is desired (optative model) from the system and the analyst would then. based on the 
user's view draw a prescriptive view of the system. \Ve can conclude, based on the 
discussion so far, that enterprise models are based on a variety of perspecti\"es. The 
perspective details the elements that the analyst of the model selects to incorporate in the 
model, in other words the nature of questions to which the model can provide answers. 
Based on these different perspectives of models the thesis classifies the enterprise 
modelling methodologies and tools which are described in Chapter 3, according to their 
ontological scope and dynamics. 
As it is shown in chapter 3 the development of enterprise models is based on specitication 
languages which form part of a methodology. These specification languages are used to 
service the design process that pre-dates programming. First and foremost, the languages 
are distinctly graphical in nature. System descriptions in a formal language are useful only 
if the descriptions are easily perceived, if they help to understand the system much better 
than does the natural-language description of the same system. The graphical nature of the 
description (currently in a two-dimensional space) is one of the best ways to make easier 
the perception of a system. It is not an accident that when people explain certain concepts, 
they often use graphic elements. The new generation of specification languages has turned 
these elements into official descriptive resources with precisely defined semantics. 
Obviously one of the major achievements in the area of specification languages over the 
last several years has been the Object Modelling Technique developed by [Rumbaugh 
1991]. The basic idea of the OMT is very simple: systems must be described with simple 
(and as narrowly constructed as possible) sentences, and these sentences must be 
presented graphically. Moreover, each noun must be represented by a single node. Take a 
look at these sentences: 
"A bank holds accounts". "A customer has one or more accounts in the bank". "A 
customer can commission a transaction". "A transaction concerns a specific account". "A 
transaction may be either a withdrawal or a pay-in". "The bank consists of the head office 
and several divisions". "The bank owns the central computer". "Divisions own their own 
PCs". 
B ... 
Figure 2.1 Example of OMT diagram 
If we present a complex system in OMT fo rm (which requires a bit of traini ng) , it 
becomes easil y reviewed and understood. Even though we are not cogni ant of the 
processes that are taking pl ace in our brains as this happen we can ne erthe le s conclude 
that to understand a system means to create a model of the ystem in our consciou ne s 
(our brain) which is similar to that which we see in an OMT image. If the de cription of 
the system is presented in natural language (i.e. in linear tex t) then it take u a whi le to 
"translate" it into OMT fo rm in our brain . One can say that the graphical language erve 
to shorten thi s tran slati on process quite considerabl y. 
Of course, OMT can be used onl y to describe the static tructure of an enterprise. What 
fo llows is the most essenti al part of the process: fo rmali sation of the business processes in 
which the compan y is engaged. The tenn "business process" has been accepted recent ly to 
describe the chain of acti viti es that an enterpri se perfo rms in order to reach it goal s. 
These activiti es may include work done by people, as well as work done by computers 
and other technical equipment. Again we are faced wi th the question of the language in 
which these business processes are "programmed". It is clear that traditional programming 
languages are useless in this purpose, because in that case \ e must program not just the 
computer, but the enti re enterprises, complete with the people \ ho perform ta k at a 
much higher Ie el. Techno logical achie ements. the va t pace of globali ati on and th e 
changing role of business agents calls for a more dynamic approach into the modelling of 
an enterprise's aspects. The author examines these developments in details later in the 
chapter. First however, we examine some of the definitions of the enterprise modelling 
term. 
2.2 Review of Enterprise Modelling Definitions 
There are several definitions used by various authors to describe the tenn enterprise 
modelling which bear some differences regarding the aspects of the enterprise they are 
referring to. Consider the following definitions. 
[Gruninger 1996] considers an enterprise model as a computational presentation of the 
structural, processes, information, resources, goals and constraints of a business, the 
government activity, or the organisational system. It can be both definitional and 
descriptive, spanning what should be and what is. The role of an enterprise model is to 
achieve model driven enterprise design, analysis and operation. 
[Liles 1996] believes that enterprise modelling is the body of knowledge, principles, and 
practises having to do more with the analysis, design, implementation and operation of an 
enterprise. In a continually changing and unpredictable competitive environment the 
enterprise modeller addresses a fundamental question: "how to design and improve all 
elements associated with the total enterprise through the use of engineering and analysis 
methods to more effectively achieve its goals and objectives". 
[Whitman 1997] makes the following observations. A model is an abstract representation 
of reality. The modeller determines which aspects of the real system are of interest and are 
to be modelled. An enterprise is a complex system of cultural, processes and technology 
components. It is a system engineered to accomplish complex organisational goals. 
Therefore, an a enterprise model is defined as "a symbolic representation of the enterprise 
and the things that it deals with. It contains the representations of individual facts, objects, 
and the relationships that can occur within the enterprise." 
[Vemadat 1994] concludes that enterprise modelling and analysis methods, tools and 
methodologies to support system design and to prepare system implementation according 
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to a system requirement are definitely required by the industry for the implementation of 
integrated systems. Therefore enterprise modelling attempts to achieve full system 
integration. 
[Feldner 1999] Enterprise Models are software-based representations of an enterprise's 
products, markets, technology and support resources. These models enable CEOs. 
Directors and Managers to plan, assess and enhance the potential success of their 
business. 
[Fox 1996] claims that an enterprise model is the language used to explicitly define an 
enterprise. It allows the systems analysts to explore alternative models in the design of the 
enterprise planning, organisation, structure and behaviour. 
One can notice that there are clear differences between Gruninger's definition who refers 
to computational representations of enterprise operations and Liles who refers to 
enterprise modelling as a tool for achieving strategic objectives. Furthermore Fox 
considers an enterprise model as a tool for exploring alternative system design unlike 
Vernadat who claims enterprise modelling is a method for achieving systems integration. 
The distinctions exist because authors perceive enterprise modelling from different 
perspectives. This also proves the point made earlier in this chapter about different types 
of enterprise modelling and different model perspectives. The following paragraphs 
distinguish between the definitions supplied and discusses their views as to what 
enterprise modelling is and how it should be used. 
2.3 Definition of Enterprise Modelling 
The previous paragraphs showed that there are many commercial and non-commercial 
projects that come under the heading of enterprise modelling, although in fact they differ 
in their content and aims. During this research we identified 3 distinct types of enterprise 
models. Process oriented models concentrate in the modelling of activities for the purpose 
of performance measuring or business process reengineering. Resource oriented models 
although sometimes used in conjunction with process models target the input and output 
procedures a process or activity. Although this type of model can also be used for BPR 
purposes it can also facilitate the process of lean manufacturing were the aim is to find the 
optimum 110 combination by maximising output with minimum input. A resource 
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oriented prototype model has been developed for the purpose of this research and it is 
presented in chapter 6. Structure-oriented models emphasise on the roles and 
responsibilities of the participating agents. A good reason for developing such models 
would be to experiment with new structures or business models. It has been concluded 
that this type of modelling has received the least attention. 
In a general sense the developments, methodologies and research projects defined by 
these definitions can be divided into two broad categories. The first category defines an 
enterprise model as a computational representation of an enterprise's activities, resources, 
costs, time scales, etc.[Fox 1996] whereas the second describes an enterprise model as a 
graphical or diagrammatic representation of all the enterprise's business and processes. 
[Whitman 1997]. 
2.3.1 Differences between the two Definitions 
The above definitions are very similar. They do however differ in that they refer to 
different aspects and perspectives of an enterprise. 
Those who define an enterprise model as a computational representation of its activities, 
resources etc, refer to attempts made to establish a common platform across an 
enterprise's boundaries, providing a solution to the communication problem that has been 
repeatedly reported [Gruber 1996]. The latter definition refers to graphical models of 
processes in for the purpose of business process re-engineering. We can conclude from 
the above that there are clear differences between the two definitions. The developments 
under the first definition try to tackle the communication problem between departments, 
whereas the latter is referring to business process reengineering models. Both however, 
primarily examine the functions of the enterprise, build models of the information flow 
and finally are used to carry out a degree of 'what-if' analysis. The following paragraphs 
explain the definitions in more details. 
2.3.2 E. M. as a Computational Representation 
It has been widely reported that there is a lack of communication amongst departments 
within an enterprise, due to insufficient and incapable infrastructure to support knowledge 
transfer [Gruniger 1994]. There are clearly social and technical issues for this problem. 
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Sometimes social and cultural issues such as conflicting interests. between enterprise 
departments can lead to lack of communication. 
Another reason for such a problem is the lack of development standards that would force 
developers to stick with a particular set of tools regarding knowledge representation and 
acquisition. Usually when people deal with complex systems they tend to decompose 
them into small, more manageable parts, and develop these parts in isolation. This is 
classic management teaching that accompanies system analysis, design and development. 
Although this approach can be useful as a development guideline, it can also result in 
systems being developed by different people, at different times, using ditferent tools and 
methodologies. Due to the lack of development standards and cultural differences 
between developers or managers, we end up having an enterprise system consisting of 
island departmental sectors and applications. 
One can conclude that the links that are supposed to be providing information exchange 
between departments could be inaccurate. Unless there is a common knowledge base that 
enables free flow of information across the boundaries of an enterprise's departments, 
infonnation resources will be limited to the information each department possesses. On 
top of all that one has to deal with the traditional problems of inconsistencies with the 
terminology each department uses and duplicated information. 
There have been attempts [Gruber 1991] to tackle the problems of communication 
between departments in an enterprise arising from lack of technical infrastructure. One of 
them is the TOVE (Toronto Virtual Enterprise) model developed at the University of 
Toronto [Gruber 1991]. TOVE is an ontology that defines the entire enterprise. 
The mam objective of TOVE is to provide a dictionary of the activities, resources, 
processes and data within an enterprise. Details of the project are presented in the next 
chapter. What developers are trying to achieve in technical terms is to establish 
communication protocols that will 'read' the information of a knowledge base and 
restructure the knowledge so that another knowledge base using a different representation 
structure can read it. 
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2.3.3 E. M. as a Diagrammatic Representation 
There is another definition type that assumes that an enterprise model is a diagrammatic 
representation of an enterprise's activities and resources. Authors who refer to enterprise 
modelling using this definition, refer to the several attempts for example TOVE which 
have been made to create a graphical representation of an enterprise's businesses. in order 
to assist the process of business reengineering. Business reengineering is the process of 
identifying all the activities of an enterprise's operation in terms of information, labour. 
equipment, etc. The aim is to assess whether each of these activities is producing the 
desired output and at the same time to examine if there is any room for change (i.e. to tum 
a semi-automated function into a fully automated one). 
2.4 Why Are Enterprise Models Important? 
Enterprise models often help to anticipate the effect of different conditions on an 
enterprise. In order to minimise risk, enterprises make forecasts and experiment with 
fictional scenarios. They test their systems against different inputs and then analyse the 
outcome and the performance. Models will do both; sometimes simultaneously. 
It has been concluded during this research that the majority of enterprise methodologies 
neglect external factors. External factors affect an organisation's operations; either 
positively or negatively. Enterprise models should acknowledge those factors that affect 
internal operations. A benefit of using models with such capabilities is the ability to 
prioritise alternatives and actions. The changing strategies of integrators in the automotive 
industry, for example, will cause changes to the entire supply chain model. Consider that 
an integrator decides to leave the region in which it currently operates. The departure of 
the integrator will have a direct impact on its suppliers operations. The suppliers will 
either have to find some other integrator to supply their products, move to another region 
or close down. With a suitable enterprise model the amount of change and the effect of 
the changing strategies on the model can be predicted. Building an enterprise dependency 
model of the above scenario would enable us to develop a picture of the industry, apply 
the changes caused by the new formulation of strategies, analyse the affects and finally 
develop a list of alternative actions for the remaining players on the model. 
Figure 2.2 one example of a supply chain (c=customer, s= uppli er) 
Enterprise networks are accompani ed by large amounts of infonnation. The amount of 
infonnation or knowledge an enterpri se possesses i u uall y limited to th ent rpri 
operations and objectives. Although an enterpri se may have ome infonnati n regard in!:, 
the industry which it belongs, the knowledge or infonnation they may p \ ith regard 
to the operations and objectives of other enterpri es in the arne indu try c rtainl 
limited. Any enterprise in a competitive environment will be r luctant to har \ ith thei r 
competitors infonnation of their operations strategies etc. Models a i t in building 
scenarios of the industry using the data an enterpri e ha alongside fi cti nal data 
regarding the operations of other enterprises. The aim to carry out a 'what i r ana ly i f 
the enterprise network and repl y to questi ons such as ' what wi ll th e impact be on ur 
operations if suppli er x leaves the region?' or ' how dependent are uppli er x and y upon 
our business?'. 
Testing ideas and experimenting with fictional scenari os and th eories can be exp n i 
and time consuming. On the other hand , it is not pos ible to wa it for something t happen 
in order to develop alternative procedures. There are, of course, limit to what a m del 
can emulate and enterprise models tend to be very compl ex structure. There i an 
enonnous amount of infonnation involved and that's why suppl y chain model tend to 
focus on one aspect of an enterpri se's functions such a inventory control or di tribution. 
This issue addresses two di stinct problems. These are namely the problem of repre enting 
the dynamics of a model and the problem of representing its scope. Later in th e th esis it i 
shown that these two aspects inter-related and inter-dependent. The challenge of using 
modelling is to detennine the situations that can e olve due to the changing strategies of 
large organisations that affect the entire industry. The benefits emerge after a model of a 
situation x has been created, enabling suppl y chain managers to forecast further ituati on 
in case more change occur. 
Finally models help people to visualise complex situations. The objectiw here is not to 
convince someone that the situation sketched by the model is the only possible alternati\"e 
triggered by a series of events. Models are there to help us visualise opportunities. 
Opportunities that are not visualised are opportunities missed. In a competiti\"e 
environment, the critical steps are identifying every available opportunity, predicting 
them before they actually happen, and taking the best advantage of them by taking 
appropriate action. Models are very advantageous in staying competitive. Unless people 
are working on data and information handling on a day to day basis, it is unlikely that 
they will 'see' all of the possible relationships that exist in a supply chain, or recognize 
new ones that might emerge. Building a graphical model of a supply chain will help 
management to see and understand supply/demand relationships, their strength and 
emerging opportunities.[Mujtaba 1994] 
2.5 What is expected from an Enterprise Model 
Enterprise modelling is an area that has received great attention in the last few years. 
Many of the developments in the area are concerned with the communication problems 
between departmental sectors within an enterprise, which can of course cause 
inconsistency in the wayan enterprise operates. On top of that there is a general tension to 
moving towards an integrated environment rather than an environment where 
departmental units are autonomous and work independently of the rest of the enterprise. 
The main objectives of a product enterprise at the tactical level are to: 
• keep production costs low, cut stock 
• improve product quality 
• reduce time scales regarding production or distribution. 
Whereas the objectives for a service enterprise at the tactical level are to: 
• identify customer needs 
• perform promotional activities 
• cut down on service fees 
These are constant challenges that all enterprises face. In order to keep track and monitor 
the activities that result in faster and better quality production and distribution or ser."ice 
provision, it is necessary to develop a model not only of the individual units responsible 
for the above actions but also of the relationships and dependencies of these units. The 
production of a car engine, for example, does not only depend on the speed of the unit 
that's responsible for assembling the engine but also on all the units responsible for 
supplying the engine parts from raw material to engine components. In order to monitor 
the above activities and ensure that the objectives are accomplished, enterprises develop 
models. 
Models usually deal with the distribution or production functions. In the former case they 
monitor the performance of the marketing department and how fast the final product 
reaches the customer, whereas in the latter case they monitor the performance of the 
suppliers and the production plant. The main objective in the first example is to improve 
quality of the service or product and in the latter to reduce manufacturing costs. 
Before one can actually develop a model you need to bear in mind a set of attributes 
which are associated with enterprise model and supply chain modeling techniques. These 
are discussed below. 
2.6 Attributes of Enterprise Models 
One reason for developing enterprise network models is to be able to assess changes that 
might occur in an enterprise network and their impact on an enterprise's operations. 
One of the basic principles that has to be applied in a enterprise model is the ability to 
monitor market signals across the network and to make consistent forecasts. Historically, 
enterprises with multiple departments have been making forecasts independently, using 
their own assumptions, measures and level of detail [Sadeh 1996]. 
Sadeh suggests that independent self centred forecasting is incompatible with quality 
supply chain management and proposes collaborative forecasting by continually picking 
up signals from the market regarding customer demand, ordering patterns and restocking 
algorithms. 
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Secondly, the enterprise network model has to be targeted at a specific level of decision 
making within an enterprise i.e. scope. A single enterprise model cannot support decision 
making at all three levels; strategic, tactical and operational. However what can be done is 
to develop three separate models that deal with the three different levels of decision 
making. The first model would assist with decision making at a strategic level, by 
modelling the network of enterprises within the same market (supply chain). Another 
model would deal with short term forecasts, drawn from day to day transactions. Finally a 
model would assist with planning and production, drawing data from the performance of 
supplier-manufacturer relationships. 
The third objective of an enterprise network model is performance measure. Performance 
measures will indicate the progress of the model in terms of 'how well is it going ?' 
[Artzen 1997]. Supply chain managers take a broader view, adopting measures that apply 
to every link in the supply chain and include both service and financial metrics. 
[Anderson 1996] 
2.7 How can we make an Enterprise Model Useful? 
Enterprise network models, could be defined as the ones that enable the modeler to create 
fictional scenarios with regard to the industry that is targeting and make forecasts 
following a 'what-if analysis. There are three potential levels within an enterprise that 
enterprise network models can be useful; strategic, tactical and operational. The major 
difference is the level of information used as well as information expected by the analysis. 
The following paragraphs explain what information can be expected by developing an 
enterprise network model for each of the levels; strategic, tactical and operational. 
2.7.1 Strategic 
Strategic planning deals with long range resource planning for planning positioning. 
Often this method analysis is relatively simple [Sadeh 1994]. The results of the modeling 
procedure will help an enterprise in formulating a strategy and setting up future 
objectives. The model is expected to assist in making decisions with regard to future 
investments and exploitation of opportunities within the industry. In order to do this, such 
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a model must be capable of representing a market's economy and could also be used in 
restructuring. 
2.7.2 Tactical 
Incremental adjustments to inventories, storage, capacity, raw materials and transportation 
need time to arrange [Artzen 1997]. The primary analysis is partly resource planning and 
partly process planning in the intermediate term. This will help the business respond to 
changing market conditions. 
2.7.3 Operational 
Strategic and tactical planning are done on an entire enterprise's capacity or critical 
resources. Specific products are modeled at the highest level of detail. The intent is to 
determine the best time to manufacture and schedule production. This is where business 
process engineering is being applied. Although as we will see in the next chapter business 
process re-engineering is almost synonymous with enterprise modeling it cannot do 
anything in changing market conditions or assist to foreseeing future investments and 
opportunities within a particular industry. It is this stage where business process re-
engineering is applied. 
Regardless of the level the model is intended to represent, it should carry a set of 
characteristics in order to successfully reflect the enterprise. The list of criteria presented 
in the next paragraph can be used as a guideline or for evaluation during the development 
process. The criteria have been supported by the survey the author carried out. The results 
are presented in chapter 5. 
2.8 How can we make an Enterprise Model Successful? 
An enterprise model, regardless of its use, has to carry some characteristics in order to be 
successful . 
• Completeness: Before a model can be used to carry out a 'what-if analysis it has to be 
accurate. The information has to be up-to-date and the data used have to be cross 
examined in order to avoid inconsistencies. 
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• Scope: Modelling should start at the strategic level. Enterprise models should not be 
limited by departmental boundaries. 
• Dynamic: Whitman [1996] introduced the idea of a model being ali..-e in the sense that 
it is continually updated with information so that it reflects the enterprise's current status 
at all times. 
• Expressive power: The model should be able to represent different levels of detail of the 
enterprise. This implies the use of different views i.e. consider a generic view of the entire 
enterprise as opposed to detailed view of a particular process. 
• Open: Enterprises are open systems with links to the world; data is been passed into the 
system and given out to the world as output. 
Although most of the efforts so far follow the above criteria, the dynamic criterion is 
often omitted. In the following paragraph we discuss the importance of the final criteria 
and the work which has been carried out by the author. Bearing in mind what has been 
said so far about enterprise modelling, the author will show in the next few paragraphs 
why we need to animate enterprise models. We examine the nature of enterprise 
dependencies and the changing roles of businesses and their responsibilities. 
2.9 The need for dynamic modelling 
It has been concluded during this research that static enterprise modelling cannot 
successfully reflect the state of an enterprise as part of a wider market or a supply chain 
due to the vast amount of changes in business roles, responsibilities, technological 
achievements and the global nature of work. An observation that was made during the 
survey of the literature review of this thesis is that modelling in general has three 
dimensions that are scope, dynamics and informatics. It has also been concluded that the 
scope of any modelling technique is dependent on its dynamics. For example enterprise 
modelling techniques that cover a wider set of enterprise aspects tend to be less flexible 
(or static) than other which target a particular aspect of it. So why do we need d)l1amic 
models after all. 
It has been observed [Evans 1996J that in the last fe\ year huge im'e tm nl ha\ b I:n 
made for the improvement of legacy information s terns. The e im'e tm nt - l3rg t 
technological or structural change and therefore aim to succe full perfonn tas k uch 3-
down-sizing, right-sizing, reverse engineering, re-engineering, client - er\'er archit crure 
etc. Although most of these projects end up successfull y the total efficienc of th ntire 
organisation did not increase dramaticall y. Thi s happened becau e the IT proj ct \\' re 
carried out without reengi neering of the business processes, in luding both manual and 
automated tasks. The changing of process re-engi neering i sometime prop rti ona1 to the 
technologi cal pace and the di stributi on of re ponsibiliti es in a mark t r uppl chain . In 
the following paragraphs, the author di scu es the nature of enterpri e d p nd ncie ' , th e 
role of modelling tools and th eir abiliti es to model succe sfull y an ent rpri ' , -
environment, in an attempt to make a case for dyn amic modelling, which is in fact the 
basis of thi s thesis. 
2.10 Modelling Enterprise Dependencies 
The enterprise network modelling approaches th at were reviewed during thi re ' arch, 
(Chapter 3 di scusses the approaches in detail) consider enterpri ses a autonomo u ntiti c. 
Their goals and achi evement li e primari ly on the perfo nnance of all of the key ta k . One 
has to bear in mind that enterpri es (regardl e s of their market po iti n) are n t cl sed 
systems. They are open systems with link to the outside worl d and th ey hea i1 y depend 
on extemal input. As Figure 2.3 suggests, the e links or dependencie do x i t, and play 
an impol1ant ro le in the enterpri se's succe 
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Figure 2.3 Enterprise Dependency 
Consider, for example, th e automoti e industry. In order for car manufacturer A t 
produce a pre detennined X amount of car every month it ha to ensure not nl th at all 
the busines es of the enterpri se \ ork 1000 0 , but al 0 that the link \ ith the out ide wo rld 
are continuall y providing th e compan with input. 
" 
If one tri es to draw a diagram of the process of building a car. one would end up with a 
hi erarchy, where the bottom level is raw material and the top i the car. When. for 
example, an electronics supply company has a product capacity of 10000 item a m nth 
and is hoping to carry on at the same rate, it really depends on the la er bel w in the 
hierarchy. Regardless of the company's perfonnance if the la er directl bel w 
malfunctions then thi s will have a direct impact on the company's operation. The arne 
conditions apply to the entire suppl y chain. If an e ent like the one ju t de crib dour 
in the automotive model , then the entire model will be affected in orne kind of direct or 
indirect fonn . 
en 
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Figure 2.4 Hierarchy of Dependencies 
The integrator at the top of the hierarchy is an enterprise with a product capacity of X cars 
per month. In order to achieve that goal first the enterprise has to ensure th at all its 
functions run smoothly, but at the sam e time the functions of the other companies at the 
levels below work smoothly. 
Consider that raw material for the Level 2 company 'Circllit Boards ', cannot be supplied 
for one month . This will have a direct impact on the company "Circuit Boards", but it will 
also have an indirect effect on the Ie el abo e. 
If raw material cannot be provided at Level 2, the Level 2 companie won't be abl t 
upply Level I until ra\ materi al uppl i resumed . Ther fo re th Le\' li e mpan) 
'Electronics _A' will not be able to produce, and the integrator at the top will miss its 
electronics supply, unless other electronics suppliers can increase their capacity and 
bridge the gap. Assuming there aren't any other electronics suppliers, the integrator may 
be forced to lower the production of cars temporarily. This will have an effect on Le\'eI 1 
as the integrator will require less supply until the situation is recovered, and Level 
consequently will have to lower productivity too. 
One can see how one malfunction at the lowest level of the hierarchy can have an impact 
all the way up to the top level. The lack of raw material at level 2 had an atfect 
throughout the model affecting the operations of the entire supply chain. Even enterprises 
that are not directly related can affect each other. The electronics and tyres supplier of 
Level 1, although they are in different business they affect each other's operation as the 
example illustrates. We can also see from this example that the relationships between 
enterprises are vital to their success in all levels of operation; strategic, tactical 
operational. The above observation was made in a supply chain environment. Links and 
interdependencies however can be found between the sub-systems of an enterprise or the 
components of a system itself. The thesis concentrates on animating relationships between 
interconnected agents. By agents one can imply anything from system components to 
departmental sectors of an enterprise or even enterprises in a supply chain. The animation 
has been broken down into 3 steps. Agents are classified and stored in a thesaurus 
structure. The thesaurus enables the development of an initial static picture of the model. 
The PAD rules that are explained in chapter 4, show how the model can move in terms of 
relationships added or deleted. Finally lisp type lists are used to move as well as keep 
track of movement. The consequence of moving around responsibilities using an 
algorithmic approach, like the one discussed in chapter 4, is that it makes essential an 
additional mechanism that determines whether the new share of responsibilities can be 
found in a real life situation. Chapter 5 raises this issue while chapter 4 discusses the 
method for animating models. Before going to the literature review we take a look at the 
role of modelling tools in general. 
2.11 The role of Modelling Tools 
[Butler 1999] observes that the world of Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) 
tools appears to be turning full circle. Modelling has been back in vogue for a while. and 
now integration is returning. Whilst CASE became a victim of bad pUblicity. in truth, 
little of it was to do with the capability of the tools, which demonstrated that modelling 
was more than just pictures. CASE ensures the consistency and completeness of 
diagrams, and enables activities that span the Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 
to be integrated together with the work of many developers. 
However, whilst a diagram has always been understood to be worth a thousand lines of 
code, the problem of the last decade has become 'which diagram'?' Development methods 
have been just as much a victim of fashion as any technology. Last year we could be 
forgiven for expecting the Unified Modelling Language (UML) diagrams to become the 
dominant modelling technique, as it was the first to become anything close to a standard 
following its adoption by the Object Management Group (OMG). Yet, UML falls short of 
meeting all of an organisation's modelling requirements and, of course, Object 
Orientation (00) has not become the universal paradigm for which its supporters had 
hoped. Those who are leaning towards UML will still have a legacy of models from 
previous approaches they will want to reuse. 
As a consequence we see a diverse range of different methods in place in most 
organisations, with point solutions often used to address different pieces of the puzzle. 
This results in little opportunity to exchange modelling information across projects, or 
across the SDLC, with an ensuing lack of consistency. It also results in many developers 
having a whole array of tools not just to support their own modelling needs, but simply to 
reuse the results of others. The lack of integration also introduces errors into the process, 
as there is little way of ensuring that one diagram is a proper reflection of another. 
2.12 This Research 
The aim of this system is to produce a modelling methodology that produces enterprise 
models that can be animated. Animation of enterprise models is a difficult task because it 
involves a great number of parameters that has to be taken into consideration. On top of 
this, the author has concluded by reviewing previous attempts, that the scope of the model 
is proportional to its dynamics. That means, that the wider the scope or the more aspects 
we model the less flexible the model becomes. One can compare this with a simple C 
programming function. The more parameters are being passed into the functions the more 
({ conditions will have to be perfonned in order to assess the parameter's output result. 
Something very similar is happening with enterprise models the more aspects we are 
targeting such as logistics, services, ownership, resources, responsibilities, the more 
complex the model becomes. 
This target of this thesis is the development of a method where models such as the ones 
examined in paragraph 2.10 can be developed and animated. The approach also allows us 
to assess the impact of the animation on the entire model. Of course the changes are not 
always of the nature described above and certainly do not have the same impact. The 
proposed model will assess the impact of an agent entering into or leaving the model. The 
issues raised as well as the strategy proposed are described in Chapter 4 and 6. 
2.13 Conclusion 
The chapter gave a clear definition of the tenn enterprise network modelling and 
distinguished this tenn from the general enterprise modelling definitions. Section 2.4 and 
2.5 discuss features of general enterprise models in tenns of scope. The author draws 
attention upon those issues that current enterprise models omit and discusses the need for 
an enterprise network model that enables the modelling enterprise dependencies. The 
principles discussed in section 2.7 and 2.8 would assist in reducing the error margin 
during forecasts and hence enhance decision making. Clearly there is a line that has to be 
drawn during the development of an enterprise model. The line will be derived by 
assessing the purpose of the enterprise model, and the level of support it is intended for. 
The example in the section 2.8 showed that there is a need to take a wider view in order to 
build an enterprise model that can carry out a successful 'what if analysis. The 
implication of expanding the boundaries of the model in tenns of infonnation are 
undoubtedly vast. However, when moving towards a global market this wider view 
becomes necessary and we are constantly moving towards the era where such a model 
becomes essential. 
Chapter 3 Literature Review 
3.0 Introduction 
The chapter reports on the wide range of modelling methodologies and products 
offered for enterprise modelling. Each product or methodology concentrates on 
different aspects of the enterprise ranging from 110 models to process modelling, 
product manufacturing or product/service distribution. The chapter first distinguishes 
between architectures, tools and methods and gIves an overview of the terms 
associated with enterprise modelling such as business process re-enh'meenng, 
enterprise engineering and ontological modelling. The overview will help the reader 
to distinguish between the different aspects of enterprise modelling targeted by the 
various methodologies and tools. Later on in the chapter it is reviewed in detail the 
methodologies which have been mostly relevant as well as influential to this research, 
emphasising at the same time the need for model dynamics in all three levels of the 
enterprise. The methodologies have been divided into two broad categories, 
distinguishing between research and commercial products. Most of them are 
associated with business process re-engineering and the final model is static. There 
are however modelling techniques aiming to run scenarios and experiments that offer 
facilities for model animation. A general observation that could be made about static 
as opposed to dynamic techniques is that static techniques tend to consider a wider 
view of the enterprise. Dynamic techniques target specific aspects such as logistics, 
sales, distribution etc. Static techniques on the other hand do in fact model a wider 
range of aspects because dynamic techniques have not yet been developed enough. 
The same observation can be made for commercial products. Some of them span their 
scope throughout a supply chain targeting the modelling of logistics such as freight 
control while others target enterprise modelling aspect such as improvement of 
processes from an operational to strategic level. 
3.1 The Modelling Process 
The process of modelling is to create a general model or an abstraction of the real 
world. This model reflects characteristics displayed in the real world model. to a 
chosen degree of detail [Kochikar 1994]. Models focus on essential characteristics 
only, filtering out infonnation that is irrelevant or superfluous to the task at hand. The 
typical approach to modelling requires initially an identification of the model. This is 
done by the modeller who decides which system characteristics are related to the 
purpose and then constructs a general structure which is flexible enough to allow 
scope and additional complexity, enabling detection and consolidation of components 
and their interactions. The type of modelling described above is purpose driven and 
tool dependent and it has the inherent disadvantage that different models have to be 
constructed for different purposes despite the fact that it is the same system being 
represented. Although this is a widely known way of managing complexity, it has 
been suggested [Duse 1992], that the problem can be overcome by building a reliable 
model which is tool independent and that is able to represent manufacturing 
enterprises from which the relevant infonnation can be extracted. This model is 
known as a base model, it consists of complex and extended representation of a 
system and it is a composite of physical, control, and informational elements as well 
as interactions between these elements. 
The concept described above is a new paradigm in manufacturing systems modelling, 
however more research is necessary before this concept can be fully utilised. The 
design or analysis of a system is a very complex task due to various factors such as 
cost, quality, flexibility, time, and size constraints, and thus requires good modelling 
methodology and tools. To understand the complexity of the system at a manageable 
level requires the use of abstract or general models and well-defined architectures. 
[Little 1991] proposes that due to 'bounded rationality' humans prefer to break down 
complex units into components for purposes of analysis, management, and design, 
this idea developed from systems theory. Different aspects of the system have resulted 
in distinct models due to the preference of humans to small, manageable, abstract 
pieces of reality. It is common knowledge that every system, with few exceptions, is a 
composite of subsystems and these components or subsystems are more often 
conceptualised as whole systems in their own right. Such subsystems are frequently 
modelled separately and thus may make a holistic view difficult and there may also be 
difficulties in moving from one model to another [Savolainen 1995]. The result of 
utilising these tools is a model such as a database, and methodologies is the tenn used 
to describe the process used to make a model accomplish a desired effect. what is 
accomplished can vary, be it a higher level model or an architecture. The following 
sections will provide an overview of existing modelling issues, and distinguish 
between existing architectures, modelling tools, and modelling methods. Some of the 
tools and methods presented below have been more influential than others to this 
research and are therefore discussed in more detail later in the chapter. 
3.2 Enterprise Architectures 
The architectures used in CIM systems include conceptual models and regulations 
that enable translation of the model into a working reality. [O'Sullivan 1994] 
proposes that architecture is; "a body oj rules that define those system Jeatures which 
directly affect the manuJacturing environment into lrhich the system is placed. These 
Jeatures include system configuration, component locations, interfaces between the 
system and its environment, and mode oj operation ". There are two well-known types 
of architecture; a reference architecture and a particular architecture. The former 
refers to a detailed collection of common attributes management and automatic 
control tasks and the functional necessities. The latter is the instantiation of a 
reference architecture. 
The CIM reference model committee of Purdue University [Tham 1995] describes a 
reference model architecture as a formally agreed upon standard definitive document 
or a conceptual representation of a system, while independent of any specific 
requirements of any particular task the reference model recognises common essentials 
required for all implementation. Essential modelling principles applicable to 
enterprise models include [Vemadat, 1996]: 
- The principle oj separation oj concerns to analyse a business entity piece by piece 
and thus break down complexity of enterprise models; 
- The principle oj fimctional decomposition introduced by SADT and based on a 
stepwise-refinement approach to go from a general view to detailed views of a 
system; 
- The principle oj modularity where models are made of interconnected building 
blocks, thus facilitating management of change and maintenance of models; 
- The principle of model genericity where standard building blocks are defined as 
generic classes which can then be specialised to particular needs; 
- The principle of reusability to reduce modelling efforts and Increase model 
modularity by the use of pre-defined partial models; 
- The principle of separation of enterprise behaviour and functionalitl' to increase 
organisational flexibility, i.e. enterprise behaviour can be updated without changing 
installed functionalities and vice versa; 
- Finally, the principle of process and resource de-coupling which structures an 
enterprise as: 
1. a federation of agents called functional entities; and 
2. a large collection of communicating business processes proceSSIng enterprise 
entities and synchronised by the exchange of events and messages. 
The last principle is very important in order to get the operational flexibility of the 
organisation. Business processes indicate the overall logic of what has to be done in 
the enterprise to achieve business objectives. Functional entities are autonomous units 
(devices, applications or people) which must execute business processes according to 
real-world situations, imposed due dates and must react to perturbations. If resources 
are tightly coupled to processes, the model defines a rigid structure not suitable for the 
agile enterprise. On the basis of these requirements, enterprise reference architectures 
have been defined such as CIMOSA or GERAM. All these architectures recommend 
that an enterprise modelling paradigm should deal with: 
- three modelling levels for requirements definition, design specification and 
implementation description of the business entity; 
- at least four modelling views, namely: 
- function view to cover enterprise functionality and behaviour aspects 
- information view to cover data and information aspects 
- decision/organisation view to cover decision centres and responsibility aspects 
- resource view to cover resource requirements and management aspects 
- the role and place of humans in a particular enterprise architecture 
- and be supported by a modelling methodology. 
Numerous reference architectures that have been proposed by many individuals. 
computer manufacturers, and collaborative research projects deal with the principles 
mentioned earlier. The most important that are frequently mentioned in this thesis are 
discussed briefly below. 
3.2.1 CIM-OSA 
CIM-OSA is an open-system architecture that defines an integrated methodology to 
support all phases of CIM system life cycle, from requirement specification through 
to system design, implementation, operation and maintenance, and even system 
migration towards the CIM-OSA solution. The system designer is guided hy his 
architecture into deciding what should be implemented to achieve the required end. 
Described using formal terminology it can be described as deciding on an 
implementation description from requirements definition via a design specitication. 
This particular situation requires a model deVeloped from the methodologies used for 
addressing the generic requirements. During each stage it is stressed, [Jorysz 1990], 
that it is important for the designer to focus his attention to functional, informational, 
resource, and organisational aspects of a CIM enterprise. 
3.2.2 ICAM Architecture. 
ICAM or (integrated computer aided manufacturing) has developed an architecture 
using tools such as IDEFO (ICAM DEFinition - Zero), and IDEfI (ICAM DEFinition 
- One). The architecture discussed is defined as hierarchical decomposition or top-
down approach. The architectures developed by CIM are not generally available to 
the public [O'Sullivan 1994]. 
3.2.3 CAM-l the Architecture. 
The Computer aided manufacturing - international (CAM-I) architecture is an 
abstract model of manufacturing enterprises. It was created using the method of 
functional decomposition which permits important details to be displayed such as 
company policies and procedures, organisational structure and standards. 
3.2.4 NBS Architecture: 
The National Bureau of Standards or NBS, their architecture uses a hierarchical 
control approach consisting of tiYe )e"els of hierarchy structure such as factory. a 
shop, cell, workstation and machines. Each level or system can be broken down 
further into smaller components. The decomposition is based on procedures. 
functions, or regulations providing a line of a lower level commands. This 
architecture was developed to enable the manufacturing system vendors to create 
products compatible with the CIM [O'Sullivan, 1994]. 
3.2.5 IMPACS Architecture: 
This architecture uses IDEFO, data flow diagrams (DFD), (GRAI) grids and nets, 
IDEF I x and group technology. IMP ACS is not the first attempt to bridge the gap 
between global planning and production control strategic planning around the real 
time control at cell level [Doumeingts 1995]. Software modules such as dispatcher, 
scheduler, mover, producer, dispatcher, and monitor are used to control the 
production cells. All of the above mentioned software modules are designed to be 
compatible even if they are developed by different vendors. It has been proposed 
[O'Sullivan 1994] that the IMPACS architecture is widely accepted among 
manufacturing software vendors as a practical interpretation off the production 
management system. 
3.3 Modelling Tools 
All models are built using modelling tools in the process described by modelling 
methodologies, The term system modelling tools referred to techniques used to 
diagrammatically represent that functions or activities [O'Sullivan, 1994]. 
3.3.1 IDEF Modelling Tools: 
IDEFO, IDEF , IDEFx, and IDEF2 are all modelling tools developed by ICAM project 
of the US Air Force at the Soft Tech Inc. These three central modelling tools which 
are complementary to one another, provide a functional, informational, and dynamic 
models of the system. IDEF models are used mainly for requirement definition and 
thus IDEFO functional models are not able to interconnected with IDEFI informational 
models, and IDEFx are suitable for building semantic database models. 
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3.3.2 IDEFO Models: 
This is a highly comprehensive modelling language that is able to graphically 
represent innumerable types of business, manufacturing and other types enterprise 
operations to the desired level of detail required. There are three important features of 
IDEFO approach, which are activity modelling graphics, gradual exposition of details 
and a disciplined teamwork. The basic unit of a IDEFO model is a function block 
which is linked to other function blocks through inputs, outputs, mechanisms and 
controls. Links between the blocks exist in the form of physical objects such as 
material, and information flow. [Pandya 1995] identifies three essential features of 
IDEFO models which are context (position the subject model takes up in the systems 
hierarchy), viewpoint (perspective adopted by the model), and purpose (reason the 
model exists). IDEFO has been widely used and is well thought of in the industry due 
to numerous factors including; the ease with which it can be used, computer support 
and conciseness as well as documented rules and processes. A major drawback of this 
tool is the staticness or inflexibility of the models produced. 
3.3.3 (DEFt and IDEFlx Models: 
This technique of modelling is to model the structure of information in order to 
discover the information requirements of the function, an simple example of this is; 
"What information should an invoice possess?" This technique is developed from the 
work of [Chen 1976] on the entity-relationship model. IDEFx is an extension of 
IDEFI and is responsible for the flow of information and it provides information on 
the models of the system which distinguish the structure of the information required 
to support the functions identified using IDEFO. IDEFx is not widely used due to the 
inability to support for composite entity types and the rigid methods required to use it 
such as a complete counting of characteristics of entities before instantiation [Pandya, 
1995]. 
3.3.4 IDEF2 Models: 
This model (IDEF2) is an unsupported simulation language however other simulation 
languages such as ARENA and PROMO DEL or more frequently used. 
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3.3.5 Structured System Analysis (SSA): 
The Structured system analysis is a flexible modelling tool, which can be used either 
for modelling data flows or modelling the flow of physical units. It is very similar to 
IDEFO in the fact that it utilises principles of hierarchical decomposition and 
modularising functions. It has been proposed [O'Sullivan 1994] that SSA is more 
detailed and orientated to software than IDEFO and is the most well used modelling 
tool for data flows. 
3.3.6 GRAI Grids and GRAI Nets: 
The GRAI models numerous activities with reference to decisions and information 
flows between these activities while the GRAI net models and highlights the decision 
making process itself. These tools were produced by the GRAI laboratories in France, 
in order to model decision-making processes that take place in manufacturing 
environments. 
3.4 Modelling Methods 
These methods are used a to provide up basic outline of how modelling tools can be 
integrated to model a specific system. There are many modelling methodologies for 
modelling CIM enterprise systems including IDEF, SSADM, SADT, GIM, CIM-
OSA cube, MOOD, and the M approach, each of which will be discussed below. 
3.4.1 IDEF Method: 
This method was developed to enable designers to answer three essential questions 
with reference to manufacturing systems; activities performed, information and data 
requirements of each function, and the changes that occur over time. Three language 
tools were developed in response to model all three aspects, these language tools were 
IDEFO, IDEFx, and IDEF2 and these tools were used to develop ICAM architecture. 
3.4.2 Structured Systems Analysis and Design Methodology (SSADM): 
SSADM was especially developed to be used in system development projects, and is a 
procedural framework which uses three modelling tools: data flow diagrams, and 
logical date structures, and entity life histories to provide function, data, and event 
views of the systems [Pandya 1995]. 
3.4.3 Structured Analysis and Design Technique (SADT): 
[Ross 1997] puts forward that SADT is exactly what the title infers: a structured 
analysis and design technique. This tool makes use of various graphical and textual 
tools including activity diagrams, data diagrams, node lists, and data dictionaries to 
model the structure of the system in question, using a top down approach. It is 
important for the analyst to focus upon the activity and data views of the system being 
modelled and encourage integration of systems. A functional model is essential for 
the methodology before a physical design is possible. This methodology is supported 
by software packages such as AUTOIDEFO and SPECIFIX. 
3.4.4 GRAI Integrated Method (GIM) 
The GRAI Integrated Method (GIM) [GRAI 1993] consists of the integrated use of 
the tools IDEFO, IDEFx and Group Technology. The GRAI is used by the ESPIRIT 
IMPACS project that utilises an integrated approach. 
3.4.5 eIM-OSA Method: 
This method [CIMOSA 1994] combines many well accepted concepts and principles 
used in modelling tools, such as functional decomposition (SADT), function/activity 
and informational modelling (lDEF), the entity relationship model. The three-schemer 
approach utilised in ANSIISP ARC development in data communications and 
computer networks (MAP, OS I, TOP) and integrated manufacturing modelling 
performed by IBM, NBS and CAM-I. 
3.4.6 Object-Oriented Approach: 
This approach although relevant to this thesis, is only discussed very briefly here. 
This approach provides a new ontology for enterprise and CIM modelling. Many 
authors [Ngwenyama 1994], [Kim 1993] proposed an object-oriented approach to 
modelling elM information systems. Kim proposes a methodology which consists of 
two phases; an analysis phase which decomposes component functions of 
manufacturing in order to define the information flow among the manufacturing 
functions and their infrastructures, and secondly a design phase. In order to describe 
manufacturing functions, functional diagrams are used, these diagrams are 
transfonned into and object-oriented information model consisting of a class 
dictionary and class relationship diagrams. The class dictionaries can then be 
translated to a specific data dictionary in an object-oriented database management 
system. 
3.5 Business Process Re-engineering 
In the general sense business reengineering is the process of identifying all the 
elements of an enterprise's functions in terms of information needed, labour. 
equipment etc, and then carry out an assessment on the performance rate of the 
function. The aim is to assess whether each business function is producing the desired 
output and at the same time examine if there is any room for change e.g. by turning a 
semi-automated function to a fully automated one. The term business process re-
engineering (BPR) is often found in the context of enterprise modelling. In fact a 
great majority of enterprise modelling tools is dedicated to BPR. At this point one 
may ask what is exactly BPR? Although many definitions have been proposed, the 
majority provides only vague approaches. Even the term "reengineering" is something 
of a misnomer. It suggests that the business process was initially engineered at its 
inception [Morris 1993]. We will now make our own attempt at clarifying the 
terminology relevant to BPR. 
[Hammer 1993] defines Business Process Reengineering as "the fundamental 
rethinking and radical redesign of business processes to achieye dramatic 
improvements in critical, contemporary measures of performance, such as cost, 
quality, service, and speed." Continuous Process Improvement (CPI) is the collection 
of activities that are systematically and continuously performed to bring about 
enhancements in enterprise performance. The main difference between BPR and CPI 
is in the extent of improvements targeted by these two methodologies. BPR targets 
radical change while CPI is focused on incremental change [Mayer 1998]. A related 
methodology, Total Quality Management (TQM) is "a means of operating a business 
that seeks to maximise a firm's value through maximising customer satisfaction at the 
lowest possible cost" [Spitzer 1993]. Therefore, TQM is the systematic application of 
methods and tools to accomplish CPI. 
One of the predominant distinguishing characteristics of engineering that separates it 
from other professions is the creation and use of models. Whether these be physical 
models, mathematical models, computer models, or structural models; engineers build 
and analyse models to predict the performance of designs or to understand the 
behaviour of devices [Mayer 1998]. In the context of BPR then, we use the term 
"engineering" to imply the development of a process system with predictable 
behaviour using some methodology that employs models as a basic tool. Whether that 
new system requires re-structuring or automating existing processes the engineering 
element must provide the modelling support required. Evolutionary techniques use 
models that enable quantitative analysis of a proposed change to a process. Some of 
these techniques are examined in this chapter. Continuous improvement using such 
models can achieve the lowest cost, highest performance implementation of a process 
whereas breakthrough change of a process (paradigm shifts) generally is preceded by 
establishing a shared understanding of the fundamental nature of the situation at 
hand[Mayer 1998]. 
3.5.1 The BPR Process 
This section provides a brief description of the BPR process. BPR is reportedly 
complex and requires a considerable amount of effort of personnel with many 
different kinds of skills and experience. Successful re-engineering requires a team that 
is committed to the accomplishment of the processes objectives. Of course one can go 
deeper into the area of BPR but this is beyond the scope of this thesis, although there 
are a number of references in the bibliography section. The methodologies examined 
in this chapter focus on the task aspects of activities that are important for the success 
of BPR projects, as well as the interrelationships between these activities. Business re-
engineering activities involve many different cognitive tasks such as conceptual 
design and analysis, detailed design and analysis. The description provided in this 
chapter is intended to offer an insight into the activities of BPR methodologies. 
3.5.2 Definition BPR Vision, Mission, and Goals 
An essential, and early step in a BPR project is to clearly understand the mission of 
the organisation implementing and define a vision for the re-engineering effort that is 
consistent with this mission. An enterprise mission statement is a statement about an 
enterprise that summarises the reasons tor its \ery existence. For example. the mission 
statement of a Widget manufacturing company may be "To be world-wide market 
leaders in the Widget business." It is important to be cognisant of the enterprise 
mission while developing the vision of a BPR effort. A statement of the vision of a 
BPR effort may be " To increase the profit margin of the XYZ Company by 100% 
over the next two years." Vision definitions typically cover long periods in time and 
are at a coarse level of granularity (that is, they are not very detailed). BPR 
envisionment is usually done by top-management executives, and lead to the 
definition ofBPR goals and objectives. The goal(s) describe the desired outcome(s) of 
a BPR project. The objectives are a more detailed description of the goals. 
3.6 Enterprise Engineering 
In today's enterprises, knowledge and information are key resources on a par with 
capital, personnel, equipment and plant. Information systems are tightly intenvoven 
within today's enterprises, requiring close coordination between information systems 
professionals and business engineers. The impact of business engineering requires 
significant change in how information is processed in an enterprise, which means that 
systems supporting changed processes must also be changed. Along with business 
processes re-engineering, enterprise engineering is term widely used in this thesis. It 
is in fact a branch of requirements engineering which deals with the very early stage 
of system design. 
Enterprise Engineering, which applies equally to well-established and newly-formed 
enterprises, responds to the fundamental business drivers of the 1990's: migration to 
"agile" production, globalisation of markets, changing labour pools, and volatile 
political and business environments. The basic element of successful Enterprise 
Engineering is the linkage of all critical elements. Enterprise Engineering 
methodologies and tools allow an enterprise to define its strategy, then design and 
implement processes which support the strategy, and then manage the processes to 
assure enterprise success -- all while maintaining focus on goals, success factors and 
stakeholder expectations. Linking information technology to business contribution is 
an important first step in supporting enterprise performance improvement. 
In the area of infonnation system analysis, for example, instead of concentrating on 
some implementation aspects such as data and processing in a specific application, 
overall enterprise specification is developed. Its purpose is \"erv similar to other 
enterprise modelling methodologies, in the sense that they all try to identify problems 
with current architectures and introduce or suggest alternative designs. 
According to [Gustas 1998] enterprise engineering can be divided into five stages. 
The first stage is concerned with systems analysis of the enterprise current situation 
(the "as-is" model). The deliverable of this stage presents a description of the present 
situation of the enterprise including business processes, objectives and common 
problems. The second stage is concerned with enterprise modelling and integration. It 
aims to integrate the various models that resulted in phase one. Enterprise 
Engineering provides both a road map and a vehicle for an enterprise's journey into 
the future. The Enterprise Engineering life cycle involves a multi-phased approach 
that coordinates strategic, operational, and organizational demands. The following is a 
typical Enterprise Engineering cycle: 
1. Describe the enterprise mission in a brief statement of purpose: what the enterprise 
does, how, and for whom. 
2. Make assumptions and gather data about external factors; for example, government 
policies, rates of inflation, markets, and demographic changes. 
3. Assess enterprise strengths and weaknesses. 
4. Establish goals and objectives and measures linked to the enterprise mission. 
5. Develop strategic and operational plans to meet the goals and objectives. 
6. Design/re-design and integrate cross-functional processes to meet goals and 
objectives. 
7. Implement infonnation systems that support enterprise processes and assist 
decision-making. 
8. Evaluate perfonnance to ensure that goals and objectives are being met. 
9. Re-evaluate and change goals, objectives, processes and measures as necessary. 
Enterprise Engineering often involves wholesale enterprise culture change, and is 
quite difficult. The innovative and constructive use of computer-based tools. at every 
step in the cycle, can make such change much easier. 
Enterprise planning and change analysis is a precise description of actual problems 
and goals. According to the goals of the business processes a description of 
appropriate changes is being specified. Enterprise business processing engineering 
dominates the fourth stage. This stage results in the description of the enterprise at the 
new desired situation (the "to-be" model). The final stage is enterprise assessment 
exercise. At this point the new situation as well as the overall methodology is being 
assessed. The results are validated against techniques such as risk management and 
quality assurance. Overall enterprise engineering or enterprise re-engineering sef\·es 
as an alternative view to system development. [Gustas 1998] claims that the strength 
of the process lies in the fact that several aspects of the information system are being 
captured and therefore they are directly applicable to the development of the desired 
information system. 
3.7 Ontologies for Enterprise modelling 
[Gruninger et al 1996] of the University of Toronto attempted to tackle the problem 
by creating an Ontology for enterprises. Ontology is a new concept in this context and 
in order to understand the work that was carried out by the Toronto team it is 
necessary to first explain the meaning of the term. [Gruber 1993] defines an ontology 
as a specification of a conceptualisation. Ontologies were developed to enable 
knowledge sharing. The concept of knowledge sharing and re-use can be easily 
understood if one thinks of the requirements necessary to start a conversion or a 
dialogue with someone else. Both parties have to agree on the communication 
protocols prior to the commencement of the dialogue and then obey the rules set by 
these protocols. Language is likely to be the major issue. Establishing a common 
language as the basis for a dialogue will ensure that a two-directional conversation 
could begin, where the two parties can exchange ideas, derive a solution and finally 
solve problems. Another issue of major importance, is the terminology that the two 
parties will use. Terminology refers to those special and unique symbols or words that 
people may use when they exchange information. Symbols or keywords can be used 
to mean different things or represent different data. This may lead to 
misunderstandings or inconsistencies. Terminology agreement will ensure that the 
two parti es are referring to the same things when they u e )mbol. commands 
special keywords. 
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Imagine two people tryi ng to communi cate in different languages with no kn wI dg 
of a common language which can be used as a basi s for infonnation exchange. t thi 
point the parties are isolated and the knowledge they posse s cannot be re-u ed 
because of the language barri er. The same appli es to department that have n mean 
of exchanging knowledge. This probl em can be sol ed by using a human tran lat r. 
who listens to one speaker, translates the in fonnation from the peaker ' language to 
hi s own and then translates thi s into the second party ' language. Figure 3.1 illu trate 
the process of translation during a conversation between an Itali an peaker and a 
French speaker. The conversation i ass isted by a third party ho speaks French and 
Italian. The human translator li stens to what th e Itali an speaker say and tran lat it 
to French. At the same time he li stens to the French peaker and tran late ba k to 
Italian . The arrows on the diagram represent input and output recei ed and end to 
and from each speaker. 
Translation Proc.:o.s 
It ~ lian Text 
It alian l Ita li an - Italian-French Htahan-Frcn.:c _0 
KBS I Speaker KB..S. 
Ita li an Tex t French-Ita lian /\ 11 t Fr~n c h Tex t 
French 1---- French 1- I \btchlllg j KBS Speaker S),telll 
--. French Tex t 
Figure 3.1 : The translation process 
Assume th at each of the speakers has knowledge about hi s nati e language stored in 
some knowled ge base. As the di agram suggests the translator would require the 'ame 
infonnation as well as a system for matching each Italian word or phra e to the 
French equivalent. Although thi s process may seem straight fOl\vard, in computing 
tenns it can be complex. Knowledge bases are often developed using di fferent 
methodo logies or representati ons. The functions or algorithms that proce thi . 
knowledge are then derived from the e tructure. In order to shar som domain f 
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common interest between knowledge bases \ e use ontologies. 
described : 
chold 1996] 
' An ontology necessaril y entails some sort of world view with re pect to a 
given domain. The world view is often conceived as a set of concepts (e.g. entitie-, 
attributes, processes), their definiti on and their inter-relat ionship ; thi is referred to a 
conceptualization, which may be expli cit -ex isting in one ' s head- or embodied \0 a 
piece of software. ' 
An ontology incl udes a vocabul ary of the terms and orne pecificati n of their 
meaning. The ways the vocabul ary is created vari es. Some vocabulari e are hi ghly 
informal. Others are semi-informal, and ex pressed in a re tri cted and tructur d 
natural language form using symbols and other notati ons. There are al 0 pecial 
formed languages developed specifi cally fo r the development of onto logie . 
On to lingua [Gruber 1992] was created for the development of ontologies in enterp ri 
modelling. Figure 3.2 shows how two departments with di ffe rent knowledge 
structures can communicate via an ontology. 
Ontology 
Fram~ Bast:d R~prescn tat ion FBR- SBR 
Frame Depat1ment A 
Based t-- KBS 
KBS Fra me Based R~pr~st"n ta tion SBR-FBR 
I Scri pt Script Based Repn:sen tation 
Based t-- Depat1 ment B 
KBS KBS 
Scri t Based Rc resentation p p 
Figure 3.2: Ontology for knowledge sharing 
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The purpose of every ontology related to enterpri se modelling is to support integration 
within the boundaries of the enterprise by making avai lable a common knowledge 
representation. This maximises the communi cation potential and, on the other hand , 
minimises ambiguity and misunderstanding. The Arti ficial department of the 
Uni versity of Edinburgh has been working towards the development of an enterpri e 
ontology which defines all the terms related to an enterpri se. The following paragraph 
di scus es the enterpri se ontology effort in more detail in the context of the enterpri e. 
3.7.1 Enterprise Ontology 
The 'Enterprise Ontology' [Uschold 1998] is a project developed by Artificial 
Intelligence Applications Institute at the University of Edinburgh with its partners: 
IBM, Lloyd's Register, Logica UK Limited, and Unilever and supported by the liK's 
Department of Trade and Industry under the Intelligent Systems Integration 
Programme. The 'Enterprise Ontology' is a cluster of terms and definitions relevant to 
business enterprises. The 'Enterprise Ontology' is conceptually divided into a number 
of main sections which are summarised below. 
3.7.1.1 Activities - Processes 
The key term is Activity, which embodies the notion of anything involving doing. 
especially pertaining to the concept of action. The concept of Activity is closely inter-
twined with the notion of the Doer. The Doer is a term which could imply a Person, 
Organisational-Unit or Machine. These terms are collectively referred to as Potential-
Actors, that are imbued with the Capability to be the Doer of an activity or skill. 
These actors may also have other Roles relating to Activity such as Activity-Owner. 
All of the above terms are defined in the Organisation section. Activity is intimately 
connected to Resource, due to the fact that the latter is used or consumed by the 
former. Activity has many other features, it can have outputs or effects, it is linked to 
a Time-Range (defined in the Time section) and it may be represented as a composite 
of many Sub-Activity's. For example an Activity may be large and complex and take 
a long time, this can be represented as composition of many Sub-Activity s. 
The term Activity is not directly correlated to time, an Activity may have happened in 
the past, be happening in the present or may refer to a hypothetical future Activity. It 
is important to refer explicitly to specifications or plans for Activities. This is 
encapsulated by the term Activity-Spec. An Activity-Spec pinpoints at some level of 
detail one or more possible Activities. An Activity-Spec that has an Intended-Purpose 
is called a Plan. While the term Process-Specification denotes the repeatability of an 
Activity or Plan. An important aspect for enterprises is the Command of doing of 
Activities, this is supplied by the Relationship Hold-Authority which denotes that an 
Actor has the privilege to perform the Activities specified in an Activity-Spec. 
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3.7.1.2 Organisation 
The Organisation section has two central concepts: Legal-Entity and Organisational 
Unit (OU). Both can refer to either an individual or composite and both refer to things 
possessing a 'gestalt'. Despite these similarities they differ in a crucial way. Legal-
Entity has rights and responsibilities, including legal jurisdictions, which extend to the 
world at large while OUs require full recognition only within an organisation. The 
term Legal-Entity may refer both to a Person and Corporation and larger Legal-
Entities may completely own smaller Legal-Entities. An Organisational-Unit can be 
large and complex and may even transcend Legal-Entities. These large OUs will 
usually be a composite, made up from smaller OUs. In fact the smallest OU may be 
just a single Person, and a particular Person could be perceived as corresponding with 
more than one small OU. Roles that are normally played by a person or an OU (such 
as perform an activity) may be occupied by a Machine, which is by its very nature a 
non-human, non- Legal-Entity. 
From a legal standpoint the Ownership of rights and responsibilities must lie with a 
Legal-Entity. However rights and responsibilities for Resources, within an 
organisation, may be allocated to OUs and OUs may sometimes be responsible for 
Activities. The preceding example is taken into account through the definition of the 
term Ownership and a distinction is drawn between Legal-Ownership and Non-Legal-
Ownership. The management structure within an organisation is represented by 
Management Links. The term Manage is used to refers to assigning Purposes to OUs. 
A pattern of Management Links is used to define an Organisational Structure between 
OUs. This can include multiple Management Links into anyone OU with constraints 
on the different type of Purposes assigned through each link. 
3.7.1.3 Strategy 
The keyword for the Strategy section is Purpose. Purpose encapsulates the notion 
either of something which a PLAN can HELP ACHIEVE or that an 
ORGANISATION UNIT can be responsible for. The term embraces any type of 
PURPOSE, regardless of whether it is on a level of organisation and time scale 
referred to as strategic, short term or detailed. Purpose similar to an OU can be 
composed or decomposed. For example a statement of Purpose may relate to 
something which can enable or Help-Achieve some 1=-'Tander Purpose. Terms like 
Vision, Mission, Goal, and Objective can be denoted without the necessity for shared 
agreement on precisely how these terms are used. Strategy is detined as a Plan to 
Achieve a high-level Purpose. Strategy is based on the concept of PLAN discussed in 
the Activity section. The central terms to Strategic Planning can be designated with 
the terms Decision, Assumption, Risk, and various types of Factor. 
3.7.1.4 Marketing 
Sale is the key word in marketing. A Sale can be defined as an agreement for the 
exchange of a Product for Sale-Price that takes place between two Legal-Entities. The 
term Product usually refers to goods or services, while the term Sale-Price denotes 
monetary value, however for both terms other possibilities are included. The Roles of 
Vendor and Customer (usually separate) are performed by Legal-Entities. A Sale like 
an Activity does not specify a time period, a sale can have been agreed in the past, be 
taking place in the present or be envisaged as a future Potential-Sale even if the actual 
Product can be identified, or even exists. The Market can be defined as all Sales and 
Potential Sales within a scope of interest and can include Sales by Competitors. It 
may be decomposed into Market Segments in various ways and in many levels of 
detail. This can be achieved by aspects associated with the sale such as Sale-Price, 
Vendor, Customer and any properties of the Product. These properties are 
Segmentation-Variables. A Market may be analysed through understanding the Needs 
of Customers, the Images of Brands, features of Products, the Products, or Vendors. 
Promotions can be defined as Activities whose Purposes relate to the Image in a 
Market. 
3.7.2 Definition of Terms - Enterprise Ontology 
The following is a complete list of the terms defined in the Enterprise Ontology. The 
IDEF type description of the ontology is based on a manufacturing enterprise. 
IActivity Specification, Execute, Executed Activity Specification. T-Begin. T-End. Pre-
iActivity !conditions, Effect. Doer, Sub-Activity, Authority, Activity Owner. hent. Plan. Sub-Plan. !Planning, Process Specification, Capability, Skil\, Resource. Resource :\l1ocation. 
lResource Substitute. 
prganisat !Person, Machine, Corporation, Partnership, Partner. Legal Entity. Organisational Unit. lManage, Delegate, Management Link, Legal Ownership, Non-Legal O\mership. 
'on Ownership, Owner, Asset, Stakeholder, Employment Contract, Share, Share Holder. 
Purpose, Hold Purpose, Intended Purpose, Strategic Purpose, Objective. \;sion. Mission. 
Strategy poal, Help Achieve, Strategy, Strategic Planning, Strategic Action, Decision, Assumption. !critical Assumption, Non-Critical Assumption, Influence Factor. Critical Influence Factor. 
!Non-Critical Influence Factor, Critical Success Factor, Risk. 
Sale, Potential Sale, For Sale, Sale Offer, Vendor, Actual Customer. Potential Customer. 
iMarketin !customer, Reseller, Product, Asking Price, Sale Price, Market, Segmentation Variable. 
~ lMarket Segment, Market Research. Brand Image. Feature, Need, Market Need. Promotion. !competitor. 
Table 3.1 Enterprise ontology terms 
Having identified the key issues related to enterprise modelling as well as enterprise 
ontologies and discussed hoe the various methods and tools are classified, I discuss 
some of the most well known methods in detail and make a case for model dynamics. 
3.8 Modelling Methodologies- A Static View 
In the next few pages an overview of the most widely known methodologies of 
enterprise modelling is presented. Although we have presented an overview of the 
major methodologies, we're looking some of them in more detail. Generally speaking 
the aim of these approaches is to develop a series of schematics of an enterprise that 
would assist in process re-engineering or process development. 
3.8.1 Enterprise modelling using CIM-OSA 
[CIM-OSA 1994] is intended to model the world of manufacturing enterprises. The 
modeling process is concentrated at three distinct levels: 
• Requirements definition, 
• Design specification, 
• Implementation design. 
Using the modeling methodology proposed by CIM-OSA a manufacturing enterprise 
can create a clear view of its requirements: 
'By ensuring that the physical implementation model is directly processable by the 
infomlation technology (IT) components of the system, control of the operation of the Cl\t 
system at run time may be achie ed In congruence with the pecifi d beha\ i ur of the 
enterpri se. ' [Tham 1995 ] 
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ClM-OSA does not provide a standard architecture which can be u ed by all 
man ufacturing enterprises. Instead it pro vides a reference architecture from \ hich 
particu lar architectures can be deri ved . In ord er to select a particular ar hit ectu r 
CIM-GSA employs a number of tru ctural co ncepts and architectural principl 
According to [KJittich 1994] the purpose they er ear : 
I. to create a modelling framework of the elM enterpri e wholly or partially \ hich di tinctl y 
segregates the WHAT (or model of required enterpri e functionalities and beha iour) from 
the HOW (or model of an actual enterprise system implementation) by means of the HO 
TO (or mode l of optimised enterpri se system design) ; and 
2. to delive a particular implementati on model of the enterpri se \ hich is acti e during 
the operation of the enterprise ystem, and is th e basis for the computer-con troll d 
execution of the modelled bu ine s processe and enterprise acti vities th ereby 
providing true computer-integrated manufactUling [Jor z 1990]. 
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3.B.1.2 The Functional View 
In order to model the functional view of an enterprise the information yiew has first to 
be modelled. This helps to establish a model of the functionality and beha\"iour of the 
enterprise in terms of domains, domain processes, enterprise actiyities and business 
processes. The functional model describes the structure, content, behaviour and 
functionality of the entire enterprise. elM-GSA is a methodology for establishing the 
requirements of three levels within a manufacturing enterprise: definition. design and 
implementation. The functional model defines what is required in terms of structure, 
content, behaviour and control; how this design will be implemented as well as the 
actual implementation. 
3.B.l.3 The Information View 
elM-~SA employs its own knowledge representation techniques in order to capture 
the semantics of information in the information view. The technique is divided into 
four major concepts: 
• Generalisation, 
• Aggregation, 
• Particularisation or Classification and 
• Generalised Relationships. 
Each of these concepts is described below [Jorysz 1990]. 
't. Generalisation which enables an individual object type to be thought of as a more 
generic object type so that type-subtype relationship definitions are established between 
objects or entities to propagate the IS-A hierarchy. An enterprise object can be involved in 
one or more IS-A links as a child of one or more higher-level enterprise objects so that this 
enterprise objects can inherit properties of two or more super-objects through the phenomena 
termed multiple property inheritance. 
2. Aggregation refers to an abstraction mechanism in which an enterprise object type is 
regarded as a conjunctive collection of sub-component objects. aggregation defines one-to-
many or many-to-many associations between enterprise objects types. This is known as the 
PART-OF link between enterprise objects [CIMOSA 1994]. 
3. Particu larisa tion or Classification refers to the abstraction mechani m linking an enterpri 
object to an enterp ri se obj ect type. The obj ects being modeled that share common propertie 
are ga thered in to classes. The objects of the class are unique in the clas and in 1-0 A. 
thi s is known as the MEMBER-OF relationship between the objects and their cla -. 
Parti cul ari sation defines a one-to-one relationsllip between an enterpri e object and its type 
[CIM OSA 1994]. 
4. Generalized Relati onships refer to all other user-defined relationship between ent rpri e 
obj ects and are referred to as the LINKED-TO relati onship in the lnfomlation \ iew of C 1-
OSA [J orysz 1990]. 
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The resource view, as the name suggests, contai ns all the relevant inform ati on about 
equipment, hardware/software and people. It takes a hierarchical approach in 
obtainin a thi s information starting wi th the most abstract task and the resources th at b , 
are needed to perform it. The task is then broken down into different levels creating a 
tree of tasks. Each branch has a number of people and a number of re ource 
associated with it. 
3.B.l.5 The Organisational View 
The organisational VIew consists of all relevant information concerning 
responsibilities within the enterprise in terms of function, information and resources. 
Like the functional view it focuses on three levels. At the requirements definition 
level the view identifies and defines all the responsibilities that must be known within 
the enterprise for the human decision making process. Responsibilities may be 
defined for assets (resources, capital, etc.) or for operational entities, such as business 
processes, products and services. At the design specification level, the responsibilities 
for assets and operational entities have to be organised in an optimised and balanced 
manner in order to satisfY the decision making needs of the enterprise. Finally, at the 
implementation level the organisational view describes the responsibilities for 
configurations of the physical equipment that realises the enterprise operations. 
3.8.2 GRAIIGIM 
The GIM (GRAI Integrated methodology) developed by the GRAI laboratory at the 
university of Bordeaux provides a global model, a modelling framework and a 
structured approach to guide the application of the methodology. The global model 
describes the invariant parts of the elM in terms of subsystems relationships and 
behaviour. According to [GRAI 1993] the global model is based upon the concepts of 
three activity types and their corresponding subsystems. The physical subsystem 
which performs the activities of product transformation using human and technical 
resources. The decisional subsystem guides production towards its goals and the third 
the informational subsystem feeds other subsystems with information. The modelling 
framework is using the IDEF methods to model the physical and functional 
subsystems, while GRAI formalisms are used to model the decisional subsystem. 
GIM's structures approach aims to cover the entire life cycle of the manufacturing 
system. There are four phases in the approach; initialisation, analysis, design and 
implementation. Initialisation is the process of describing the enterprise in terms of 
objectives, resources, personnel involved as well as input and output procedures. The 
analysis phase defines the elements of the existing system in four user oriented views. 
The design phase consists of the user oriented design stage and the technical oriented 
design stage. The user design stage is used to capture the requirements of the new 
system while the technical oriented stage transforms these requirements into the new 
system. The user requirements describe the new system in terms of information 
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technology and manufacturing technology. The new system is implemented during 
the fourth phase. GIM does not cover the operation and decomposition phases of the 
manufacturing life cycle. Although the approach and in particular the analysis stage 
may seem similar to CIMOSA in terms of views, it differs considerably in terms of 
context. While the decisional view is introduced the physical view unlike CIMOSA 
describes functional attributes and physical elements. The CIMOSA physical \iew 
however describes physical attributes of the system. The views of the analysis phase 
are translated into three implementation views during the technical oriented design 
phase. GIM's structures approach is focused on the initial phases of the system life 
cycle and it offers supports mainly during the analysis and design stages. 
3.8.3GERAM 
With the advent of globalisation of economies, enterprises are more viewed as 
products themselves in the sense that they have to be designed, built and put into 
operation. If the enterprises already exist changes have to be specified designed and 
carried out [Bemus 1998]. This is a quote by Peter Bemus one of the leaders in the 
field of enterprise integration. During his work, he concluded that in order to design 
enterprises we need fundamental principles, tools and methodologies in order to 
support the entire life cycle. It has been observed through formal research or industrial 
experience that enterprises keep changing. A new business process may be automated 
the manufacturing procedures may be amended, the information technology 
infrastructure may be updated and the organisational model may be restructured. 
The generic enterprises reference architecture and methodology defines (GERAM) a 
toolbox of concepts for analysing, designing, implementing and maintaining 
enterprises. The dynamic concepts that have been built into the methodology allow it 
to accommodate change within an enterprise environment. It is a new framework that 
encapsulates design concepts as well as providing an overall structure to those 
concepts and modelling techniques. The scope of GERAM includes the domains that 
need the attention of enterprise development thus the scope is defined through 
pragmatic need to design and redesign as well as continually improve the functioning 
of enterprises [Bemus 1998]. 
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3.8.3.1 Functionality ofGERAM 
The functional components of a genenc enterprise reference, architecture and 
methodology are the following: 
• Generic enterprise reference architecture (GERA) 
GERA is the definition of enterprise related concepts with the primary focus on the 
life cycle of the enterprise, since the life cycle itself is a design process GERA will 
have to identify the results and the components of this process. 
• Generic enterprise engineering methodology (GEEM) 
GEEM is a description of the processes for enterprise integration or in other words a 
detailed process model with instructions for each step of the integration procedure. 
Generic enterprise modelling tools and languages (GEMTL) 
These are the tools that carry descriptions of the models of the targeted enterprise. 
• Generic enterprise models (GEM) 
These models capture concepts which are common to all enterprises therefore the 
enterprise engineering process can use them as tested components for building any 
specific enterprise model.[Bemus 1998] distinguishes two levels of models; 
Ontological models describe the most generic aspects of enterprise related concepts. 
They are also considered as meta-models because the facts and rules in them are about 
the facts and rules of enterprise models. These types of models can capture the most 
basic properties of enterprise concepts such as activities, costs, dynamics etc. 
Reusable enterprise models capture some common part of a class of enterprises and 
can be used as a building block for a complete set of models. Other reusable models 
describe the typical enterprise of a class while abstract models of a part of a class of 
enterprise capture the commonalities but leave out specific details . 
• Generic enterprise modules are (GM's) 
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These modules are products that form implementations of components, which are 
likely to be used in enterprise integration, either by the enterprise integration 
procedure or the enterprise itself. 
3.8.3.2 Advantage ofGERAM 
All activities that are involved either directly or indirectly in designing, operating or 
improving the enterprise are covered by GERAM. It provides a consistent modelling 
environment to support the enterprise. The modelling views offered such as the 
ontological view or the organisational view can be expanded to include meta models. 
The apparent complexity of enterprise engineering and enterprise integration has been 
kept low. In fact enterprise integration and enterprise engineering are both \'ery 
complex tasks. GERAM treats enterprise design as a collaborative activity of multiple 
agents. It is also capable of tying and relating enterprise integration and enterprise 
engineering to the rest of the activities in the enterprise. 
3.8.4 PERA 
The PERA (Purdue Reference Architecture) methodology [Bemus 1996] as shown in 
the figure 3.4 below defines a generic information system in terms of manufacturing 
tasks and human based tasks. The methodology was developed in order to assist in 
modeling computer integrated manufacturing enterprises. Its success lies in its ability 
to develop an overall view of the two categorized tasks (manufacturing, human) and 
the interdependencies between them. 
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Figure 3.5: PERA Methodology 
The functiona l descriptio ns of the tasks are divided into an informati on stream and a 
manufacturing stream. The information stream consi ts of th e planning, schedulin g 
control and data management requirements of the enterpri se. The manufacturing 
stream consi ts of the physical production requirem ent of the enterpri se. The fin al 
model pre ents the enterpri se from two different viewpoints : the fun cti onal iew and 
the manufacturing (or physical) view. The functional view is compo ed of th e 
infonnati on fun cti onal model and the manufacturing functi onal model. The fun cti onal 
view is followed by the implementation view which is composed of the info rmatio n 
architectu re and the manufacturing (or customer service) architecture. 
The infonnati o n function al model of the functi onal view primari ly pr vide the input 
for the f0 ll11 ati on of the infonnati on architecture o f the impl ementati n \ ie \\' . wher a ' 
the manufacturing functional model of the functional yiew primarily serves as the 
input for the manufacturing architecture of the implementation view. The functional 
view is followed by the implementation view that is composed of the infonnation 
architecture and the manufacturing architecture. The extent of automation line defines 
the boundary between the human and organizational architecture and the infonnation 
systems architecture on the one hand, and between the human and organizational 
architecture and the manufacturing equipment architecture on the other. 
The extent of automation line shows the actual degree of automation carried out (or 
planned) in the CIM System of the CIM Business Entity. The location of the extent of 
automation line is determined by economic, social, customs, laws & directives, union 
rules, and technological factors. The extent of automation line may be considered to 
be sandwiched between humanizability and automatability lines. The automatability 
line shows the absolute extent of technology in its capability of automating the tasks 
and functions of the CIM system. It is limited by the fact that many tasks and 
functions require human innovation, etc. and cannot be entirely automated with 
current technology. The humanizability line shows the extent to which humans can be 
used to implement the tasks and functions of the CIM system. It is limited by human 
capabilities in speed of response, and human powers of comprehension, VISIon, 
strength, etc. 
The information architecture of the implemented VIew lends control features like 
human decision making, and human monitoring of information systems. On the other 
hand, the manufacturing architecture of the implemented view provides production 
facilities for the fulfillment of the enterprise's mission. 
3.8.5 The enterprise project 
The Enterprise project promotes the use of knowledge-based systems in enterprise 
modelling and aims to support organisations effectively in the Management of 
Change and is the UK government's major initiative with a budget of £2.6 million. 
The focus of the project is to help manage change through the strategic use of IT and 
management innovation. The project supports enterprise models that encapsulate how 
a business works and how it is organised. The major objective of enterprise modelling 
is to gain an enterprise-wide vicw of an organisation and which subsequently can be 
used as a platfonn for making decisions. The Enterprise project developed an 
Enterprise toolset, which uses executable process models to enable users to perfonn 
tasks. The toolset is executed via an agent-based architecture to integrate off-the-shelf 
tools in a plug-and-play style. The approach adopted by the Enterprise project is 
utilised to address the major problems such as the impact of change, communication 
problems, responsiveness, process consistency and IT systems. 
3.8.5.1 Business Perspective 
It is essential for businesses to increase both their relative and absolute perfonnance 
due to a combination of factors both internal and external to the business. Examples 
of such factors can be listed as the need to improve financial perfonnance; customer 
satisfaction; adapt to periods of growth and recession and decrease cycle times. To 
ensure that management of change is successful it is important that businesses 
monitor and improve their perfonnance against strategic objectives. This ability 
should be supported by methods and tools which enable modelling and which analyse 
and improve various aspects of how a business works and is organised. This process 
requires that existing modelling methods are improved and if necessary replaced by a 
framework which integrates methods and tools appropriate to enterprise modelling 
and the management of change. Providing a method and computer toolset to capture 
aspects of a business and analyse these, in order to identify and compare options for 
meeting the business requirements, is the aim of the Enterprise project. 
3.8.5.2. Technical Perspective 
An Ontology for enterprise modelling is the foundation upon which the framework for 
integrating tools and methods is built. This framework supports a general base of 
practical knowledge based modelling tools and methods for business application and 
evolved alongside existing and emerging standards in open systems and knowledge 
representation. 
3.8.5.3 The Toolset 
The Enterprise Toolset utilises the integration framework. It initiates an agent-based 
architecture to integrate off-the-shelf tools in a plug-and-play style. The Enterprise 
Toolset is a composite, these components include a procedure builder for the 
apprehension of process models, an agent toolkit for supporting the development of 
agents, a task manager for integration, visualisation, and support for process 
enactment, and an enterprise ontology for communication. 
The Procedure Builder is a graphical tool for explaining and recording business 
process models. The output from the Procedure Builder can be exported for use 
directly by the Task Manager. In addition the Procedure Builder can produce reports 
containing the process diagrams and associated process information. The Procedure 
Builder permits users to graphically capture their business procedures in a form which 
can be used by the Enterprise Task Manager. Procedure diagrams contain procedure 
nodes, linked together by precedence arcs. The diagram can also include conditional 
fan-in and fan-out branches. Procedures can be hierarchical in nature and are 
composite with procedures at one level being capable of being broken down into 
further procedures. Procedure Builder utilises part of the lDEF3 Process Description 
Capture Method. In Particular, it uses the notation for the Process Flow Networks 
(PFN's) that are one of the two different views on processes provided by the lDEF3 
method. The procedure builder allows the user to do a variety of tasks users are able 
to build diagrams that are true IDEF3 PFN's and users can fill in elaboration forms for 
procedures, junctions and links, using forms that are identical to lDEF3 elaboration 
forms. The Procedure Builder allows the user to print out individual procedure 
diagrams, or all the diagrams that make up the procedure. The user also has the option 
of printing out a report on the procedure that contains both diagrams and the 
information that is contained in the elaboration documents for the diagram. The main 
function of the Procedure Builder for the Enterprise project is to provide procedures 
as input to the Task Manager in the Enterprise tool set. The goal of printed reports and 
diagrams, while useful to the user, is to produce output that is useful for the Task 
Manager. It is for that purpose that the Procedure Builder allows the user to add more 
information to a procedure diagram that will be used by the Task Manager, examples 
of such information are precondition and effect information for procedures, and 
marking start and end nodes for procedures. 
For the agent-based architecture of the Enterprise Toolset we investigated a multitude 
of externally available solutions and concluded, at that time, that none of them were 
suitable and thus developed our own agent-based solution supported by the Agent 
Toolkit. The design of the toolkit was guided by one principle; to make the creation of 
new agents as unproblematic as possible. It \\'as essential that the toolkit should be 
able to accommodate as-yet unknown tools as agents without the need to redesign the 
Agent Toolkit or any other component of the Enterprise Toolset. It was also essential 
to ensure that an organisation's existing applications and tools (i.e. their legacy 
systems) could be utilised. The communication facilities for applications in the 
Enterprise toolset are provided by the agent toolkit. The agent toolkit is used to tum 
applications into Enterprise agents ("agentification"). Those who will be turning user 
applications into Enterprise agents require knowledge about the agent toolkit while 
'End' users do not. 
The interface between the user and the Enterprise Toolset is known as the Task 
Manager and it is used directly to support the user in performing their current tasks. 
Planning user tasks and the utilisation of agents, based on the information available 
from the Procedure Builder's process models and agent registration information, is the 
job of the Task Manager. Suitable agents are identified at the last possible moment 
ensuring that the most suitable agent at that time can be identified. The Task Manager 
is also responsible for monitoring the progress of a task, keeping note of which tasks 
are currently active and which have been completed, etc. This progress is visualised 
and supported by the process diagrams captured with the Procedure Builder. The Task 
Manager also helps the user to recover from failures by determining alternative routes 
of action. Essentially the Task Manager provides extra control on top of those 
provided by the agent services. The user is able to participate in the co-ordination of 
the use of agents at the level of the user's tasks depending upon tasks the user is 
engaged. 
The Enterprise Ontology was developed as standard terminology for use in the 
Enterprise Toolset. This overcame problems experienced by tools that were developed 
separately, such as conflicts and ambiguity when tools are integrated. The Enterprise 
Ontology is a set of generally applicable terms used frequently in enterprises, each 
term is carefully defined to allow common usage. Each individual organisation will 
have their own set of terms thus the ontology can be extended to suit the specific 
needs of the organisation. The utilisation of this ontology is advantageous due to the 
fact that tenns are used consistently and unambiguously throughout the enterprise. 
The ontology achieves the basis for communication between agents regardless 
whether they are human or software agents. 
3.8.5.4 Applications 
The evaluation of the toolset in the context of real business applications was enabled 
through the addition of end-user organisations such as Lloyd's Register, Unilever and 
IBM . Each end-user organisations had different uses for the evaluation of the toolset. 
Lloyd's Register uses the results for strategic planning through more effective 
modelling and re-engineering of business processes. Unilever first uses the toolset 
within its R&D activities while IBM UK intends to exploit the results in remodelling 
its internal organisation as well as providing technical input via its Business 
Modelling Method BSDM (Business Systems Development Method). 
How pragmatic methods and current commercial tools can be used to support business 
process re-engineering were addressed in the early stages of the project by Logica. 
The main developer of the toolset (AlAI), introduces a world-leading technical 
capability in KBS technology and applications to the consortium, this together with 
Pilkington Optronics resulted in a public demonstrator which addresses the problem 
of bid management. The benefits of the project are represented to the wider business 
community by the partners themselves. The key public deliverables are: 
• a review of enterprise modelling techniques, tools and methods; 
• two early demonstrators using off-the-shelf software; 
• the public demonstrator of the toolset applied to the generic business problem 
of bid management; 
• the Enterprise Ontology; 
3.9 Enterprise Modelling Methodologies - A Dynamic View 
The following paragraphs present a number of modelling methodologies that exhibit 
dynamic behaviour. The most well known of these methods is the ID EF models. The 
chapter also reports on WADE as well as TOVE. TOVE is different from the 
methodologies examined so far in the sense that it targets an aspect of the enterprise 
which had not received much attention, that is enterprise communication. The models 
that TOVE creates are based on computation representations of the enterprise rather 
than diagrammatic. 
3.9.1 IDEF methods 
The integrated definition method (IDEF) is a structured approach used for enterprise 
re-engineering and BPR [DeWitte 1998]. It uses visual models that facilitate the 
quantitative analysis of proposed changes to processes to yield the highest 
performance at he lower cost. Generally speaking modelling assists enterprises to 
understand their processes in terms of how they work, what input they require and 
what output they produce. By developing models and understanding of the 'as-is' of 
the enterprise one can visualise a 'to-be' situation and assess it and implement. This is 
where the value of the IDEF method lies. It offers support into developing 'as-is' and 
'to-be' models or in other assists in describing where a company is and it's going. 
There are numerous IDEF methods such as IDEFO, IDEF top level or IDEF3. Each of 
these methods targets different aspects or levels of the enterprise. IDEFO defines the 
essential elements of each process and describes the relationships between processes. 
IDEF top level emphasises on functional modelling while IDEF3 provides a process 
description that serves as the basis for simulation models. In this chapter I have 
concentrated on the IDEF methods as a whole rather than a specific one. The 
following figure shows IDEF's basic syntax. 
1 CONTROLS 1 
INPUTS OUTPUTS 
ACTMTY 
1 MECHANISMS 1 
Figure 3.6: Basic IDEF Syntax 
IDEF methods are used in tum according to the stage of analysis. IDEFO initially is 
used to capture, visualise what the enterprise does in terms of functionality. It creates 
models of decisions, actions, activities, inputs, outputs and constraints. The 
underlined models are developed by capturing the elements needed to execute a 
process, models the relationships between each process, identifies core processes as 
well as non value-added processes and finally assists in acti\'ity based costing 
scenarios. 
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According to [De Witte 1998] the most powerful feature of IDEF is its lack of reliance 
on time. This non-linear approach frees management from preconceptions of how the 
process occurs by modelling how activities actually relate to one another. By 
removing these preconceptions IDEF provides an objective assessment of what really 
occurs in the process. The accurate 'as-is' picture forms the basis for future 
improvement. 
IDEF3 is a process description method. It describes how processes flow and how 
activities are linked together in order to form a process. In essence, IDEF3 provides 
the real world picture of the enterprise or in other words the what it does and how it 
does it by capturing also the timing and decision logic involved with each process. 
IDEF3 has become a popular way to model for the modelling of 'what if scenarios 
prior to discrete event simulation. A high level process is made up of individual 
activities linked together. IDEF3 is capable of decomposing high level processes into 
their smallest activities or units in order to deal with complexity. Like CIMOSA, 
PERA and GIM the IDEF methods allow modelling from multiple perspectives. The 
various perspectives that relate to a particular process once captured and visualised 
can be used to achieve an even closer interpretation of how the process actually 
works. The element that makes IDEF distinguishable from other modelling 
methodologies is that it accounts for random behaviour and its effects on a process. 
IDEF can also develop object oriented models through object state transition network 
descriptions. IDEF3 can capture objects associated with a process in a similar way 
IDEFO captures resources. IDEF methods can also be linked. IDEF3 takes the 
knowledge captured by IDEFO supplements it with a process owner's real world 
knowledge and how a process works, and produces robust process scenarios that can 
feed directly into simulation scenarios [DeWitte 1998]. The basic construction of the 
IDEF model is shown in the following figure. 
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Setup 
Plan 
SET UP MACHINES 
Set up Document 
Set up 
Equipment 
Foreman Process Plan 
RM A 
RM B 
RMC 
MAYE PRODUCTS, 
i 
WIP I Inspection Plan 
• 
Machine Production 
Operator Machines '~SPEC T PROOII(;TS 
Inspection Equipment Inspector 
Figure 3.7 : Basic Construction of an IDEF model 
The IDEF5 method has three main components th at are· graphica l language a 
structured text language and semanti c procedure. IDEF5 provides e eral chema for 
the visuali sati on of enterpri ses. Cia sificati on emantics are used in ID EF5 to h \ 
relations between kinds in ID EF5 model. It support two type of c ia s ifi ca ti n 
mechani sms which are; descripti on subsumption and AKO ' a kind of' a 
the foll owing figure. In descliption subsumption, the defini ng properti e of th "top-
level" kind K in the cl ass ifi cation, as well as those of all its sub-kind con titut 
ri gorous necessary and suffi cient cond it ion for member hip in th o e kind. 
Additionally, the definin g properti es of all the ubkinds are "subsumed" by the 
defining properti es of K in the sense that the d fi ning properti es of each kind entai l 
the definin g properti es of K; the defi ning propert ies of K constitute a more general 
concept. 
Descnpbon 
Subsumpbon A KlOd of 
Figure 3.8 : Class ifica tio n i\ lecha ni I1IS 
Conversely, natural kind classification does not assume there are rigorously 
identifiable necessary and sufficient conditions for membership in the top-level kind 
K. Nonetheless, there are some underlying structural properties of its instances that. 
when specialized in various ways, yield the sub-kinds of K. Composition schematics 
are used in IDEF5 to discover and characterise different uses of the part-whole 
relation. It is a special type of relation schematics that are used to represent the 
relations between kinds in an enterprise. The capture of knowledge about relations is 
critical to knowledge acquisition, since relations specify the behaviour that controls 
interactions between the components of a complex system. The IDEF5 language 
provides a structured text format for capturing complex relation of knowledge at any 
level of complexity. The structured text language can express everything that can be 
stored using the schematics. 
The IDEF5 procedure consists of five activities. The first activity establishes the 
purpose, viewpoint and context of the enterprise. The second activity is concerned 
with data collection. It acquires the data needed for the development of the enterprise 
model, while the third and fourth activities are used to analyse data and develop the 
model respectively. The fifth activity is concerned with validating and completing the 
enterprise model development process. 
3.9.2 WADE method 
WADE (workflow analysis and design environment) is a modelling method dedicated 
to the support of design and analysis of workflow systems in the context of 
continually evolving business processes. It supports concurrent design of the business 
process with the workflow process that must support the business process. In today's 
environment a business process is developed by process owners or business 
stakeholders, whereas the workflow process is developed by the information systems 
engineers and programmers. Bringing concurrency to these activities results in 
business processes that take maximum advantage of the workflow automation and 
workflow processes that conform to the business goals [Parakath 1998]. Workflow 
simulation models are therefore used to analyse and improve the process flow 
whereas workflow execution models are used to implement the process within the 
context of an information system. 
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The WADE model consists of 8 phases. The first phase is concerned with acquiring 
business process descriptions. At this phase the knowledge of the business processes 
is acquired from domain experts and stored in a knowledge representation format. 
WADE facilitates the acquisition of this information using the IDEF3 process 
description capture model. The second phase is concerned with the design of a 
business process simulation model starting from a business process description. 
WADE supports this phase by making use of its BP model designer component to 
develop these simulation model design tasks. The process id based on pre-determined 
rules which have similarities with the dynamic model presented in the next chapter. 
For example: 
If the inventory level is greater than the requested material quantity 
Then perform transfer material 
Else perform generate purchase order 
In the third phase WADE executes the model of business process simulation which is 
executed under a set pre-specified experimental conditions. The executions yielded 
output data that is recorded and compiled. These tasks are supported by the simulation 
engine component of the WADE architecture [Parakath 1998]. WADE also includes 
functions for accessing and editing model information, viewing key performance 
metrics while simulation executes, and finally observing the animation of the model. 
In the fourth phases WADE acquires the description of the workflow. The difference 
between workflow description and business descriptions is that the former 
concentrates on the flow of single information work-items that triggers or controls an 
instance of a business process. In complex systems work-items any tie together 
mUltiple business processes. WADE acquires this type of knowledge again by using 
the IDEF3 process description method. The description themselves contain 
information about the applications needed within the enterprise as well as the 
information needed to launch them. One of the features of WAD E that distinguishes it 
from other modelling methodologies is that it can generate workflow models from the 
workflow description. The fifth phase of the approach deals with the design of the 
workflow simulation models. These are representations of processes that can be 
directly executed by a discrete-event simulation engine [Parakath 1998]. In the sixth 
phase of the approach the workflow simulations are executed for experimental 
purpo es. The data the experiment provided are later recorded and ompiled . Th 
analysis of the recorded data is performed in order to identify potential imprO\· m nt " 
to the workflow description. The seventh phase compri e the workflow xe urion 
model which is a representation of a workflow process that can be directl y ex ' ut d 
by the workflow engine. The description of the \ orkfl o\l execution model i again 
based on IDEF3. The final phase is the execution of the \ orkflow it el f The 
workflow specification model s are used to generate the workflo\ tern which i' 
then used to automate the flow of work. The WADE conceptual model i h \\·n in th 
following figure. 
Work Flow 
Enhancements 
Worlldlaw PrCICeM DMc:rlpDcnI 
-. ........ 
---
Business Process 
Enhancements 
Figure 3.9: "ADE Concept of Operation 
Th de elopers of the WADE model claim that the model facilitate th e proce of 
planning within enterprises as the WADE models can be used for anal si and 
planning of task . ]t is a lso capable of identi fying opportunities for BPR and 
evaluating altemative busine s process designs. Finally it allow proce model ling 
and imulation to be L1 ed in parallel to design and engineer workflow tern. 
3.9.3 Enterprise modelling with FUNSOIT nets 
FUNSOFT net describes complex processes for distributing development large scale 
systems using large scale tools such as CORMAN, or LEU [Erdmann 1997]. 
FUNSOFT nets are structured and formalised descriptions of work flow models. The 
developers [Erdmann 1997] called them high-level Petri nets, which offer different 
views on a model (process view and project management view). Flexible and 
adaptable firing behaviour tailored for business applications, as well as formally 
defined workflow models in terms of predicts-position nets. Petri nets enforce a clear 
separation of data and computation. This separation is desirable on the level of 
business process, as it is usually easier for domain experts to describe how things 
have to be done instead of thinking about clashes and responsibilities which 
contradicts object-oriented paradigms against Petri net paradigm. 
FUNSOFT nets are high-level Petri nets that consist of: 
• A petri net structure (s,t,f) (s for channels, t for agencies and ffor edges), 
• A set of services, 
• A set of object type definitions, 
• A set of predicates, 
• A initial marking 
Channels are used to store objects and they are associated with an object type 
(Boolean, real, text). Business processes are described by agencies. The input and 
output firing behaviour of each agency is defined individually. Agents can be refined 
in terms of the sub-net that is run when the agency is fired. Each non-refined agency 
has an associated service that is invoked when the agency fires as well as an agency 
role that describes the kind of persons involved in the activity. Edges between 
channels and edges are divided between standard Petri net consuming edges and 
copying edges which provide read access to tokens without removing them from their 
channel. In order to deal with complexity FUNSOFT defines different views. The 
basic views are the process view that describes the structure of business processes, the 
project management view that indicates the relationships between roles and activities 
and the object-type view that defines the information structure used in the model. 
~-- ~! 
I 
Figure 3.10: Channels and Agencies 
3.9.3.1 Information & Computational Viewpoint 
FUNSOFT nets are used to specify a business objective including actors and all 
necessary activities. The channels that were described earlier are used to capture the 
resources needed for a business process. Agencies represent individual activities 
within a modelled community. Often agencies operate on tokens from several 
channels simultaneously, in such cases the relation between the agency and an 
interface is not that clear. Mapping the agency for generic function that will be 
perfonned by all objects, rarely suits real life situations. FUNSOFT net models a 
business process as a series of communicating objects. All agencies in this community 
(model) have to be related to FUNSOFT roles. This concept controls the firing of 
agencies in the sense that they involved FUNSOFT roles have all the necessary access 
rights to invoke the functionality of the agency [Erdmann 1997]. Agencies are 
annotated using user-defined attributes that can also be used to describe the quality of 
service for individual agencies in the enterprise viewpoint. This data is mapped to 
interfaces in the computational viewpoint and can be used to evaluate the applicability 
of the implemented system. 
The developers ofthis approach claim that enterprise modelling using FUNSOFT nets 
is a promising approach for the specification and integration of large scale distributed 
heterogeneous infonnation systems. Focussing on business processes suits the current 
organisational trends in industry, summarised through the tenn business process and 
engineering. The approach encourages the participation of system-users which leads 
to higher acceptance of future systems and defines a basis for reuse later on. The 
decomposition into enterprise objects will be realised as self-contained entities 
focusing on specialised functions. When a particular business process needs to be 
changed, the objects (that describe the process) are just being reconfigured. Another 
advantage of the approach is to simulate new business processes. New business 
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processes can be simulated by reconfiguring existing enterprise objects that are 
evaluated by assessing the impact of change upon them. Simulating new business 
processes will increase the acceptance of the future system. Since user participation 
and collaboration with the analysts is strongly encouraged, emphasis can be given to 
integration between old and new processes. Even in this process the end-users will not 
lose track of the systems development since possible problems affecting the inputs 
and outputs of business processes can be resolved between them and the systems 
engmeers. 
3.9.4 The TOVE Methodology 
TOVE (Toronto Virtual Enterprise) [Fox et al 1996] is an ontological approach which 
aims to create a common and shared terminology in an enterprise. TOVE defines the 
meaning of each term (semantics) in an easy to understand, and describes these 
semantics as a set of axioms. TOVE finally defines a set of symbols for depicting a 
term in a graphical form. According to [Fox 1996] all of the attempts to create a 
general enterprise model fail to produce a set of criteria against which knowledge 
representations can be evaluated. Some of the criteria suggested in his paper are: 
• Generality, 
• Competence, 
• Efficiency, 
• Perspicuity, 
• Transfonnability, 
• Extensibility, 
• Granularity, 
• Scalability. 
The first two criteria examine to what degree the representation is shared and how 
well problem solving is supported. The third and fourth criteria examine whether the 
representation supports efficient reasoning and whether it is easily understood by 
users. The transformability and extensibility criteria ensure that the representation can 
be transformed into another, more appropriate representation for a particular domain, 
and can also be extended to encompass new concepts. Granularity ensures that the 
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representation supports reasoning at every level of abstraction and detaiL and tinally 
scalability examines whether the representation can be scaled up to support large 
applications. 
The philosophy behind TOVE is that enterprises are action oriented and therefore the 
ability to represent actions lies at the heart of all enterprise models. TOVE developers 
approached the issues raised by the evaluation criteria by defining a generic level 
representation of activities, time, causality and constraints. In TOVE, actions are 
represented by the combination of an activity and its corresponding state. Activities 
are the basic transfonnational action primitive via which processes and operations can 
be represented. Enabling state defines what has to be true prior to the implementation 
of an activity, and caused state defines what has to be true after an activity had been 
perfonned. An activity may at any point carry a status, which may be either 
• Donnant: the activity is idle, 
• Enabled: the activity is executing 
• Completed: the activity is finished or 
• Suspended: the activity has been forced to idle state. 
The state of an activity is another tenn and indicates what has to be true for an 
activity to be perfonned. The above fonn the terminology of the rOVE model. The 
definition of the terminology is in the form of first order logic and has been 
implemented in Prolog. An English description [Fox 1996] of some of these 
definitions are: 
• An activity can be executed if its enabling state is enabled. 
• A resource is physically divisible if it has at least one sub-component. 
• A resource is reusable if it is temporarily divisible in its role in an activity . 
3.10 Dynamic modelling methods and tools 
In the following paragraphs some dynamic models are being presented. Some of them 
target supply chains while others target specific processes within an enterprise. 
Supply chains are presented as networks of processes expressed using diah'Tammatic 
notations while processes are expressed as mathematical models. 
3.10.1 A multi-agent approach to modelling supply chain dynamics 
The following paragraphs introduce the research work of Swaminathan, Smith and 
Sadeh [Swaminathan 1997] into the area of supply chain dynamics. The approach 
utilises a multi-agent paradigm for modelling and analysing supply chains. The aim of 
the approach is to achieve supply chain optimisation by experimenting with different 
scenarios. Supply chains are considered multi-agent environments as many different 
business entities are working closely together and are therefore interdependent upon 
each other. Each agent in the supply chain has the ability to utilise various policies 
relating to demand, supply, information and materials control. The analysis is based 
on discrete event simulation of the various alternatives and control policies. All 
elements of a supply chain are classified as structural or control elements. Structural 
elements are involved in actual production and transportation of products whereas 
control elements help in co-ordinating the flow of products in an efficient manner 
with the use of messages. 
Every enterprise In the supply chain is regarded as a specialised agent. A 
manufacturing agent for example is different from the distribution agent or a 
transportation agent in terms of objectives. Therefore specialised elements correspond 
to the structural elements of the supply chain. Agents communicate with each other by 
passing around messages. The framework has developed a messaging mechanism for 
identifying the agent each message activates. 
The idea behind the framework is based upon the development of a knowledge based 
system that holds a set of predefined rules. These rules handle the type of 
relationships and messages that can exist within the scope of the supply chain. In the 
following paragraph we describe how each off the agents involved in the model 
expected to behave. 
As we mentioned in the beginning the approach divides the supply chain entities 
between structural and control elements. The business entities come under the heading 
of structural elements, whereas policies regarding the flow of material as well as the 
way the means by which the material flows is described by the control elements. 
Production elements use inventory control elements for managing their stock. tlow 
control elements for transportation and forecast elements for propagating demand 
forecasts. The authors have recognised five agents within the scope of the supply 
chain. The behaviour of each one of those is defined in a knowledge base whichi 
forms the ontology of the model. These agent definitions are in a sense generic 
objectives of business entities. A retailer, for example, would focus on reducing the 
time from the delivery of a customer order and simultaneously minimise stock. 
Furthermore, a distribution centre agent that receives goods from the manufacturer 
would focus on reducing the stock carried. Note here that the distribution centre agent 
is either storing goods or sending them away to retailers. Manufacturing agents 
assemble or develop goods from scratch. Generally speaking, they would accept 
orders from either distribution agents or retailer agents. Their focus would be on stock 
control but mainly on the manufacturing process. The transportation agents-as the 
name suggest-are responsible for moving products from one agent to another. The 
focus of this agent would be on managing delivery times and general logistics. 
Finally, the authors consider a supply agent whose aim is on low tum-around time and 
inventory. There is a number of issues raised by this approach. There is a number of 
unique processes each working towards a specific goal. Although enterprise 
modelling can offer a modelling approach for each one the goals of the entire 
objective would not have been met. The issue here is dependability. The functions 
presented here are interconnected and dependent upon each other. The output of a 
process affects the output of the others. It has been concluded during this research that 
it is environments with multiple goals that need dynamic models to assess them. We 
need therefore a set of initial rules that capture the behaviour of the entire chain in 
order to assess the affect of each process to the entire model. In the following 
paragraph we go into detail in the approach developed during this research for 
developing dynamic models and assessing the impact of each component to the entire 
picture. 
The control elements are policies that control production and transportation of 
products within the chain. The inventory control element controls the flow of 
materials and can either be centralised or decentralised. The centralised parameter of 
the inventory control would take into account the entire chain whereas the 
decentralised parameter focuses on one specific entity. The demand control element 
denotes actual forecasts and are modelled as messages within the scope of this 
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framework. Again demand control elements can either be of a marketing or a 
forecasting nature. The marketing element investigates ways to increase demand for a 
particular product and could be in the form of advertising, discounts or seasonal sale. 
From a programming point of view the parameter provides a mechanism that triggers 
additional sales. Forecasting demand elements determine how forecasts are generated 
and evolve within the supply chain. The supply control element carry the terms and 
conditions of the goods. The terms and conditions which are part of contractual 
arrangements specify variables such as price, delivery times etc. The floor control 
elements co-ordinate the product flow and are divided into loading and routing 
elements. Whereas loading elements control the manner in which the transportation 
elements are loaded and unloaded, the routing elements controls the sequence 
products are delivered by the transportation elements. Finally the information control 
elements is divided into directly accessible information such as information on stock 
level, capacity information or routing and periodic information which refers to 
changes in business strategy and pricing introduction of new services or products. The 
diagram below describes the relationship between structure and control elements. 
STRUCTURAL 
ELEMETS 
RETAILER 
DESTRISUTOR 
MANUFACTURER 
SUPPLIER 
VEHICLES 
SUPPLY CHAIN 
ELEMENTS 
LOADING 
ROUTING 
CONTROL 
ELEMENTS 
CENTRAliSED FORECAST 
DECENTRAliSE MARK£TIN CONTRACT 
PERIODIC 
REAL-TIME 
Figure 3.11: Multi-agent approach to supply chain modelling 
The framework is aiming to assist analysts, managers or developers during supply 
chain re-engineering stage. The framework provides a platform for testing different 
scenarios rather than undertaking a probabilistic view of the future and carry out risk 
analysis. The authors claim that the framework can be used as a decision support tool 
that can analyse various alternatives and be useful in quantifying gains and helping 
the organisations make the right decision. 
The following example shows how the model reacts to a raised order. It shows how 
structural and control elements interact. Assume an automotive supply chain and 
consider the following example [Swaminathan 1997]. 
• An enterprise has initiated a request for goods message 
The message handler performs the following actions following receipt of the message. 
Checks if the product is available in stock. If it is then demand is satisfied and 
inventory is updated, otherwise demand is backlogged and the status of backlogged 
demand is updated. 
The inventory policy control is invoked. 
The inventory policy control generates a request for goods message for the supplier of 
the product based on inventory on-hand and backlogged demand. It also utilises 
supplier capacity information based on agreements for information sharing with the 
supplier. 
I f outgoing messages are generated they are queued up in the message queue with the 
time stamp for activation. 
3.10.2 A dynamic transportation scheduling model 
The following paragraph presents a model developed as part of a Ph.D. thesis by 
[Scott 1995]. The model, as the title suggests, attempts to model a transportation chain 
for the purpose of scheduling optimisation. The author distinguishes the methods for 
craft scheduling into direct and sequential methods. Direct methods cover single step 
or integrated models whereas sequential methods cover multi-step models with minor 
feedback. It should be stressed here that this particular model targeted aircraft 
scheduling. While some successes with direct are reported nearly all craft scheduling 
techniques are sequential. [Scott 1995] believes that there are mainly two reasons for 
this. Most experienced craft schedulers use sequential techniques, and the sequential 
method computation time grow less quickly with problems size than do direct 
methods. However sequential methods sometime rule out attractive alternatives in the 
early steps of computation, in order to make the method more tractable. His model 
explored these deficiencies and used a decision vector model for craft scheduling in 
conjunction with the Lagrangian relaxation algorithm. The model identifies the 
optimal schedule. The sequential model is following the familiar path of building a set 
of candidate schedules which are later evaluated and the optimal one is chosen. 
Schedules are evaluated against three parameters which are combined cargo (includes 
passengers) craft only cargo and craft movement constraints. The author also claims 
that this modelling technique maintains a global optimality by using Lagrangian 
relaxation to produce a set of craft schedules containing the optimum craft and cargo 
schedule. 
3.10.3 NIMBUS 
The NIMBUS model is a software package designed for dynamic modelling and 
simulation of process plants. The developers however claim that it can simulate any 
system that can be described by differential and algebraic equations. By separating the 
tasks of modelling and simulation, and providing a suite of DAE (Differential 
Algebraic Equation) solvers, the NIMBUS user can concentrate on the modelling task 
[Nimbus 1998]. Process models are configured in the form of a flow sheet, using an 
object-based graphical configurator. Objects are chosen from libraries of sub-models. 
Users can also create their own libraries and sub-models making the tool very 
flexible. 
NIMBUS was developed at the University of Queensland, by the Chemical 
Engineering department. It has modelled a number of lumped and distributed 
parameter systems. NIMBUS contains a set of computer programs (functions) that 
facilitate the modelling and simulation of processes that can be represented in terms 
of semi-implicit differential and algebraic equations of the form: 
dx/dt = f(x, Z, p, t) 
0= g(x, Z, p, t) 
with states x, algebraic variables z, and parameters p. The independent variable is 
usually time t. 
Numerical techniques are used to solve the dynamic and steady state ( dx/dt = 0 ) 
problems. These include DIRK ( diagonally implicit Runge Kutta ) adapti\'e step-
length integrators and a Schubert algebraic solver for initialization or steady state 
solutions [Nimbus 1998]. 
To the user, process systems are graphically configured in terms of objects called 
blocks and links in the form of a flow diagram. Block objects are selected from 
libraries of pre-programmed sub-models and connected by pre-defined link objects. 
However, the assembled model is viewed numerically as one large DAE (DitTerential 
Algebraic Equation) system, and so-called equation-based solvers are used to perform 
the simulation. A variety of programs are included to build libraries, to view results in 
graphical and tabular form, to diagnose modelling problems, and to link to other 
software such as spreadsheets and MATLAB (for system analysis and control system 
design). Versions of the dynamic solver have also been linked to model-based 
controllers, to the G2 real-time expert system, and to the FSQP optimisation package. 
NIMBUS aIms to facilitate optimal processmg. It can contribute to improve the 
design of the process and its control system, to optimal policies for start-up and other 
disturbance handling, to optimise operating conditions and control system tuning, to 
"what if' exploratory investigations and to operator training. 
Dynamic simulation can detect sensitivities of the plant to particular types of 
disturbances which small changes in the design can reduce. Simulation can also 
highlight start-up and shut-down problems. NIMBUS and associated MA TLAB tools 
can be used to examine interactions between variables that may otherwise be 
unsuspected. 
NIMBUS is a tool for designing and evaluating control system designs. The NIMBUS 
MA TLAB toolbox contains an IMC tuner for PI control loops. NIMBUS and other 
MA TLAB toolboxes can be used for model reduction, estimator design and the design 
of advanced optimal controllers [Nimbus 1998]. 
It is generally desirable to simulate the dynamic response of a plant to strategies for 
start-up, product grade or feedstock changes, and schedules for batch processing, 
Optimisers which have been integrated with NIMBUS can also assist in developing 
these operating strategies. "What if' scenarios are one of the traditional uses dynamic 
simulators. What is the effect of different feed stocks, operating conditions, 
throughputs, plant or control system designs, additions or removal of plant equipment. 
to name just a few. Another traditional use of dynamic simulators such as NIMBUS 
is in operator training. Operators can practise and develop strategies for handling 
start-up, shut-down and emergencies. This is seldom possible and generally much 
more expensive on the real plant. The tools can run on personal computers or laptops 
It comes as an OS/2 version and the hard-working parts can also run on UNIX 
workstations. 
The developers also claim that the numerical engines and strategies within NIMBUS 
are the very latest technology and will continue to be so through ongoing research. 
NIMBUS itself and the NIMBUS solvers are easily integrated with other software 
such as display and interfacing software, control systems, expert systems, design and 
analysis tools. It has already been interfaced to MATLAB, G2 (a real time expert 
system), spreadsheets and databases. 
But perhaps the key difference between NIMBUS and other simulators is its 
transparency and open architecture. This has been achieved by a modular structure, an 
object-oriented design, no binary data files, all model equations and parameters 
accessible, and operating log files. This open architecture makes it particularly simple 
to define new link types, write new blocks, incorporate FORTRAN code for all or 
parts of blocks, interface properties packages, and integrate NIMBUS with other 
software tools. 
3.10.4 A decision support model for modelling logistic chains 
The following paragraph examines the SMILE (Strategic Model for integrated logistic 
evaluations) project [Tavasszy 1997]. The model was constructed as a joint effort of 
the transport research centre of the ministry of transport and the research organisation 
NEI (Netherlands Economic Institute). SMILE is a decision support system which 
describes logistic chains at three levels: production, inventory and transportation. The 
developers of SMILE had realised prior to the development of their model that pri\'ate 
and public decision makers are becoming more dependant on strategic information on 
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expected future development of freight flows. Bearing in mind the dynamics of global 
logistic processes, the required strategic information is no longer limited to forecasts 
of the use of the transport system in a specific year in the future. In order to assist 
strategic management there is a need for insight in trends throughout the years. It 
should be stressed at this point that decision making is a three stage process. The 
process is divided into the stage of perception (information gathering), combination 
(comparison of available options) and decision. SMILE has recognised the relation 
that exists between transport and the economy and the impact it may have. [Tavasszy 
1997] claims that the model can make forecasts based on 'what if' scenarios that 
involve certain economic circumstances. A typical use SMILE is to assess for 
example what is the influence of central European distribution on transport, or what is 
the contribution of transport to the economy. There are of course a number of 
parameters that need to be quantified in order to reply to such questions. By taking 
into consideration variables such as modes of transportation, economics and the 
dynamics between the two SMILE has the ability to analyse logistical choices and 
make long term forecasts. The SMILE model aims to get a better view of future 
developments in freight flows that use Dutch infrastructure. 
3.11 Commercial Products 
In the following paragraphs we're looking into some of the commercial products 
available on the market. Since we distinguished between static and dynamic research 
methodologies and tools we're using the same distinction for this section too. The 
commercial products have also been divided according to the classification system 
used to divide between static and dynamic systems. During the research into the 
commercial products available the author came to the conclusion that although 
research methodologies are limited in number, there is a large variety of commercial 
products. The author has targeted those products that are specifically designed for 
enterprise modelling. The majority of the tools in this section deal with business 
process re-engineering. Support of other aspects of enterprise modelling such as 
promotion of communication and understanding between agents and integration of 
processes varies according to the objectives of the tool. 
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3.1 1.1 Proforma 
Profonna provides methodologies and tools for business software development. Thev 
build and sell tools for business process re-engineering (BPR), business object 
analysis, and client/server design and development [Profonna 1999]. The aim of their 
tools is to perfonn enterprise modelling, by bringing business and infonnation 
technology together, in order to define, model, and build business systems. Profonna 
assists business organisations to achieve business process automation approach. Their 
The reason for enterprise modelling is business process re-engineering by going 
through and experiencing all the benefits of enterprise modelling such as business 
understanding, consistency and communication. 
They have identified the need for modelling and integrating business processes as a 
bear essential for remaining competitive. Their modelling method is based on 
integration between business process re-engineering techniques with client/server and 
00 design and development to automate (re)engineered business processes. For this 
purpose they have developed a tool called Pro Vision. Pro Vision is a software tool 
for gathering and documenting business processes and requirements prior to 
application development or software package selection. 
The resulting business object models are then used to evolve system design and 
development. Current project services are: 
Business process reengineering (BPR) services to model new or rethink old business 
processes. The modelling techniques we use in BPR allow organisations to quickly 
design the most cost-effective and competitive business processes possible. 
Business object analysis services to assist joint business and IT teams to fully explore 
and define their business objects models. Business object models contain all the 
detailed business rules, decisions, and infonnation needed for system design and 
development. 
Client/server design and development servIces to transition and extend business 
objects into system objects and generate application components such as databases, 
GUI components, and code. 
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Profonna assists infonnation technology organisations in applying new technology to 
solve business problems. 
An education curriculum which is designed to accelerate business systems 
professionals' ability to apply business objects to the analysis and design of 
client/server solutions within a network oflegacy applications. 
Consulting and mentoring support to assist organisations In planning for and 
implementing new technologies such as BPR, object orientation and client/server. 
A business process and object modelling and automation tool called ProVision 
Workbench ProVision Workbench seamlessly integrates business process 
reengineering / BPR, business object analysis, and client/server and 00 development. 
It provides a common repository for modelling both business practices and 
infonnation technology requirements. 
3.11.2 Software Data Environment 
Software Data Environment (S.D. E.) is a software tool for modelling environments of 
software development companies. Unlike Provision mentioned above S.D.E. is 
dedicated to understanding business processes making forecasts and running 'What if 
scenarios. It consists of a number of integrated design models designed for 
organisations developing products and providing services to the software industry. 
The tools comprises enterprise models, data warehouse model, subject area logical 
models and subject area application models. According to the manufacturers/ 
developers of the tool S.D.E. provides an integrated family of design model products 
that specifically address the planning, marketing and fulfilment requirements of the 
software industry [SDE 1999]. 
They also claim that the development and marketing of software products with 
accelerated time-to-market and shortened product life-cycle requires the co-ordination 
of each functional area of the organisation. The Software Data Em'ironment intebTfates 
the information needs of the entire organisation to support product planning. 
marketing, forecasting, pricing and distribution. They have concluded that software 
companies in general have a critical need for integrated planning and reporting of 
information. However, the nature of the industry precludes many companies from 
taking the time and resources from new product development to complete this work. 
S.D.E. is designed to address this issue and provide a solution from which this work 
can be quickly completed by taking advantage of a baseline of common information 
practices in the software industry. Some of the features of the tool are software 
forecast, product upgrade and version control, problem reporting, sales analysis 
business analysis, inventory and profitability analysis 
3.11.3 BPR Top-ix analyser 
This is another software tool dedicated to business process re-engineering. Top-ix 
analyser provides a method not only for the initial BPR process but also a programme 
of continuous improvement thereafter [Top-ix 1999] . 
According to David Willis [Top-ix 1999] BPR is about achieving the highest 
customer value from your business processes. This is not a static position as customer 
needs and competitive environments are changing continuously. It is not enough for a 
company to complete a successful BPR project, it must continually revisit its process 
to identify where more value can be added. 
Top-ix treats reengineering as a logical 'journey' through discrete stages which must 
all be successfully completed if the project is to work. This takes a top down 
approach, moving from high level business strategy to the assignment of individual 
tasks and project implementation. 
The first stage employs high-level process mapping to give an organisation a clear 
understanding of how its business functions. By aligning the requirements of an 
organisation's customers to the requirements of the business itself, this stage identifies 
where 'quick hit' process improvement can be made. 
Once the first steps on this reengineering journey have been taken, an organisation 
can 'drill down' to map its sub processes involved in any process and their respecti\ c 
so 
activities and tasks. This gives an overall view of how the business functions at the 
moment and allows a company to move easily to the next stage of process eyaluation 
and design. 
This stage allows for the evaluation of existing and future processes against a wide 
range of criteria, including: 
Value-added analysis 
Customer service times 
Delivery cycles 
Quality service times 
Activity-based cost standards 
Once new processes have been designed and modelled, the journey moves onto the 
implementation phase by starting to design the jobs associated with the processes. 
Optimisation of resources; product or functional costings, organisational modelling 
and staff development can all be planned for here. This ensures the smooth 
implementation of new processes or improvement to existing ones. 
"Using a structured method, such as the Business Process Reengineering Loop, 
increases the changes of successfully reengineering dramatically. By breaking the 
entire task down into easily understandable and attainable stages. TOP-lX's 
approach removes the confusion and inertia which has been associated with other 
BPR projects," according to Managing Director [Top-ix 1999]. 
3.11.4 Pangaro 
Organisational modelling is the capture of a shared mental model of an organisation 
of any type, be it a large corporation, a small business or a work group. The model is 
primarily concerned with the goals of the organisation (stated or implied), the 
activities of its parts, and the responsibilities of the individuals involved [Pangaro 
1999]. 
Although software houses have deyeloped a number of tools to support enterprise 
modelling aspects. The company is engaged in systems consulting, and software 
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research and development in areas such as decision support systems. intelligent 
training and knowledge-based systems, cybernetics and artificial intelligence. object 
technology and its associated methodologies, groupware (software for collaboratiw 
work), modelling and simulation, computer graphics, and user interface. 
They also claim to specialise in techniques for analysis and methods of transformation 
for organisations of all kinds, strategies, information management infrastructure, 
environment, 
They also carry out evaluations of information infrastructure strategies, in the new 
context of commerce, systems modelling, software evaluations, rapid prototyping and 
demonstration software. 
3.11.5 Others Enterprise modelling tools 
BDF is a software tool developed by Texas Instruments Inc [Texas Inc 1999] and it 
supports all aspects of enterprise modelling such as Process Modelling, 
Organisational Modelling, Data Modelling, Flow Modelling, Model object interaction 
using matrices, Simulation and evaluation of existing and proposed designs, 
Information Engineering support, IDEFO and IDEFIX support, Model customisation 
Model repository. 
3.11.6 System Architect 2001 
System Architecture is an integrated package of modelling tools and is inherently 
advantageous to both the user, who receives a more tightly integrated tool system and 
therefore excellent consistency as well as more tools for a minimal cost, and to the 
vendor, who only needs to utilise and package a single code base. The architecture 
discussed above can easily be compared with Microsoft Office or Visual Studio 
products, where it is more practical and cost-effective to buy the whole suit or 
package, rather than just a part of it. 
System architect 2001 is not just a collection of are a different tools it is a fully 
integrated system, sold as a single product, with no alternative configurations or add-
ons. Previously distinct tools have been redesigned for structured methods. business, 
object and dictator would link, interview a single new repository and code base. 
It provides support for business, object and data modelling, but it also provides a 
alternative options for each entity. If we look at Business Process Modelling (BPS), 
System architect 2001 can support IDEFO, IDEF3, and IDEFIX diagrams as well as 
computer science corporation (CSC) catalyst framework, with tools that can capture 
and model business processes, organisations, applications, and technology. 
Numerous alternative approaches for analysis and design are supported by System 
Architect 200 I. The traditional structured techniques, such as Gane & Sarson, 
YourdoniDeMarco, Ward & Mellor, Information engineering as well SSADM, are 
supported by System Architect 200 I, which also provides for Object Modelling 
approaches with essential set of UML 1.1 diagrams, plus Shlaer/Mellor, Coad-
Yourdon, Booch and OMT. The fact that System Architect 2001 is capable of 
supporting both classical and modem approaches in one tool, makes it easy for 
organisations to re-use existing models during transition. 
Lastly, a set of data modelling tools provide logical entity/subject area and physical 
database modelling. 
Various alternatives are provided and are able to support differing skills and 
individual preference, as well as recognise that no single approach is yet 
comprehensive enough to meet all requirements. By using a combination of various 
techniques it may provide additional information, as yet untapped by single models 
alone. 
Despite the fact that System Architect 2001 is a comprehensive set of tools each 
individual tool can compete the top of the range contemporaries but it is important to 
recognise that system integration provides more than the sum of the individual 
components. There are many levels of integration including horizontal integration, 
which takes place between tools on the same layer of the SDLC, vertical integration, 
which occurs across layers, and development co-ordination across developers and 
projects. It must be noted that vertical integration with downstream stages of SDLC is 
not as comprehensively compatible with System Architect 2001, in fact compatibly is 
limited to data concepts. Integration does not simply take place across UML diagrams 
but in System Architect 2001 also has integration across the tools, for example all 
data concepts are consistent across BPM, Object Modelling and Data Modelling tools. 
Comprehensive development co-ordination is supported by a repository and Active 
Diagramming, a shared repository allows different projects to share models while 
Active Diagramming provides access to the model by many users and updates are 
performed in real time. Both the repository and Active Diagramming will be 
discussed more fully. 
3.11.6.1 Market Position 
The initial aim was for a CASE tool to be on every developers desk, and although the 
aim has yet to be realised it can be achieved by ensuring that the modelling tool is 
comprehensive, high performance and competitively priced. 
Popkin has focused upon horizontal integration covering a broad modelling scope, 
while rivals have focused on more vertical integration with essential tools of systems 
development such as coding, testing, or configuration and project management. Both 
approaches are sold by the same vendors, and it is a choice between consistency 
among a large number of developers in different project's through a common 
modelling tool versus consistency throughout the life cycle. Both approaches are very 
useful but at present there is no ideal solution. 
Unlike its competitors Popkin has grown its products together, usmg a common 
architecture over a period of 10 years, thus resulting in a highly esteemed and well 
integrated product especially in the areas of SDLC that it covers. 
There has been a great deal of success recently with many customers ordering 
$100,000 worth of tools, these customers include IBM, Airtours, Seimens and AT&T. 
The platforms used include Java, C++, Microsoft visual basic, while the database to 
supported include Microsoft SQL Server, PROGRESS, AS/400 and many more. The 
import export capabilities of system architects 2000 include UML the import and 
export via Microsoft repository and export to CACI simulation, as well as CASE 
interface format (CIF). 
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3.11.6.2 Technicalfeatures & Architecture 
The system architect 2001 marks a change in the trend of manufacturing different 
solutions to satisfy individual markets, this architectural integrates all the modelling 
variants for BPM, 00, to modelling into a single tool with a shared repository. The 
architecture is fully flexible and can be customised by administrators, for example the 
features available to individual developers can be restricted. It has a 32-bit 
architecture and it has a completely modem, Windows-savvy application. 
Capabilities can be increased by using different components for example, use of 
Microsoft distributed component object model (DCOM) which enables the repository 
to be used by developers in real time over a local area network (LAN), and while 
provision of VBA allows extension of the capabilities of the tool set. 
3.11.6.3 Usability 
System architect 2001 has an Explorer-type interface that provides the all the 
advantages of the windows style browser. System of architects 200 I improves on the 
previously used dialogue boxes in the following ways; on-screen editing allows direct 
entry of text into diagrams, a new editor matrix provides a more efficient way a data 
entry than the traditional dragging and dropping of icons icon and it is also a useful 
visualisation tool. 
The diagrams in System architect 200 I are fully customisable allowing different 
shapes, lines and colours to be selected as well as optional icons and symbols. Whilst 
most of the visual appearance in diagrams is customisable, interactive or on demand 
rules checking still enforces the vigour and completeness of the information modelled. 
This may allow organisations to develop their own methods, however the Butler 
group would favour less diversity in notations in diagrams to improve 
communications between companies and reduce training. 
3.11.6.4 Business Process Modelling tools 
A number of tools are currently provided by System Architect 200hvhich enable 
information about the business to be captured using business terminology. This 
improves both communications between business uses and the IS Department and 
ensures that business terminology is reflected correctly by information systems. The 
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complete range of techniques for BPM includes IDEFO (function modelling). IDEF3 
(process modelling), IDEFIX (data modelling) and CSC (catalyst) and many others. 
Conventional techniques are supported by a set of information engineering like the 
diagrams for modelling organisation's hierarchy asked, location information, paper 
models and functional/procedural modelling. A comprehensive profile of the 
businesses can be compiled through textual dialogues that contain a diverse amount of 
business information, such as customer profiles, product profiles, organisational 
values and critical success factors. The same tools are used at the core of System 
Architect as are used by BPM and CSC's Catalyst project management. The IDEFO 
models decisions, actions, and activities of a system. The IDEF3 allows process flows 
to be modelled and if exported to CACI's SIMProcess tool it is used for simulation 
and animation. IDEXIX provides conceptual data modelling which used through 
System Architect 2001 schema generating tools, can be transformed into physical data 
models and can generate database definitions. 
3.11.6.5 Object modelling Tools 
Successful modelling tools have to be able to adapt and progress rapidly to support 
UML. UML is a standard notation for the way object concepts should ideally be 
presented through the context of nine specific diagrams. System Architect 2001, 
unlike other solely UML-based modelling tools, it continues to support other object 
modelling techniques (OMT, Booch, Coad-Yourdon) and notations. 
As previously discussed tool integration allows access to a common repository 
information such as data structures and elements from both object and structured 
technique diagrams. As well as the capabiliuty to transform Entity Relationship 
Diagrams to UML class Diagrams and back, which allows consistent representation 
across all diagrams. 
It is expected that System Architecture will develop with the market and be 
responsive to its needs and it is expected that in the future improvements to 
components modelling support will be forthcoming, to support new component model 
techniques. 
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3.11.6.6 Structured Technique Modelling Tools 
It is well known that neither Object Modelling or object technology [Udell 1994] have 
conquered the analysis and design market, many developers still develop their own 
system using classic structured techniques alongside the inventory of modem svstems 
using popular approaches. System Architect 2001 caters for a diverse range of 
structured techniques including, SSADM (important for the UK). Ward & Mellor 
(important for real-time arena), and Information Engineering techniques (which are 
the most used). The structured techniques discussed above. along with Gain & Sarson 
and Y ourdon & DeMarco, use numerous methods such as Entity Relationship and 
Structure Charts and are all supported by System Architect 2001. 
Tool Automation provides a lot of beneficial features such as; DFD's can be 
automatically levelled, decomposition Diagrams can be generated to highlight the 
hierarchy of users levelled set of diagrams and the perspective of either the child 
diagram or the parent symbol can be vertically balanced. As well as Rule Checks, 
which are used in order to determine missing definitions, unbalanced flows and 
processes as well as missing data. 
3.11.6.7 Data Modelling Tools 
Generally modelling tools are used for database design and data modelling (due to the 
finite nature of sets of rules and variations), however DataBase Administrators 
(DB As) use these tools to automatically transform logical data concepts into physical 
databases. Data modelling is fully integrated within System Architect 200 I, thus 
consistency with data concepts in object models and structured diagrams or BPM can 
be achieved more easily. 
System Architect 2001 separates logical data modelling and physical data modelling, 
which is essential because logical models are normalised to minimise data redundancy 
while physical models require to be de-normalised in order to maximise performance. 
This distinction is also helpful because the same logical data concept might be 
implemented differently in dissimilar RDBMS. 
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3.11.6.8 Data Modelling Capabilities 
The Data modelling capabilities of System Architect 2001 comprise entity 
relationship diagram, physical data model, referential integrity constraints, user-
defined data domains, automatic propagation of foreign keys, physical data model 
generation from ERD, IDEFIX and 00 class diagrams and reverse engineering of 
databases into ERD. 
The System Architect 2001 ERD is utilised to deal with the logical side while other 
features are incorporated to assist with and automate the physical implementation of 
databases. 
Schema generation can transform ERD, IDEFIX and 00 Class diagrams into data 
models. System Architect 2001 has a wide range of properties essential to describe a 
physical database implementation and can be modelled and generated using numerous 
data schema generation capabilities including; Data Definition Language, physical 
storage requirements, primary and foreign keys and so on. System Architect 2001 
provides a number of generation capabilities including the few mentioned above, 
these allow utilisation of a useful range of databases, in addition existing database 
definitions can be reverse engineered into an ERD. 
3.11.6.9 Code Generation and Round-Trip Engineering (RTE) 
System Architect 2001 is able to generate codes from models for a number of 
languages, which in some cases can be reverse-engineered, the process which is called 
RTE, to return back into a tool, however the generation and RTE capabilities are 
limited to data concepts solely. A diverse range of object and 4GL languages are 
supported and C++ headers can be reversed into a class model, and thenm regenerated 
into Java, Forte or Dynasty. RTE capabilities and language generation are available to 
a number of software packages including C++, Microsoft visual basic, Magic and so 
on. 
3.11.6.10 Development Co-ordination 
The repository, which has previously been discussed, is at the heart of System 
Architect 2001 and supports the notions of hierarchicallcorporate/projectlindividual 
repositories although the structure is not compulsory. Specific model objects can be 
locked by developers and can be modified using a check-inlcheck-out approach, or 
make it fixed in order to make it impossible to modify. Mergers can take place 
between models and facilities to control the impact of change and reconcile 
difference, versioning may also take place at the repository level. 
3.11.6.11 Active Diagramming 
This provides the opportunity to share a repository between many users along with 
real-time updating, which is especially useful to projects and workgroups of the 
number of 10-20 concurrent users. Other capabilities also enable consistency both 
within and between teams and multiple alternative views can be constructed, each 
using the same repository, which is useful for focusing upon a specific part of a 
complex model. 
3.11.6.12 Extensibility 
The repository is extremely flexible and extendable especially when used in 
conjunction with Microsoft Visual Basic. It allows new objects to be defined and 
assigned appropriate tools and diagrams, as well as the ability for the user to define 
hislher own matrices allowing speedy data entry and an alternative to dragging and 
dropping icons. VBA has been added as a full scripting language allows access to the 
full object model of the repository, and permits new objects to be defined and rule 
checks to be carried out to assess their completeness and integrity, with the possibility 
to define whole new diagrams. 
3.11.6.13 Reporting 
Some 150 standard reports are currently provided, as well as a graphical SQL-based 
report designer. Reports can be produced as HyperText Markup Language (HTML) 
allowing easy access without a tool, yet it lacks a dynamic nature, being a fixed report 
unable to update in real-time. Templates for Microsoft Word are provided to enable 
custom formatting of reports. 
3.11.6.14 Future 
Major upgrades to the system include updates to 00 and Business Process. 00 
update will included amended component support and Round-Trip Engineering 
(RTE), while Business Process updates include more usability of features for model 
navigation and customisation as well as enhanced method support tor enterprise 
archi tectures. 
3.11.7 Logica developments 
The company Logica has developed a model called CADDIE [Logica 1992] which 
can simulate an organization's environment and assess the impact of LT. on the 
current organizational structure. This system draws on the latest advances in open 
systems, concurrent object-oriented programming, and organizational theory. An 
important part of modeling organizational structure is to recognize that it is both 
formal and informal, and changes in response to the external environment. 
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Figure 3.12 CADDIE principles 
In the CADDIE architecture both people and machines are represented as 'agents' who 
possess characteristics such as the ability to sense, act and reason, plus the capabilities 
to plan, infer, communicate and negotiate. The agents can be grouped into social and 
functional groupings which can operate in simulated and real worlds. Logica have 
implemented CADDIE using C++. This was to ensure that it is portable and suitable 
for integration into large scale, open commercial applications. 
To assist this development Logica has used the ROCK (Representation Of Corporate 
Knowledge) software from the Carnegie Group Inc. ROCK is a C++ library and set of 
utilities and has been used for the advanced knowledge representation of agents, 
domain tasks, event categories, agent beliefs, uncertainty, constraints and controls. 
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3.11.8 InterTrans Logistics 
The company InterTrans Logistics focuses on the transactional, operational, tactical, 
and strategic aspects of transportation and logistics actiyities across the supply chain. 
Their products support many of the basic functions of supply chains such as 
information handling, and decision support capabilities. They have developed a range 
of supply chain modeling products. Some of the most popular products are presented 
below. 
The Supply Chain Strategist [InterTrans 1998] is a network modeling tool which 
brings some similarities to the tools developed during this research. The tool supports 
a detailed 'what if' analysis across a supply chain network. It allows users to model 
product flows and their associated costs, capacities, and service constraints; from raw 
materials through to production, distribution, and consumption. Alternatively one can 
focus on individual supply chain segments such as component sourcing or customer 
distribution. This allows managers to understand the total cost, profit, and service 
trade-offs that exist between alternative network scenarios. 
The Carrier Bid Optimizer [InterTrans 1998] is another tool by the same company. 
The tool provides strategic decision-support that enables shippers and carriers to 
collaborate. Shippers can analyze, forecast, and format transportation needs into a 
well-defined set of requirements that enable carriers to make conditional, sequential 
bids on a set of well-defined lanes, and selectively price according to their efficiencies 
and operating networks. Finally shippers can efficiently allocate lanes to carriers, 
while expediting the carrier selection process, and benefit from improved service at 
lower cost. 
The Transportation Optimizer [InterTrans 1998] is a third tool produced by 
InterTrans. It is also a decision support application responsible for analyzing 
alternative transportation planning scenanos for large, complex shipping 
environments. The tool uses real world data to automatically consolidate shipments, 
optimize delivery routes, calculate actual carrier and transfer costs, select carriers and 
pool points; all with a view to minimizing oyerall freight costs. InterTrans hayc also 
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developed two more tools which are less relevant to the scope of this research both 
dealing with transportation routing and scheduling. 
3.11.9 IBM-BPMAT 
BPMA T is a supply chain modeling tool developed by IBM. It is a software tool for 
modeling and analyzing business processes that combines static process modeling 
with activity-based costing and simulation. The advantages of the tool are that 
consultants can evaluate alternative business process scenarios using simulation and 
then select the most promising, based on quantitative metrics such as cost, cycle time, 
resource utilization, throughput and serviceability. BPMA T is graphical tool that can 
be applied to any industry. Models created with BPMA T can be stored in libraries and 
are reusable. In addition the tool supports the development of models which represent 
the inter-related flows of products and information among suppliers, manufacturers, 
distributors, retailers and customers. IBM claims that the tool can reduce the cost of 
business process reengineering, increase quality of recommended process changes, 
quantify the potential benefits of change and reuse intellectual capital in the form of 
process libraries. 
3.11.10 NCR Development Group 
A rather more interesting (due to its multiple capabilities) software modeling tool was 
developed by the NCR Enterprise Model and Development Group. The tool is capable 
of offering modeling solutions to different levels within an enterprise. The multilevel 
logical representations of the enterprise can be viewed graphically. It can be used to 
model any level of an enterprise: strategic level, business process level or activity 
(workflow) level. It can also model processes, product or goals. The tool supports 
different views, such as people, information, geography, relationships and schedules 
as well as allowing multiple views of the dynamics of an enterprise in an 'enterprise 
cockpit'. 
3.12 Relevance ofE.M. Methods & Further Discussion 
If we focus upon the architectures and modelling methods discussed above, we can 
see that almost all architectures relied upon numerous perspectives of manufacturing 
enterprises. Most of these architectures have differing \'iews howe\'er the functional 
and infonnational views appear frequently. These differing \"iews can be seen if we 
look at a range of architectures and modelling methods already discussed. IDEF has a 
dynamic view, while CIM-OSA architecture takes a resource and infonnational view. 
CAM-l uses three additional perspectives; the management prospective, computer 
systems perspective, and the physical structure perspective as well as the functional 
and infonnational perspectives. An enterprise can be modelled using components 
composed from different views, aspects, and perspectives. 
It has been proposed [Weston 1994] that there are three E.M. approaches to CIM. 
These are engineering perspective, infonnation systems including networking and 
operations. Manufacturing organisations are encouraged to investigate a elM in the 
context of a total organisational perspective. The single dimensional elM approach 
will produce results below expectations, especially in a global competitive 
environment. 
Other authors [Brandimarte 1995] have pointed out that the aIm of the elM 
community is to produce an integrated manufacturing enterprise yet the reality of 
integrating different domains and cultures is very difficult to achieve. Despite these 
difficulties the aim of integration is advantageous to the community especially 
operating upon the physical, communication (infonnation) and operation dimension. 
[Little 1991] states that it is false for all systems analysts to believe that they should 
be building complete models of the system and setting of the control variables. If that 
were the case major opportunities to improve the system and finding new ways of 
improving the people at the front line of the organisation by providing a infonnation, 
training, and tools. [Little 1991] goes on to say that using the same methodologies to 
build more complex models is likely to yield the less results. He argues against a 
single integrated model claiming that a hundred different models are often required. 
The of impracticality of a single model can be exemplified by the fact managers face 
hundreds of different problems daily such as; employee absenteeism, products, 
customer dissatisfaction and so on and thus would require many different models not 
just one. This is a very strong argument opposing to the building of a single integrated 
model. 
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The following section will deal with the differences, if any, bet\veen the dewlopment 
of an integrated model and model integration. The former is the development of a 
holistic or global view, adopting a top down or hierarchical approach, from which a 
localised model can be built by 'zooming in'. Most of the models previously 
discussed fall into this former category. Model integration is the pooling of different 
models and linking them with some commonalities. The advantages of the first 
approach (integrated model) is that local models created with holistic picture in mind 
will not be striving towards perfecting local models and would contribute toward 
system effectiveness. However the disadvantages to the first approach is that it would 
be easy to adopt while establishing new systems but it would be a huge task to use 
this concept in existing systems. A big challenge faced by designers is to make sure 
that these models are flexible as well as being asked to adapt to changing 
environments without losing focus. 
In support of the second approach (model integration) is that it is a practical 
integration methodology especially with reference to existing organisations, however 
the problem is that each of the local models is the developed separately and will 
naturally strive towards local model perfection. Other inherent problems include how 
to make these models communicate effectively with each other, especially as often 
models are developed using different languages and on separate platforms. 
[Heim 1994] presents model integration usmg ENVISION architecture, which 
attempts to integrate distributed models. Model integration is an option or alternative 
to aggregate refinement and decomposition. Model integration joins individually and 
independently functioning models to create more complex and comprehensive models 
that can share data and co-ordinate the modelling activities. Designers are able to use 
information from existing models to reduce programming effort, simplify model 
validation and increase scope of the design option considered in the project time 
available. 
The approach of integrating distributed models built using different tools to represent 
different views is challenged by [Wang 1993] who cite [Gay 1991]. Gay describes 
the functional, informational, and dynamic perspectives by applying IDEFO, IDEFI 
and SLAM 11. These approaches are challenged by [Wang 1993] using the following 
arguments: 
Different environments have to be used to build representations of different 
viewpoints, some activities have to re-represented in building the dynamic \'ersion of 
the model, all of the this takes a lot of effort to complete the whole process. 
Different environments have different principles and syntax, this makes it easy for 
information items to get lost especially when different people have been involved in 
building their representations. 
Another problem is that when modifications have to be made to the functional model 
and the information the model, the relative modifications and the dynamic model 
cannot be done automatically. This makes the whole design and modelling process 
even more open to errors and a very inefficient. 
[Wang 1993] proposed a solution to the problems they discussed above, a 
comprehensive methodology called IDEM (integrated system description model). 
This methodology is developed by modelling a system from three connected to but 
differing viewpoints in the same context. Each separate viewpoint captures certain 
important aspects of the system but all three are required to provide a holistic 
description. Initially a functional representation of the system is built and then the 
information view of the system is added on using an object-oriented information 
modelling approach. The clarity of information objects may be produced and 
associated with the items in the functional model. The temporal attributes are 
specified for the functional model, and further procedures to govern the dynamic 
nature of the model. Rule sets are utilised to express the decision-making know-how 
that governs the dynamic process. IDEM is produced using LOOPS, an integrated 
knowledge engineering language encompassing all objects, regulations, access and 
procedure oriented programming capabilities. 
One of the general conclusions derived from studying enterprise modelling 
methodologies and tools is that dynamics as a concept is proportional to the scope of 
the model. Models that coyer a wide area of an enterprise tend to offer little or no 
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animation capabilities whereas models that target a specific aspect tend to be more 
capable of accommodating and dealing with change. Often they tend to 'forget' the 
fact that enterprises are open systems, and that external changes may affect their 
environment. Some of them also fail to see the 'big picture'. This is something that 
has been acknowledged by enterprise modelling researchers while some 
methodologies offer modelling capabilities of the wider area of the enterprise. If one 
used Morgan's metaphors [Morgan 1986] to describe the enterprise modelling 
approaches suggested so far, one would realise that the view of the models is 
mechanistic. Organisational structures are broken down into goals supported by 
businesses which are then supported by tasks. There are surely strengths with this 
approach such as; businesses are broken down to straightforward tasks that are easier 
to perceive and understand. It does require however, this mechanistic approach, a 
stable environment, precise definition of goals and as Morgan puts it 'the human parts 
to comply and behave as they have been designed to do'. There are however a number 
of drawbacks. It many cases it leaves no room for experimentation or exploitation of 
alternatives. The life span of these models is usually very small. This mechanistic 
approach creates models that are difficult to adapt to changes and are therefore 
discarded. Morgan also claims that mechanistic views of enterprises may promote 
predetermined goals but they lack innovation. There is however a great deal of lessons 
to be learned from the modelling methods examined so far. 
Ontologies and the TOVE model propose a structured approach to enterprise 
integration. The success of the approach lies in the quality of the ontology and how 
well it can support communication. The construction of ontologies is not an easy task. 
It requires good knowledge of the enterprise's operations and resources. The 
terminology used must be consistent, otherwise the communication protocol will 
produce ambiguous results. Consistency and adherence to definitions has to be 
ensured so that the ontology enables knowledge representations to be communicated 
between departments. 
On the other hand, methods for computer integrated manufacturing environments also 
require detailed knowledge of the activities of an enterprise. In order to develop a 
functional view of an enterprise using CIM-OSA, the analyst must have good 
knowledge of the domains, domain processes, enterprise activities as well as the 
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business processes. Furthennore, in order to develop the model up to the information 
view level, additional information related directly to tasks, resources, time and labour 
is necessary. 
The approach taken here deals with the problem of developing and animating models 
by manipulating the nature of their relationships. The difficulty of this task lies in the 
fact that one could not create a generic definition for these relationships, as they 
depend upon the nature of the enterprise. The most essential factor that needs to be 
taken into account, is the strength of the link. This is usually determined by political 
factors, such as the power of the enterprise, who initiates the link, or the degree of 
dependency between the two parties. The result will be a network of enterprises. The 
model also attempts to assess the impact that creation or deletion of a link has on the 
rest of the network. This is done in terms of what the alterations are, and what the 
position of the enterprises will be after the link has been broken or created. 
The model considers the relationships between enterprises and has the ability to 
predict the impact of enterprise creation or deletion. The thesis is not directly 
concerned with the internal operations of an enterprise (product manufacturing or 
distribution), but with the relationships between enterprise components. 
Ontologies are used to enable communication between departments within an 
enterprise. However, when we refer to links between enterprises as opposed to links 
between departments within an enterprise, we really refer to confidential information. 
Most large enterprises would be reluctant to share such information with analysts who 
are trying to model network dependencies. This wouldn't be the case within an 
enterprise, hence common terminology and definitions can be produced. Therefore I 
have taken a different approach to model these links and to predict the impact upon 
enterprise creation or deletion. 
3.13 Conclusion 
The chapter presented current research in the area of enterprise modeling, as well as 
products currently available on the market. During the research stages into the area of 
enterprise modelling it became apparent that enterprise models deal with a number of 
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issues from organisational modelling to enterprise integration. Depending on their 
objectives some models approximate or simulate an enterprise environment for the 
purpose of re-engineering or BPR while other consider a wider "iew. The thesis 
acknowledges that there are a number of enterprise types not all of which can be 
modelled with the methodologies examined in this chapter. 
Methodologies such as CIMOSA, PERA, ICAM and WADE have been developed for 
elM environments. IDEF is a generic method for process modelling and therefore can 
target several distinct types of enterprise. Business process reengineering seems to be 
one of the main concerns of many of the methodologies we examined. The process of 
BPR can take place outside a computer integrated manufacturing environment too. 
Although many of the methods examined in this chapter aim in facilitating the BPR 
process within a CIM that does not imply that BPR and CIM are inter-linked. The 
same guidelines and principles for carrying the task of BPR would apply to any 
enterprise regardless of its type. NBS is a generic architecture for modelling 
enterprise entities and it follows a hierarchical structure such as factory-shop-cell-
workstation-machines that can be applied in a number of instances. Tools such as 
SSADM (structured systems analysis and design method) and SSA (structured 
systems analysis) can also be considered generic since they enable the modelling of 
data flows or the flow of physical units within an enterprise. Finally the concept of 
object orientation and design has been widely applied in several types of environment 
for the modelling of data or physical entities and can therefore considered generic. 
The main purpose of supply chain models for example -although they are built from 
an enterprise point of view- is to assess one's market position and assist the process of 
optimisation. Another distinction can be made between static and dynamic models. 
Static models display the picture of an enterprise or supply chain as it is perceived at 
the moment of their creation. Dynamic systems on the contrary allow the model to 
animate in order to accommodate changes that affect the initial picture. It should be 
stressed here that although static enterprise models target a number of aspect of an 
enterprise such as resources, processes, time scales etc, dynamic models target a 
particular aspect such as transportation scheduling [Scott 1995]. In fact the majority 
of dynamic models found during this research deal with modelling of logistics. 
Enterprise modeling is a broad area and receiYes attention from many academic 
disciplines. The area of particular interest in this research is communication between 
the departments of an enterprise or between enterprises themselves. The chapter 
presented a series of research methods and tools to achieve these goals. The way these 
links (either internal or external) are perceived has a great impact on the enterprise's 
operations. Having established a clear picture of the methodologies and techniques for 
enabling communication between departments within an enterprise, possible ways of 
modeling links between enterprises and how they affect the decision making process 
have been considered. The later chapters of this thesis examine the importance of 
these relationships, how they can be modeled and their impact on an enterprise"s 
activities. 
Chapter 4 Dynamic Method 
4.0 Introduction 
The previous chapters addressed the modelling problem in detail, and demonstrated the 
need for a modelling method that would be able to offer animation capabilities to an 
enterprise model. In a dynamic social network, changes caused by internal or external 
factors play an important role at a tactical, operational and strategic level. This chapter 
outlines the steps that need to be taken in order to build such a dynamic method and 
discusses the relevant issues. It proposes a method for modelling relationships of 
dynamic social networks and although the method is a four-step approach the chapter 
also discusses a number of issues that led to the development of each step. 
4.1 Problems with Current Methodologies 
Modelling the relationships between enterprises or enterprise components is an extremely 
complex task due to the vast amount of information involved as well as the different 
levels of impact it may have. There are a number of issues related to modelling and 
animating relationships between a network of agents. The most important issue is 
deciding where to draw the boundaries. This implies the boundaries of the model itself as 
this has to be decided before trying to develop and animate. Introducing or removing an 
agent from a network of interconnected agents has different levels of impact in the 
model. When the model for example is an enterprise and the agent is a new activity, this 
can impact all levels of operation (strategic, tactical, operational). Enterprise modelling 
methodologies like CIM-OSA and PERA provide frameworks for the modelling of 
activities, resources and labour within an enterprise. Their primary objective is to model 
the functions in an enterprise and the resources required for each function. The majority 
of these methodologies were developed with a computer integrated manufacturing 
environment in mind. Their success lies in their ability to develop models of several 
viewpoints (functions, resources, labour) as well as the interrelationships between them. 
In the case of CIMOSA the models reflect an enterprise from two different viewpoints; 
the functional view and the manufacturing view. The former models the tasks from a data 
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flow perspective and the latter from a resources perspective respectively. The first view' 
deals with information and data that are relevant for the performance of each task. 
whereas the latter view deals with the equipment and the people related to each task 
(function). 
However an enterprise can be affected by more than a set of activities. resources and 
people since it also consists of a set of links with the outside world. These links usually 
take the form of dynamic relationships as they are established under a very competitive 
environment. The information that is passed to an enterprise through these links, as well 
as the information that is passed to others, has a direct affect on the way an enterprise 
operates. The same observation can be made for supply chains. We cannot argue that a 
model is accurate unless the data, information and knowledge which travels through these 
links has been taken into account dUling the modelling process. Consider the automotive 
sector of a regional economy. 
If for example a new tyre manufacturer is introduced in a region and this type of product 
was missing from the sector it will impact the automotive model in several ways. The 
tyre manufacturing company may benefit financially since it may be able to take 
advantage of lower delivery costs, hence a financial impact. Assuming the tyre 
manufacturer can produce enough capacity to supply the car manufacturers of the model 
then the car manufacturer may also enjoy financial benefits since they will save in import 
costs. Assuming the tyre manufacturer employs a number of people this also implies 
sociological impact. However the tyre manufacturer's plant during the production stage 
will release a certain amount of waste and this is has also an impact in the environment. 
Now consider the tyre manufacturer leaving the region. Again affects will be realised 
throughout the different levels we have just mentioned. The above example demonstrates 
how adding, removing or even evolving relationships can have different levels of impact. 
The method proposed in this thesis provides a methodology for developing and animating 
enterprise models or networks of interconnected agents as they are sometimes refer to. 
This chapter describes the nature of the approach and how it can be used to model 
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relationships between agents of enterprise networks. Special attention will be gi\en to 6 
key points, which are, in order of appearance: 
• The need for modelling environments as open systems 
• The ideas behind the approach and artificial intelligence planning 
• Modelling agent relationships using a thesaurus based approach 
• Conversation theory to quantify relationships 
• Representing a model using lists 
• Processing those lists to animate the model 
The data structures for representing a model, processmg its state and animating it 
resemble Lisp type data structures. This particular representation was used because of its 
clarity and also because lists data structures have been widely used in AI planning. 
Although they resemble Lisp data structures closely there was no Lisp compiler used. 
The author refers to the automotive sector throughout the chapter, although the approach 
suggested could be applied to other sectors of both service and product manufacturers. In 
the following paragraphs we discuss a number of issues related to modelling enterprises 
as open systems. An important conclusion that was drawn from the literature review is 
that modelling in general-regardless of its purpose- could start as early as the systems 
development life cycle. Systems that have been designed as living organisms for 
example, are found to embed a number of elements which could assist or even guide the 
development of an enterprise model. If the dynamics concepts of the enterprise have 
already been considered since its development, enterprise modelling could use them as a 
vehicle rather than re-invent them as it is usually the case. The following paragraph 
describes the notion of open systems and gives a detail account of the dynamic concepts 
or elements that could be embedded in a system during its development cycle. 
4.2 Open Systems 
An open system is a unit that is dependent upon the wider environment to fulfil its needs. 
It has long been acknowledged that all units regardless of whether they are individuals, 
groups, and organisations have needs to be satisfied. Thus organisations like organisms 
are 'open systems' in the sense that they are 'open' to their enyironment and it is essential 
that they maintain an appropriate relationship with their environment in order to sun-in!. 
It is this mode of thinking that has been termed the system's approach to organisation. 
This approach has evolved from and it is based upon the work of biologist Ludwig Von 
Bertalanffy [Bertalanffy 1969]. This approach was developed simultaneously on both 
sides of the Atlantic during the 1950s and 1960s. 
At a theoretical level the development of an Open Systems approach has stimulated 
many new ways for thinking about organisations. These new conceptualisations are often 
portrayed as general principles for thinking about all kinds of systems based on 
Bertalanffy's work 'General Systems Theory' [Bertalanffy 1969] which provided a 
means of inter-linking many different scientific disciplines. His premise was that a living 
organism can be a model for understanding complex open systems, and thus 
understanding the world at large. Initially systems theory developed as a biological 
metaphor in disguise. 
At a practical level, the open systems approach highlights a number of key issues. 
The environment in which an organisation exists is of primary importance, although 
traditional management theorists gave environment very little import and perceived an 
organisation as a "closed" mechanical system and thus focused upon internal factors. The 
open systems approach has re-addressed the balance and now environment is placed at 
the forefront when organisation is undertaken. A lot of attention is now placed upon the 
immediate "task environment" defined by the organisation's direct interactions; with 
customers, competitors, suppliers, government agencies and labour unions not to mention 
the wider contextual environment. A lot of the widespread interest in corporate strategy is 
due to the discovery that organisations are ultimately connected with and must be 
sensitive to the occurrences in the wider world. Organisational practice now stresses the 
necessity of the ability to look for and sense changes in task and contextual 
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environments. As well as the ability to bridge and manage critical boundaries and areas 
of interdependence, and developing appropriate strategic responses. 
The Open Systems approach defines an organisation in terms of inter-related subsystems. 
Morgan (1986) uses the following simile to describe systems. Systems are like Chinese 
boxes in that they always contain wholes within wholes just as the way that organisations 
contain individuals (who are systems in their own right), who belong to groups and 
departments, which belongs to larger organisational divisions. Returning to the biological 
metaphor, if we define the complete organisation as a system, other levels of that 
organisation will be understood as subsystems, in the same way that atoms, cells and 
molecules are subsystems of a living organism or unit, despite the fact that they can stand 
as a complex open system on their own merits. Commonly, systems theorists analyse 
relations both within and between organisations and use configurations of subsystems to 
display important patterns and interrelations. A popular practice employed to do this is to 
look at the central sets of needs which enables an organisation to survive. and highlight 
the significance of governing relations between them. It is important to recognise the fact 
that everything is dependent upon everything else in other words everything is 
interrelated and a change in one variable is bound to influence other variables. This 
approach was enabled through the socio-technical approach which looks at the 
relationships between technical, social, managerial, environmental and strategic 
requirements. This approach encourages systems theorists to find ways of governing the 
relations between the environment and critical subsystems. 
A third focus of the practical use of the system's approach rests in the attempt to establish 
similarities between different systems, and to identify and eliminate potential problems 
and incongruencies. Just as the socio-technical approach, which emphasises the necessity 
to match human and technical requirements, the open systems theory generally 
encourages the matching of subsystems such as the strategic subsystem, the technological 
subsystem, the human-cultural subsystem and the structural subsystem which together 
make up the managerial subsystem. It is here that the principles of requisite variety. 
differentiation and integration, and other system ideas can be brought into the picture. For 
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example, the principle of requisite variety is very important in designing control sYstems 
or alternatively for the management of internal and external boundaries - for these must 
encompass the complexity of the phenomena being controlled all managed to be 
effective. The principle of differentiation and integration is useful for organising different 
kind of tasks within the same organisation. 
Taken together the above ideas have enabled theories of organisation and management to 
break free of fixed thinking and to organise in a flexible way that meets requirements of 
the environment. These developments and concepts although beyond the scope of the 
thesis are usually housed in the perspective of contingency theory and on the practice of 
organisational development. 
4.2.1 The principles of open systems 
The principles of open systems developed mainly from study of biological systems and 
are often used in the analysis of organisations as systems. 
4.2.1.1 The concept of an open system 
Organic systems at the level of the cell, complex organism, and population of organisms 
exist in a continuous exchange with their environment. This mutual exchange is essential 
for sustaining the life and form of the system, since interaction with the environment is 
the basis of self sustaining organism. It is a common premise that living units are open 
systems and characterised by continuous cycles of input, output, feedback (whereby one 
element of experience influences the next) and internal transformation (throughout). The 
key relationships between the environment and the internal functioning of this system are 
emphasised through the concept of openness. Environment and system are to be 
perceived as mutually dependent and in continuous interaction. Biological and social 
systems with their open nature can be contrasted to the closed nature of many physical 
and mechanical systems. The degree of openness among systems can vary immensely, 
some open systems are purely responsive to a selective range of inputs from the 
environment. An example of a partially open system is a machine that is able to regulate 
its internal operations in direct relation with variations in the environment. Mechanical or 
non-living systems, such as towers, bridges or clockwork toys are closed systems. due to 
fixed or pre-determined responses. A living organism, organisation, or social group is a 
fully open system which both affects and is affected by the contextual environment. 
4.2.1.2 Homeostasis 
The concept of homeostasis (although also a property of a closed system) refers to self-
regulation and the ability to maintain a steady state. It is important for both biological 
systems and organisational systems to acquire and maintain a stable form. Biological 
organisms require two characteristics; a stable form, and a distinctiveness from the 
environment while simultaneously having a process of constant interaction. These 
characteristics are achieved through the process of homeostasis. which regulates and 
controls system operation on the basis of "negative feedback" which ensures that where 
deviations from the norm occur they are counteracted and this deviation is corrected. 
Thus when bodily temperature rises above normal, certain bodily functions are activated 
to correct the dysfunction i.e., we begin to perspire and breathe heavily. Social systems, 
like biological systems, also require such homeostatic control processes if they are to 
acquire and maintain constant form. 
4.2.1.3 Entropy Inegative entropy 
Thermodynamics explain that entropy is a measure of the amount of energy in a system 
that is available for doing work; entropy increases as matter and energy in the universe 
degrade to an ultimate state of inert uniformity. Closed systems are entropic to the extent 
that they are likely to deteriorate and run-down. Open systems, alternatively, are more 
flexible and attempt to sustain themselves by importing energy trying to avoid entropic 
tendencies. It is this sense of the term that open systems are characterised by negative 
entropy. 
4.2.1.4 Structure Function Differentiation, and Integration 
The relation between the above notions is of central importance for understanding living 
systems. Generally it is accepted that organisations are a structure of parts and can 
explain system behaviour in terms of relations between the components. causes and 
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effects, stimulus and response. However reductionism should be avoided, especially if we 
look at our knowledge of living systems. It is important to emphasise that structure. 
function, behaviour and all other features of system operation are closely intertwined. 
Although the study of anatomy has produced some interesting insights, in order to fully 
understand such systems requires more than this approach alone. Even the life of a simple 
cell is dependent on a complex web of relations between cellular structure, metabolism. 
gas exchange, the acquisition of nutrients, and numerous other functions. The cell as a 
system is not reducible to a simple structure but is a system of functional 
interdependence. Indeed, the structure of a system at anyone time depends on the 
existence of these functions and in many respects is only a manifestation of them. The 
same is true of more complex organisms, which reflect increased differentiation and 
specialisation a function, for example specialised organs performing specific functions. 
Thus the operation of the brain which requires more complex systems of integration to 
maintain the system as a whole. The relationships between structure, or function, 
differentiation, and integration seen in anatomy can also be seen in social systems as 
instances of organisations. 
4.2.1.5 Requisite variety 
The principle of requisite variety is related to the ideas of differentiation and integration. 
Requisite variety states that the internal mechanisms of a system must be as diversified as 
the environment with which it is trying to control and adapt. A system is only able to deal 
with variety and challenges posed the environment by enlisting variety into its internal 
mechanisms. Any system that cuts itself off from its environment and the diversity it 
provides is likely to lose its complexity, distinctiveness and diversity and is more prone 
to atrophy. Thus requisite variety is a crucial feature for all kinds of living systems. 
4.2.1.6 Equifinality 
The principle of equifinality is embodied by the notion that there are many ways to 
achieve a desired end state. This principle of an open system is in direct contrast to more 
closed systems, whose system relations are inflexible and fixed in terms of structure to 
produce pre-determined patterns of cause and effect. Open or living systems have flexible 
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patterns of organisation which pennit the achievement of an end result using different 
resources, methods and different starting points. At any given time, the structure of the 
system is no more than an aspect or expression of a more complex functional process and 
thus structure does not detennine process. 
4.2.1. 7 System evolution 
Evolution is the ability to move to more complex fonns of differentiation and integration 
and thus greater variety, enabling the system to deal with challenges and chances in the 
environment. The capability of a system to evolve is shown by a cyclical process of 
variation, selection, and retention of selected characteristics. These are a number of 
characteristics and issues related to developing, operating and modelling enterprises as 
open systems that have been pointed out by [Morgan 1986]. 
4.3 Introduction to the method 
Bearing in mind the need for building environments as open system as well as the 
example mentioned earlier and the multiple levels of impact we're presenting our method 
into the area of dynamic enterprise modelling. In chapter 2 we defined an enterprise 
model as a graphical or computational representation of enterprises, aiming to promote 
communication and understanding of business processes while at the same time provide a 
framework for assessing changes and making forecasts. In chapter 3 it became clear there 
was a need for developing models with the ability of running scenarios and recording the 
effects of these scenarios in fonnal data structures. One major impact is the relationships 
between agents as to how these evolve or change depending on the types of relationships 
introduced or removed from a model. In the following paragraphs we're describing a 
modelling method for animating enterprise networks. The ideas and conclusions 
presented in this thesis have been drawn by several paradigms such as artificial 
intelligence, object orientation, frame based approach to knowledge based systems, 
thesauri structures and previous work into the area. In a nutshell. AI principles were 
combined with the enterprise thesaurus structure that held infonnation of networked 
agents in tenns of conversation theory values. All this paradigms are introduced and 
explained in tum and we discuss the impact they had in writing this thesis. It should be 
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stressed that although not all the paradigms that were initially thought relevant were used 
in the final method, they assisted in deriving the conclusions that led to the proposed 
methodology. 
4.3.1 The Animation problem; Does AI Literature give us the answer? 
Artificial intelligence literature has taught us ways of generating possibility trees. 
carrying out planning, and using heuristics. During this research it was concluded that 
there is a large amount of similarities between the ways we represent problems and 
making inferences in A.I. and the ways we build and attempt to animate models in E.M. 
The similarities can be sound in the ways information in stored, retrieved and processed 
in order to make successful inferences. In AI this is a very important issue since 
successful planning is heavily reliant on effective inference mechanisms. In enterprise 
modelling this is a very important issue too. We want to be able to animate models and 
keep track of the impact of movement but at the same time comply with the rules that 
determine the direction of movement within the sector the model represents. This can be 
better illustrated with an example. The example has been taken from [Pratt 1994]. 
Imagine a robot called Bob who inhabits a house with four rooms; a hall, a sitting room, 
bedroom and a study. All adjacent rooms have doors connecting them. The following 
figure illustrates this. 
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Figure 4.1 Bob 's hou se 
One can also imagine bob ' s house as part of a larger system such a neighbourho d or a 
block of flats . However the 4 rooms defin e the boundalies of bob's mo ement. Bob' 
function is to move valious objects fro m one room to another. Assum e that in the hou e 
there are on ly two objects to be moved; a tab le and a bookcase. Bob need to have a 
programmed plan of the house, together with infonnation as to \ here th obj 
including himself are. We also a sume that Bob can onl y perform 2 acti on ; carry an 
object from one room to another and going from one room to another. B b recei es and 
perfoll11s scenmios such as Put the tab le in th e bedroom, move the bookcase into th e 
study and leave yourself in the sitting room ' . Bob first con truct a plan i.e. a seq uence of 
actions he can perform in order to achieve these obj ecti es. 
4.3.1.1 Representing the problem 
The first step in representing the problem is to dev ice a method is such a way that the 
computer program controlling Bob can make inferences. Therefore we need to represent 
the poss ible situations Bob and hi s environment can be in , the goals that Bob has been 
set, the actions and sequences of actions that Bob \ ill ha e to perform to achi eve hi s 
goa ls and Bob's knowledge of the layout of the house. In thi s example a situati on 
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specifies the locations of all the movable objects in the house - l.e. the table. the 
bookcase and the robot himself. The initial situation is represented as: 
a. [in (bob, hall), in(bookcase, hall), in(table, study)] 
This lisp type data structure could be stored and used by the program controlling the 
robot. In the same way we can represent the goals of the robot. 
b. [in (table, sitting-room), in (robot, hall)] 
In the same way we represent the data structures that indicate actions. 
c. [Carry (bookcase, study, sitting-room)] 
Likewise the situation from taken the robot from one room to another can be represented 
as: 
d. [Go (bedroom, hall)] 
The plan for the robot is a sequence of actions to be performed in order to achieve his 
goal. For example, consider the robot is initially in the situation described by figure 4.1, 
and has been assigned goal c. A suitable plan would involve going from hall to the sitting 
room, going from sitting room to study, carrying the table from study to the sitting room 
and finally going from the sitting room to the hall. Again using lisp this can be 
represented as: 
e. [go (hall, sitting room), go(sitting room, study). carry(table, study, sitting room), go 
(sitting room, hall)] 
Finally the representation of the layout to the house needs to be represented. Again using 
lisp 
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f. [adjacent (bedroom, hall), adjacent (hall, sitting room), adjacent (sitting room, study)] 
4.3.1.2 Representing knowledge about actions 
In order to device a plan the robot needs to know the types of actions available to him 
along with their preconditions. Consider the action type of carrying an object from one 
room to another. Reasoning for the action depends upon knowing the following: 
For any object and for any room} and room2 
The robot can perform action carry (object, room I, room2) provided the two rooms are 
adjacent and that the object exists in room!. If the action is taken and performed then 
some new facts arise. The robot and the object are in roorn2. 
In order to express this in a data structure, we need to express the type of action, the 
preconditions as well as the effects. The effects can be considered to be changes to the 
previous lists a and b. 
Action-type (carry (object, rooml, room2), 
Pre-condition ([in (object, room l), 
In (robot, rooml) 
Adjacent (rooml, room2) 
Add-list ([in (robot, room2), in (object, room2)]), 
Delete-list ([in (robot, rooml), in (object, rooml)])). 
The preconditions are lists of facts that must be true in the current situation prior to the 
execution of an action. Add and Delete lists are updated to show the effects of each 
action. Consider the next action. 
Action-type (go (room I, roorn2), 
Pre-condition ([in (robot, rooml), 
Adjacent (rooml, room2), 
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Add-list ([in (robot, room2)]), 
Delete-list ([in (robot, room I )])). 
These type of lists can be thought of as rules since they control in a sense the movements 
of the robot. We will be visiting these types of lists throughout chapter 4 and since they 
contain preconditions, add and delete lists we call them PAD. 
4.3.1.3 Making inferences 
Representing facts about actions using PAD rules allows the robot to easily compute the 
results of an action such as, 
Carry (bookcase, hall, sitting room) 
By retrieving the appropriate PAD rule, in this case, 
Action-type (carry (object, room I, room2) 
After the preconditions are satisfied and the action executed the new situation that arises 
IS, 
[in (robot, sitting room), in (bookcase, sitting room), in (table, study)] 
It has been explained so far that data structures can be used to support inferences about 
effects of individual actions. These inferences could also be chained together to reason 
about the effects of sequences of actions i.e. plans. Consider the initial situation again, 
[in (bob, hall), in(bookcase, hall), in(table, study)] 
Now consider the proposed plan, 
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[go (hall, sitting room), go(sitting room, study), carry (table, study, sitting room). go 
(sitting room, hall)] 
By going through each action we establish that the preconditions are satisfied and then 
we compute the resulting situation. The sequence of situations is, 
[in (robot, hall), in(bookcase, hall), in(table, study)] 
[in (robot, sitting room), in (bookcase, hall) in (table, study)] 
[in (robot, study), in(bookcase, hall), in(table, study)] 
[in (robot, sitting room), in(bookcase, hall), in(table, sitting room)] 
[in (robot, hall), in (bookcase, hall), in(table, sitting room)] 
The goals of the proposed plan are realised in the final situation. The rest were 
intermediate states, resulting from actions taken in order to achieve the goals. These 
calculations can be regarded as inferences and they usually take the form of a hierarchical 
representation of situations or a tree of possible options. 
4.3.1.4 Searching for plans 
In order to get a more global view of the planning task we can look at all the possible 
situations the robot can be in along with the actions that can be performed. As I 
mentioned earlier these can be imagined as a tree of possibilities. Each node in the tree 
represents a possible situation, and a link from one node to another below, represents an 
action that can be performed in the situation represented by the second node. The root 
node represents the initial situation. Thus, the tree is, in effect, a map of the possible 
sequences of actions that bob can take in every situation he's in. The problem of finding a 
plan to achieve a given set of goals can now be viewed in the following terms. 
Starting from the root node, generate a tree node by node, testing each node as it is 
generated to check whether the goals described in the list are satisfied. If one is found 
then the route from the root to the final node will be the plan for achieving the goal. Of 
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course the questions here is how do we generate the tree? The tree of possibilities can be 
generated row by row or branch by branch. The principles of guiding searches in artificial 
intelligence literature comes under the heading of heuristics. The term heuristics. 
although it covers a number of aspects of AI research, it also covers planning and finding 
optimum plans. We examine the notion of heuristics in chapter 5 and show how it 
impacts enterprise modelling. 
4.3.1.5 How E.M.fits into this 
Dynamic networks that can take the form of relationships between enterprises in a supply 
chain or departmental sectors in an enterprise or even components of an activity can be 
represented and animated using the paradigm explained so far. The above example 
corresponds to an enterprise in a more or less institutionalised and stable market. In order 
to help the reader understand this better consider the following parallelism. 
The example with the robot was used to describe the situations that could be found within 
the house it lived in. Situation are described using lisp type lists of actions indicating 
where is what. If you consider the rooms to be the static objects and the robot along with 
the bookcase and other objects the dynamic variables, one could say that in a sense these 
situations represent relationships between static and dynamic agents. 
The list type 
[adjacent (bedroom, hall), adjacent (hall, sitting room), adjacent (sitting room, study)] 
which defines the layout of the house can be considered or thought to be the boundaries 
of the enterprise model. In our approach this is achieved by using an enterprise thesaurus. 
The thesaurus is a way of identifying adjacent objects. according to the above paradigm 
or in other words links between agents. 
A PAD rule in the above paradigm represented a series of preconditions. In this approach 
in order to animate an object within a dynamic network we use PAD rules to show the 
relationships that can be formed or how relationships can evolve. 
The robot used in the story can be replaced by or thought of, as the agent coming into or 
moving around the dynamic model. The objects the robot brought with it (table, 
bookcase) can be thought of as variables that indicate the types of relationships it can be 
involved in or as the restrictions that apply to its movements. We show this by using 
variables of mutuality and significance, as it will be explained later. 
I have concluded that the way we animated bob (regardless of the engineering part) from 
a situation A to a situation B can be used to animate enterprise models. The physical 
restrictions of the robot can be thought of as the boundaries of the enterprise model. In 
order to move the robot from a to b, both situations have to be described and represented 
in some sort of data structure. This is represented in this method by showing what 
restrictions apply in the movement of each object in the model. When the new situation is 
reached then it has to be described again to reflect the changes from situation a as well as 
the new restrictions that apply. 
The movement of the robot in the house is described as a series of relationships between 
the house objects and the robot itself. The enterprise model objects depending on the type 
of relationships that they are in (which is expressed in terms of mutuality and 
significance) can form a set of relationships that can be pre-determined. 
Every situation changes the set of options available for animations. In the case of the 
robot if it's in its furthest place it can only move in three directions. In the enterprise 
model if an agent is engaged in an asymmetrical competitive relationship then it cannot 
evolve to a parent child relationship. In order to perform an action to the model or the 
robot that is not adjacent to the current situation then we need to execute a plan. In order 
to execute such a plan we need a global view of the planning task by looking at the 
collection of the possible situations together with the actions that can be performed in 
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them. The various situations the robot can be in which are expressed in lisp t! pe form are 
also expressed in lisp type form in this approach. Although in the first case they show the 
rooms the different object can be found in, in this approach they represent the 
relationships between agents. AI principles were used to animate and keep track of 
changes and other information as it will be shown later in the chapter. Prior to animating 
however we needed to develop an initial picture of the situation. The following 
paragraphs explain how object-oriented design was used to represent enterprise 
organisational structures. Although 0-0 [Udell 1994] was later proved insufficient it 
inspired the development of a more complex structure, the enterprise thesaurus. The next 
paragraphs draws on some facts about models, enterprise structures and object orientation 
and shows how the enterprise thesaurus was derived. 
4.3.2 Characteristics of Enterprise Models 
Prior to the development of the models we need to decide where to draw the boundaries. 
Most enterprise models target specific processes such as supplies or sales. Enterprises are 
however open systems with relations to the outside world which affect their internal 
operations. 
There are three important characteristics that should be embedded to enterprise models. 
These are: 
• Objectives, 
• Boundaries, 
• Maintenance, 
While the first two characteristics determine the aim and the scope of the model (i.e. a 
model can be used for a particular division or project within an enterprise) the third 
characteristic will ensure the continues use of a model. It has been reported [Whitman 
1997] that most models last from the time of their creation until a major change takes 
place within its bounds. On a Survey conducted by Larry Whitman at Texas Uni\'ersity it 
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was found that th e maj ority of the enterprise models could not accommodate any kind f 
environmental change and were th erefore discarded as soon as a change occurred. 
4.3.2.1 Enterprise Structures 
We describe enterpri ses in terms of roles and relation hips bet'. een their intemal 
extemal components. Our definit ion also includes the service and re ource that i t 
to maintain these relati onships. The fo llowing figure sho\ the two bel of an 
enterpri se or suppl y chain . 
Structure Roles-Relation 
Service Providers 
In fras tructure 
Resources 
Figure 4.2 Enterprise Structure 
The bottom level (in frastructure) i the bas is of the top level. The t\ 0 -\ ay arr \ 
represents the dependency between the two. As it is exp lai ned in the ne t paragraph the 
initi al reacti on to these fac ts was to desc li be / model the top Ie el first (Ro le - R lali on ) 
using object oli entation as a vehicle. 
4.3.2.2 Object Oriented El1terprise Modelling 
If one tli es to visuali se for example a part of th e automotive ector will end up wi th a 
very complex network of inter-connected nodes . T he nodes in thi s example repre ent 
enterpri ses. 
//// 
Figure 4.3 Representa tion of a Typica l Suppl. etwo r k 
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The structure of this network would remain the same even if we attempted to clas if" the 
nodes / enterprises according to their output due to the ariety of output produced by a h 
enterpri se. 
However by classifying enterprises according to the level they belong in the uppl chain 
rather than their input and output the complex network structure of ro les-relation can be 
transformed to a hi erarchy. The top level of th e c lassi fication desclibe the integrator 
whereas the following levels describe component manufacturers, component' PaIt 
manufacturers and so on and so forth . Due to the nature of uppl y chain level 2 object 
will never be linked directly w ith top level obj ec ts. The connection wi ll be done thr ugh 
the intelmediate level. A compan y for example that produces and suppl ie leather for ar 
seats w ill be linked w ith the company th at manufactures car seat . The integrator will not 
be directly related. The follow ing figure shows th e new structure of a imple uppl chai n 
delived by 0-0 applicati on. 
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Figure 4.4 0-0 representation of a supply chain 
Object OIientation however onl y so lves part of the problem . This is because this 
paI1icui ar model was taI·geted at the top level of the enterprise structure (roles- relati on ). 
J f we attempt to add the infrastructure of the chain to the model , the hierarchical structure 
would co llapse and the model would be transfOimed again to a complex net\vork . At thi 
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stage the 0-0 approach requires some sort of simplification of the model which can be 
either distinguishing between structure and infrastructure. 
4.3.2.3 Logical Representation using Venn Diagrams 
The object oriented method we devised to model the roles and relationships within 
enterprises solves only part ofthe problem. The hierarchical structure shown in figure 4.4 
does not include the infrastructure of the enterprise. The infrastructure as shown in figure 
4.2 can be divided in two parts. These are the service providers (telecommunications. 
power etc) and the logistics. We define logistics as the services that enable two objects to 
maintain a relationship / dependency. We use Venn diagrams to show a relationship 
between two enterprises and set some premises. 
Figure 4.5 Enterprise relationships 
Sets a and c represent the resources of the two objects. The intersection anc, or in other 
words set b represents the resources both objects have committed in order to maintain a 
relationship or conversation [Dobson 1997). The following figure shows how service 
providers can be represented using Venn diagrams. 
c 
Figure 4.6 Structure I Infrastructure 
Assume object C represents a service provider. Sets e and f, represents the resources used 
by objects A and B, in order to maintain a conversation. Set d represents the external 
services used to maintain the relationship of both objects. Set g describes the resources of 
object C: the service provider. 
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From fi gure 4. 6 we can deri ve the fo llowing dependencies. The inter ection bnd 
describes a dep endency (shared resources) between objects A and B. The intersecti n 
ane and c(lf describe the dependencies (resources used-offered) ben een enterp ri and 
external service providers. 
We show in figures 4.4,4.5,4 .6 how relati onsh.ips between enterpli es are tructured and 
how they depend upon each others operations. Ln prac tice it \ ould be viltuall impo ibl 
to describe an entire suppl y chain by using Venn d iagram . It is ho\ e er bene fi cial a 
they offer an insight into the structures of these dependencie / relation hip . ince -0 
was not sufficient in representing such a structu re the enterplise thesauru method \ a 
devised. The following paragraph ex plains how a supp ly chain can be de clibed and 
visuali sed by developing an enterpri se thesaurus. 
4.3.3 Enterprise Thesaurus 
In informati on retli eval a thesaurus consists usually of a large nu mber of subj ec t headi ng 
(terms) whi ch are inter-linked. Subj ects are initi a lly tructu red in a hierarchi cal way 
(grouping related subj ects) and the links that ex ist between objects (subj ect heading) in 
vati ous levels are desClibed by predicates revealing a mesh tructu re. Subject headi ng 
are used to navigate from a maIn subj ect to a nan'ower term e.g. computing-
programming. Predicates are used to link objects fro m one hi erat'chy to another by 
applying rul es of logic. The same idea has also been adopted in de eloping knowledge-
based systems. Knowledge is di vided into frame th at describe obj ects as well as th eir 
attributes and bas ic functions. The fo llowing frame shows how knowledge about a car is 
structured. 
Fr~lI 11 e : car 
Pal1s : Body . chass is. steering whee l 
limcti on : dri e 
Predicates Related : (dri ve) 
Figure 4.7 A frame representation of a ca r 
The values of the field 'Parts ' represent the lower Ie el of the car hierarchy. Ea h f 
them may have other frames describing their functions . The predicate dri\"e ' repre nt 
the true values that can be appli ed to the object 'car'. Since an Al y tem \\ith len wledg 
about cars may well need to retri eve information about it is en ible to \"iew the r lated 
memory packets (frames) as being inter-linked into some larger tructure. The te hnique 
that supports such a structure is call ed property inheritance. The following di agram 
demonstrates such a structure. 
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Figure 4.8. Frame Based Representation 
As the diagram suggests the frame car related to a number of fram e that de cribe it 
function , parts etc. However each of the frame cou ld be pa rt of some ther fram es 
structure. The frame Drive for example can also be part of a structur about mot rbikes. 
The type of relationship between frames are ei ther veltical is- a-p([r' -(~r or ho ri zontal i . . 
peer relati onships between two resources, act iviti es etc. Thi parti cular data tru cture, 
which can also be found in thesauri enab les the representati on of relation hips between 
objects that belong to different levels within a hi erarchy. Thi s representation i e ential 
in order to represent the infras tructure of a suppl y chajn. Drawing from pre rous 
thesaurus strllctures, knowledge bases , frame representations, we propose an enterpri e 
thesaurus that desclibes an entire suppl y chain. 
An enterpri se thesaurus is a method for storing information about enterpri e . The idea 
has been taken fro m the thesaurus structure used in informati on retri eval sy tem . 
Thesauri are seli es of terms that are linked in hjerarchi cal fom1. Ho\\·e\·er cro -link 
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between terms is also allowed and supported by some numbering system. Assume two 
enterprises that operate on the Internet and consider the following enterprise hierarchies: 
Books On line 
Books Database Server 
Credit checking control Server 
Delivery Agent (DHL) 
The terms books database and credit checking, belong to the Books On Line hierarchy. 
Now consider the following terms: 
CD's On line 
CD's Database Server 
Credit control Checking 
Delivery Agent 
Royal Mail 
DHL 
Wordmail 
Again we have a hierarchy of terms called 'CD's on line' that has 2 I st level terms and 3 
2nd level term. Notice that the term 'DHL' belongs to both hierarchies although in the first 
company is unique. Using this sort of structure in our enterprise modelling method not 
only we allow an initial picture of a series of interconnected agents to be developed, but 
also to show the various models a particular agent participates. We can use this structure 
to show shared resources, or shared activities between components or services within a 
supply chain. In the enterprise thesaurus we represent the resources that are being used to 
maintain a conversation as predicates. The predicates will enable relationships between 
agents in a hierarchy that belong to different levels. These links will be hidden from the 
user / modeller as the logical representation of the model's structure will remain 
hierarchical. The thesaurus structure is shown below. 
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Uses 
Service A 
SeMce B 
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Manufacturer 
Objectives 
Activities 
Resources 
Supplies 10 ~ Integrator A 
Integrator B 
Supplier A 
Supplier B 
Figure 4.9 Enterprise Thesaurus 
As the diagram suggests the enterprise is making use of a number of resource that were 
invisible in figure 4.4. Using the enterpri se th esaurus we can till iew the suppl chain 
as a hierarchy representing the conversions / relation hips between enterpri es but \ e can 
also include the resources a ll ocated to maintain these rel ationships by u ing predicate 
suc h as 'uses' , ' used by', 'suppli ed to etc., rather then direct links. Figure 4 . 10 h w 
how figure 4.4 would be represented in the thesaurus structure. 
U S E S Sorvloo A 
Sorv!co B . Sorvico C 
USES S SOt'VICC'J B 
Sorv,co 0 Sorvu::.o E 
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Figure 4.10 Enterprises Thesaurus 
4.4 Theory of Conversations 
We used a thesaurus structure to deal \ ith the complexity of descri bing a network of 
agents. As it is mentioned above part of our aim is to defme a model that \ ill enable u to 
track the impact of change in such a network. Enterprise models can help to anticipate the 
effect of different conditions on an enterprise. In order to minimise risk, enterprises make 
forecasts and experiment with fictional scenarios. They test their systems against 
different input and analyse the outcome and the performance. The problems with current 
models such as CIMOSA or IDEF is that they neglect external factors. On a supply chain 
the quality of output of one enterprise can affect the operations of another. How can we 
assess the impact of an enterprise's operations on the supply chain? 
We showed on the thesaurus diagram how we link enterprises in order to declare a 
relationship. The theory of conversations [Dobson 1997] is posited as (among other 
things) a tool to analyse social, commercial and organisational roles and relationships. 
The term 'conversation' is used in the normative sense to describe a relationship between 
two agents. Each conversation is described by attributes such as: significance. mutuality. 
capabilities and control. We use the conversation theory as a vehicle to classify 
relationships and track the impact of changing roles and responsibilities. So, drawing 
from this paradigm along with each relationship we consider four variables that describe 
and evaluate the nature those relationships. We use the variable sign([icance to indicate 
how the benefits of the relationship are being distributed. In the 'Theory of 
Conversations' significance can either be symmetrical (equal benefits) or asymmetrical 
(unequal benefits). We also use the variable mutuality to indicate how responsibilities are 
being distributed. Mutuality shows how responsible one enterprise is for the benefits of 
the another enterprise. Capability is the vmiable that describes the set of resources 
required by an enterprise to fulfil its responsibilities. Finally we use the control to 
indicate which agent in a network has the power to initiate or terminate a relationship. 
The four variables and their combinations play an important role in this method with 
regards to animation. The next paragraph describes them in more detail. 
4.4.1 Significance & Mutuality 
The following table shows all the possible combinations of the four variables and the 
resulting relationship types. In the first instance we will consider the values of 
significance and mutuality. 
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Conversation Si nificance Mutuali 
A On On 
(symmetric) (symmetric) 
B On Off 
(symmetric) (assymetric) 
C Off On 
(assymetric) (symmetric) 
0 Off Off 
(assymetric) (assymetric) 
Table 4.1 Relationship types 
We use Boolean values (on - off) to evaluate the four switches of mutuality, significance. 
control and capability. In tenns of significance and mutuality the on-off switches are used 
to distinguish between symmetric (benefits are equally distributed and both parties a 
equally responsible) and asymmetric relationships (one party benefits mostly and none of 
them is responsible for the benefit of the other). The above table resulted in four possible 
combinations of significance and mutuality. Let's take each one in tum. Conversation 
type A is defined in tenns of symmetric significance and symmetric mutuality. It 
describes relationships between players on a supply chain environment. Both parties 
enjoy equal benefits from the relationship and both are equally responsible for the 
benefits of the other. This type of relationship can be observed in the automotive industry 
between major car integrators and component manufacturers. Many times the contractual 
anangements between the two parties are such that one party is responsible for making 
use of 100% of the capacity of the other. The significance of this relationship is 
symmetrical as benefits are equally distributed. In tenns of contractual arrangements the 
relationship is also mutual. This is because the party who initiated the relationship cannot 
dissolve it, (due to contractual arrangements) while the other party is not allowed to 
supply its capacity to other clients/agents. 
Conversation type B describes supply chain relationships where although the benefits are 
equally distributed none of the parties is responsible for the benefit of the other. Again 
this type of relationship can be observed in a supply chain environment as the one 
described above. The different would be in the contract between the two parties where 
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one party selects the best possible supplier while the second is ready to supply its 
capacity to the best bidder. Conversation type A describes, in a sense co-operation 
whereas type B describes competition. 
Conversation type C implies a situation where only one of the parties enjoys the benefits 
of the relationship although mutuality is equal. We call this type of relationship' ill\'alid' 
because it doesn't apply to supply chain relationships. 
Conversation type 0 reveals a parent child relationship of asymmetric significance and 
mutuality. It implies a situation where one party is putting the effort for the benefit of the 
other. We also consider the variables of control and capability. The following paragraph 
discusses the impact of these variables on a conversation. 
4.4.2 Control & Capability 
The variable control indicates which of the parties III a conversation can initiate a 
conversation. We use the indicator h to point out which party has higher authority. 
Similarly I indicates parties with lower authority whereas e indicates equality. In a supply 
chain environment the indicators would show which of the parties are higher in a supply 
chain or have a better position in a competitive market. 
Capability relates to the party's ability to access resources. Capability of an ofr value 
indicates that both parties are responsible for acquiring their own resources. When 
capability is on then parties may have agreed upon using or sharing resources. For 
example two students that work under the same department may share the same resources 
(the department offers) although they are independent of each other's work. Control here 
is equally spread as both could initiate a conversation / relationship. 
Each of the conversation types is associated with a set of control and capability values, 
Control describes which of the parties can initiate a relationship. Generally speaking in 
the context of supply chains the party higher in the hierarchy (integrator) has more 
control over the lower levels (component manufacturers). We use the \ariables h. I ,e to 
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denote control being passed to the party higher in a hierarchy, lower or at the same leyel 
respectively. Let's see how these variables affect the conversation types A, B, C and D in 
the context of supply chains. 
Conversation Tvpe Control Capabilitv Relationship T'·pe 
A L On Innlid 
A H On Exclusive co-operation 
A E On Teamwork 
A L Off Invalid 
A H Off Invalid 
A E Off Invalid 
B L On Invalid 
B H On Invalid 
B E On Invalid 
B L Off Special Unique 
B H Off Customer Supplier 
B E Off Customer Supplier 
(same level in the 
hierarchy) 
D L On Invalid 
D H On Parent Child 
(investment) 
D E On Invalid 
D L Off Invalid 
D H Off (Parent Child) 
D E Off Invalid 
Table 4.2 Control and Capability in the Supply Chain 
Note here that some relationships are classified as invalid in the context of supply chain. 
This does not imply that they cannot exist. The table however helps us to define the rules 
that will allow us to construct the set of all possible directions the model can animate. 
Conversation type C is invalid within this context and it has been omitted from the table. 
As I mentioned earlier in the thesis this set of variables is used to evaluate the list types 
that describe the model. As we have already introduced the list type: premise that keeps 
track of the type of relationship an agent can be involved, we're introducing the three 
other list types using examples where appropriate. 
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4.4.3 Combining the Enterprise Thesaurus with Conversation values 
We assign a set of the variabl es to each side of the relationships. If for exarnpl th 
relationships described the relationship between an integrator and a manufactur r \\" 
would use these variables to describe the relationship from each enterprise ' point of 
view. Each of these variables is evaluated to either lion or O/off. Ln the case tudie that 
will follow we evaluate significance and mutuality as either symmetric or asym m tri 
which is translated to on or off. Thi s is done for the sake of implicity, 0 th exampl 
can be better illustrate wi thout going into too complex data tructur . We d h we\'er 
acknowledge that in reality there may be a range of significance and mutualit va lu 
such as velY symmetric, average, almost a ~\ 'mmetric etc. The repre entation of th c 
values could be done using real numbers. Again for the ake of simplici ty \ e u e tw 
distinct values O/off and lion as opposed to the range of real number bet.,: een 0 and I. 
Figure 4.10 reveals the structure of the enterprise thesauru s. Con ider onl th 
relationship between Nissan and its ervices. The contractual arrangements between th e 
service providers and the component manu facturers vary because the purpose, role and 
responsibilities vary. We can therefore a sum e that the vaJiable values bet\)leen r,'1C 
and component manufacturers w ill vary too. Figure 4 . 11 illustrates the pre iou point . 
Manufactu,.ersS 
ignificance 0 
Mutuality 0 
Control 1 
Cap a bility 0 
Integrator A 
Manufac turer A 
Sig nifica n ce 0 
Mutuality 0 
Contro l 1 
Cap a bility 0 
-
Service A 
S ig nifica n ce 1 
Mutuality 1 
Con t rol 0 
Capability 1 
Manufac turer A 
Service B 
Significance 1 
Mutua li ty 1 
Contro l 0 
Ca pability ' 
Service B 
Figure 4.11 Integrator and Services 
Services 
S ignificance 1 
Mutuality 0 
Cont ro l 1 
Capability 0 
Service A 
The above figure reveals that the sign(ficance of the relationship varies according to the 
type of agents involved. It also shows that Nissan (top of the chain) will maintain control 
in initiating relationships where the service providers hold the responsibility for 
providing enough resources to maintain Nissan's operations. Nissan maintains a policy 
(control) of the type of relationships it establishes with manufacturers and service 
providers. By changing the variable values we change the nature of relationship. There 
are however some premises that we need to consider when modelling such a structure. 
When for example signlfzcance is asymmetric then one party has to accept high mutuality 
(responsibility). Also if both parties accept high mutuality then both have to have the 
same control and capability to obtain resources. Combinations between the two set of 
variables reveal different relationship types. The next few paragraphs and up until the 
case studies the initial picture of the model built using the enterprise thesaurus and 
described by the conversation variable is animating using some of the AI principles 
mentioned earlier. 
4.5 Animation 
Whitman conducted a survey [Whitman 1999] assessing the re-usability of enterprise 
models. As he reported in his Ph.D. thesis, the majority of enterprise models fail to 
accommodate any change that takes place within the enterprise or externally and are 
therefore discarded. Seeley [Seeley 1999] claims that due to poor modelling it is 
commonplace for organisations to experience lack of alignment between the goals of 
strategic level management and realities on the operational level. This poor alignment is 
due to the lack of an implicit model of organisational dynamics. When we deal with 
dynamic modelling of complex organisations we need to consider variables such as over-
estimation of practical capacity systems, fragmenting performance measures that 
encourage sub-optimal local decisions, and in general a holistic perspective [Seeley 
1999]. The need for enterprise dynamic modelling has also been addressed [Keller \998] 
in the context of modelling chemical production processes. Increasing economical, 
ecological and safety requirements for chemical production processes, increases demands 
for assessment of the predicted behaviour stage of process development [Keller \998]. 
The reason most organisational models fail is that they are inflexible diagrammatic 
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schemes whose purpose is to model very complex dynamic systems. Similar observations 
have been made in the context of software engineering and information systems [Kanellis 
1999). These modelling inefficiencies can also be observed in the context of supply 
chains. Relationships between agents can be formed and dissolved affecting the entire 
chain. Although there have been some models that capture the effects of change within 
the boundaries of the agents that are directly affected, little has been done into assessing 
the indirect effects and their impact on other agents. Most times this is a result of the lack 
of dynamic concepts built into the model during the development stage. For the purpose 
of this thesis we call a model invalid when the picture it depicts is not aligned with the 
real situation. One has to bear in mind prior to any type of enterprise modelling that the 
best we can aim for is an approximation of the real situation. Unlike information systems 
or computing systems in general where we can model their behaviour using CASE tools 
and pseudo code, enterprises are dynamic systems with unforeseen behaviour. As B. 
Anderson [Szengheo 1999] pointed out in a recent conference [IEMC99'] one cannot 
model variables such as conflicts of interest, individual goals etc using type of model. 
Although this is an issue that could be solved with dynamic behavioural analysis of the 
enterprise, what is really needed is a series of dynamic models of resources, processes, 
structure and behaviour in order to experiment with different scenarios, make forecasts, 
avoid pitfalls and discover opportunities. 
4.5.1 The Case of Dynamic Modelling 
Before we explore dynamic modelling further we recap the following definitions. We 
define a conversation as a relationship between two agents and networks of agents as 
groups of conversations between agents within the same environment, market or 
industrial sector. The method we're presenting is a step into dynamic modelling of 
networks of agents. This modelling is not directed at the input output procedures of the 
chain or the logistics, there is in fact a large number of papers that address this issue. 
We're dealing with the relationships between agents and how their nature affects the 
supply chain. Modelling is being carried out by recording the movements of the model 
and the affects of each movement on the agents which are directly or indirectly affected. 
There are three dimensions incorporated into our modelling method which are: scope, 
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dynamics and informatics. Scope refers to the ability of the model to include service 
providers or agents that are not directly related with a particular environment. Dynamics 
refer to the ability to show the effects of new relationships been formed on all 
participating agents at each stage or movement of the model. Finally informatics refers to 
the ability of the model to show how and which type of information affects underlined 
agents. 
4.5.2 A.1. Planning 
In A. I., inference and planning of dynamic systems is directly related to the way a 
problem or a situation is being represented. In order to program a simple function i.e. 
instructing a robot to carry an item from a to b, we need to program the possible 
situations the robot and his environment can be in, the goal the robot has been set, the 
actions and sequences of actions that the robot will have to perform to achieve his goal 
and finally the layout of the environment. Having recorded this information in the 
appropriate data structures, we could produce a list of all the possible states the robot can 
go through in order to achieve his goal. In A.1. we call this procedure planning. There is 
however another level of complexity that deals with choosing the ideal plan that leads to 
the goal state in less effort and time. The aim of the approach presented in this thesis is to 
explore all possible states. Therefore the planning procedure could be sufficiently 
implemented using either breadth or depth first searches. However it is usually the case in 
AI research that the planners do not want to explore all states in order to reach a goal 
state. Evidently the planning procedure suggested here does not understand the notion of 
moving towards or away from. This is because the approach aims to explore rather than 
find a goal. In goal seeking situations however it is necessary to include in the search a 
mechanism that will indicate if we are moving towards or away from the goal. A 
common procedure for this is to endow each situation with a measure of its distance from 
the goal conditions. Then in order to make the move more efficient we might concentrate 
on those moves that reduce this distance. Relevant literature comes under the heading 
'inference heuristics and search'. Another point that AI raises by its application to 
enterprise modelling is that of the agency. In the example earlier in the chapter the robot 
had agency over its own plans. In networks such as supply chains however, an agent 
I '") 
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cannot have agency over the whole planning of the chain. Although this is true the 
parallelism this thesis is making is that the robot developed its plan according to a 
predetermined set of rules. Supply chains also operate under a series of rules and 
regulations that guide competition, alliances, advertising etc. Although neither of the 
cases determine a unique plan, we can determine all the possible ways of planning and 
movement. Some of the techniques are examined in the next chapter. We consider the 
above paradigm as appropriate for the modelling of complex enterprise networks within 
the same market or supply chain. The changes are represented in the form of actions that 
cause the state of the model to change dynamically. 
4.5.3 Hypothesis 
The first task we consider is the representation of the problem in a way that we can make 
useful inferences according to the context or state we're presented with. We need to 
represent the environment we're modelling along with the possible action or events that 
can change the state of the initial environment. 
We can get a more global view of the possible changes by looking at the collection of 
possible situations together with the actions that can be performed in them. One can 
imagine the series of possible states as a hierarchy. 
Each node represents a state and each arrow an action that leads to that state. The root 
node represents the initial situation. Thus the tree is in effect a list of all possible actions 
that can be performed on the model. Each node or state prior to generation is validated 
against a set of rules that control the options or the direction of the model. The rules help 
to keep the model on the right track rather than narrow the options. 
4.5.4 Rules 
The entire model is based on the platform of rules that describe how relationships can 
evolve. The rules define the boundaries or the context of the model. They prohibit a type 
of relationship that conflicts with the competitive environment of the supply chain. The 
rules are described by a series of IF ... Then statements. For example if a relationship is 
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moving from a customer supplier state, to a co-operation, then capability is also affected. 
Consider the following rule 
IF State(significance[ on] mutuality[ off]) True 
AND Action(mutuality[onD THEN 
State( capability [on D 
These type of rules are used in order to record and keep track of changes. They provide 
information as to how a state changes and what variables are affected. We name them 
PAD rules which stands for Preconditions-Add-Delete rules [Pratt 1994]. The PAD rules 
used for the case studies are incomplete. It would be impossible to provide an entire and 
complete set of PAD rules for this thesis. PAD rules are domain specific and they require 
sound knowledge of the domain that is being modelled in order to produce a complete 
list. Some of them can be derived from domain experts while others from past cases. The 
collection of these rules is likely to be a continuous process. Depending on how 
accurately the model can reflect a real world situation the PAD rules could be evaluated 
against their accuracy and completeness. PAD rules define the context of the model and 
therefore they remain constant throughout the modelling process. 
4.5.5 PAD Rules 
Some of the PAD rules are described below. The case studies presented later in the 
chapter are based on the following rules. The following rules illustrate only part of the 
entire PAD rule system. 
IF State(significance[ off] mutuality[ off]) True 
AND Action(mutuality[on]) THEN 
State( invalid) 
(If two agents aren't benefiting equally then conversation cannot be equal) 
IF State(significance[ on] mutuality[ on] capability[ on]) True 
AND Action( capability[ off]) THEN 
State(mutuality[ off]) 
(If two agents equally benefit and are equally responsible for each other then they have to 
share resources) 
IF State(significance[on] mutuality[on] control( (h) or (e» capability[on]) True 
THEN 
Premise( exclusive) 
(if an agent is exclusively contracted by then it cannot form any other relation) 
IF State(significance[on] mutuality[on] control( (h) or (e» capability[on]) True 
AND action(mutuality[ off]) THEN 
Premise(conversation type B) 
(if an agent is being released from an exclusive relationship then it is independent and 
can form other conversations) 
In the following paragraphs we describe how the model is represented and how we enable 
animation. 
4.5.6 The usage of lisp type lists 
We're using lists in order to describe a situation. The lists we describe are similar to lisp 
type programming. All lists are evaluated in terms of significance. mutuality. control and 
capability [Dobson 1997]. We have identified the need for 4 types of lists. These are 
premises, states, restrictions and actions. We examine each list type in turn. 
4.5.7 Premises 
Premises are list of facts that describe the nature of the enterprise. Premises denote the 
type of relationships that can be created as well as how relationships can evolve within 
the pre defined context. An integrator for example who is at the top of the hierarchy 
would want to maintain control over its suppliers. We record this information in lists of 
facts showing the values of significance, mutuality, control, and capability an enterprise 
is willing to accept. The lists are used to evaluate actions against them. The difference 
between premises and the PAD rules is that premises are used to evaluate each state the 
model is in whereas the PAD rules are used to evaluate the entire tree of options. 
4.5.8 States Restrictions Actions 
The evaluation process that describes a particular type of conversation is called state. So 
by state we imply a type of conversation that results by evaluating the four variables. 
Table 4.2 shows that there are a total of 8 possible states such as: 
State(significance[ on], mutuality[ off], control [ on], capability[ on]) 
Each of these states is associated with a set of restrictions. As opposed to states 
restlictions describe the set of values that are not permitted given a state S. The reason for 
using restrictions is to avoid states that are potentially impossible to reach in a real 
situation. It could be argued that agent modelling research [Wooldridge 1996][Allen 
1991] can offer a lot more flexibility in generating and calculating properties of new 
states using temporal modalities. This is an approach that has been adopted by model 
checking software such as STEP [Manna 1995]. In our approach however this could not 
be the case since we do not evaluate properties against states. The rules that gO\em the 
generation of the new state change according to that state. The PAD rules prohibit the 
generation of states that cannot exist within the domain that is being modelled. For 
example a parent-child relationship cannot be formed within a supply chain domain. The 
premises are lists that indicate the types of relationship in which an agent can be invol \"ed 
and finally we use the restrictions list which were explained earlier. The major difference 
of our approach is that the premises of an agent change according to the state that has 
been reached. A condition that may have been applied to guide the generation of previous 
states may become invalid since premises are re-generated after every state has been 
reached. So this approach cannot be based on a global network of conditions that guide 
the entire search and enable the generation of all states. This is the reason these rules 
have been divided into 3 types and have been assigned different degrees of authority. We 
also use the predicate action to describe changes. At this point changes are described in 
tenns of changing the values of the participating variables. The list below describes this 
concept. 
State(significance[ on], mutuality[ off], control [ e], capability[ off]) 
Restrictions«mutuality[ on] significance[ off]) (control[ r])) 
Action(mutuality[ on]) 
The above describes a supplier-customer conversation which can be observed in a typical 
supply chain. The current state tells us that the two parties are benefiting from this 
relationship although each has its own responsibilities towards his profits. The control 
switch shows that both parties can initiate a conversation and that they both have access 
to different resources. The restriction's list shows the values that are not permitted. 
Indeed if we turned the switches as they are described by the restriction list we would 
reach the invalid conversation defined as conversation type c. Similarly control cannot be 
passed only to one party. Note here that the control values h, I and e describe the position 
of the party in the context under which the conversation has been formed. In a supply 
chain environment h would mean that one party is higher in the hierarchy than the other. 
L implies lower position in the hierarchy whereas e stands for same level. So the 
restriction on the control switch, tells us that control cannot be transferred to the other 
party. This implies a conversation between two parties where the first is situated hiuher in 
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the supply chain hierarchy (integrator-component manufacturer). 
The action statement is valid, as it does not conflict with the restriction statements. This 
results in a new state that is described by the following lists. Note here that the final 
formulation of the new state is based on the PAD rules. Further on we explain how and 
why. 
State(significance[ on], mutuality[ on], control[ e], capability[ on]) 
Restrictions«mutuality[ on] significance[ off]) (control[r]) (control[l]) 
Let's examine this new state a bit further. The conversation described by this state has 
evolved in terms of mutuality. Both parties are responsible for each other's benefit and at 
the same time both are benefiting from this relationship. Control at this state remains 
equally distributed but since the conversation has evolved in terms of mutuality so has the 
capability in terms of sharing the same resources. In supply chain terms the above 
example described a conversation where in the first state we had an integrator -
component manufacturer relationship. Both benefited from the conversation although 
both had control over their businesses. We can observe these conversations in the 
automotive for example where a tyre manufacturer may supply several integrators. In the 
later state the conversation evolved. The integrator accepted responsibility for the 
component manufacturers benefits and provided the resources the support this type of 
conversation. Again in the automotive we have examples where integrators (major car 
manufacturers such as Nissan) support component manufacturers in terms of growth 
(capacity). They absorb all the available capacity and prohibit the component 
manufacturer from supplying competitors. Another conclusion from this type of 
conversation is that if we examine the PAD rules we see that because this form of 
conversation has been formed, the premise of the component manufacturer would also 
change to exclusive, which means not available for other conversations. Notice here that 
as the examples will illustrate these rules are evaluated and generated as logical 
inferences. The types of rules in the animation process are descriptiw in the sense that 
they show how conversations can be animated. Normative type of rules however such as 
the PAD rules describe the context as well as the operations that can be applied for a 
particular type of model. Complete examples are given later in the chapter. In the next 
paragraph we're recapping the entire process. 
4.6 Methodology 
The basic concept is based on the idea to represent the changes of a supply chain as a 
series of states, each representing a relationship or set of relationships between two 
agents/enterprises. We have developed a set of PAD rules that define the possible forms 
the model can take in the context of supply chains. For every model or state (supply chain 
picture) we define a set of premises which declare the possible conversations individual 
agents/enterprises can be involved in. These will differ according to the level in a supply 
chain each object is situated. The level of the supply chain can be decided by looking at 
the enterprise thesaurus, which is in effect a static enterprise model itself. It describes the 
agents/enterprises in terms of level in the hierarchy, and resources. 
Each state is associated with a set of restrictions. The list of restrictions related to each 
particular conversation prohibits values that will enable conversations to evolve in a way 
that exceeds the bounds of the supply chain. Restrictions are also validated against the 
PAD rules. 
Actions are lists of variable values that cause the conversation to change. They are 
compiled first against restrictions in order to avoid situations where the conversation is 
invalid. Moving on we compile the state against the premises. If the state is valid then it 
is validated against the PAD rules that will show how the conversation will evolve. 
If for example an enterprise high in the hierarchy establishes an exclusive conversation 
with a company, then the company's premises will change to indicate that this particular 
company cannot form any further relations. Similar actions are being taken when a 
company is being released from an exclusive conversation. 
We calculate and record changes on all three li sts. Premises are e aJuated again t the 
P AD rules. The variable values of each state are updated from the action li t . W 
restrictions are formed by the premise and the action li sts in order to a llO\v for rver e 
actions. The following model describes the entire process of animating the suppl hain 
model. 
Figure 4.12 Dynamic Supply Chain j\Jodell in g 
From the descliption of the methodology one may notice th at simil ar concepts ha e been 
appli ed to enhance real time communication of agent-based sy tems. Relevant literature 
comes under the heading of negoti ation and argu mentation. egoti ati on according to 
[Parsons 1998] is the process by whi ch a group of agen ts come to a mutual acceptab le 
agreement on some matter. Negotiations take place at real time and their purpose i to 
manage coordination between agents. By agent Parsons impli es an encapsulated 
computer system that is situated in some environment and that is capable of autonomous 
ac ti on. Within this context of agent negotiations [Sienoa 1999] proposed a number of 
domain specific negoti ation protocols. egotiation protocols are rules that go em 
interac tion. This covers the pennissibl e types of participants (e.g. the negotiators and any 
relevant third pat1ies), the negotiation states, the e ents th at cause negotiation states to 
change and the valid actions of the participants in particular states. Based on thi 0 each 
agent employs a dec ision making model which can be viewed a the apparatus the 
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participants employ to act in line with the negotiation protocol in order to achieye their 
objectives. The model of communication between two agents is rather simple. Agent a 
proposes x and agent b either accepts and performs x or rejects it. The decision is based 
on the negotiation protocol employed. 
Argumentation on the other hand is the process of constructing series of logical steps 
(arguments) for and against propositions of interest and as such may be seen as an 
extension of classical logic. An argument is a sequence of inferences leading to a true 
conclusion. The argumentation-based approach proposed by [Fox 1992] allows additional 
information to be exchanged. Agents in addition to rejecting a proposal can offer a 
critique and reason about their response. On both cases the roles and responsibilities of 
each agent remain constant. This is one of the major differences from our approach. 
Responsibilities can change and this is reflected by the changing values of the 
conversation variables. 
The GAIA [Wooldridge 2000] methodology provides formalisms to allow analysts to 
describe arguments and negotiations between agents in terms of roles, permission, 
protocols, reasons and others. The following paragraphs present three case studies carried 
out using the method presented so far. 
4.7 Case studies 
In the following sections of this chapter the method will be applied in a series of models 
such as automotive, brokerage and health care. In general the examples will reflect the 
following schema. 
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Figure 4.13 Case studies Sch ema 
The first step involves encoding the real world situation into the model. Then the Ii t of 
premises, states and restrictions are used to calculate the new model and a model 1 of 
lists is generated. 
4.7.1 Automotive 
Consider the fo llowing suppl y chain ex trac ted the automoti ve industry of the .E. of 
England . The di agram show two tyre manufacturers connected to is an and a third 
object representing B.T. providing a service to all three obj ects. The thi ck arrows indicate 
' uses' or 'suppli ed by'. 
~ Nissan SF Tyres V 
~> \ \ \ 
SR Tyres 
'\ 
BT 
Figure 4.14 Supply Chain Model 
Using the modelling method we described we could interpret the above diagram as set of 
lists. In the first instance we define the premises concerning each object involved in the 
process. Premises describe the type of conversations each object can formulate. The 
values of the premises themselves are derived from the enterprise thesaurus structure. 
The thesaurus stores relationships between objects and distinguishes between levels of 
hierarchy and service providers. So according to the thesaurus we could conclude the 
following premises. 
Premises(Nissan(s[ on ],s[ off],m[ on],m[ off],cn[h ],cn[ e ],cp[ off]) 
SR.Tyres(s[ on ],s[ off],m[ on ],m[ off],cn[h],cn[ e ],cn[l],cp[ off]) 
SF.Tyres(s[ on ],s[ off],m[ on ],m[ off],cn[h ],cn[ e ],cn[l],cp[ off]) 
BT(s[ off],m[ off],cn[ e ],cp[ off]) ) 
State( Nissan _ SR.Tyres(s[ on],m[ off],cn[h],cp[ off]) 
Nissan _ SF.Tyres(s[ on ],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ off]) 
Nissan _ BT(s[ on ],m[ off],cn[ e ],cp[ off]) 
SR.Tyres _ BT(s[ on ],m[ off],cn[ e ],cp[ off]) 
SF.Tyres _ BT(s[ on ],m[ off],cn[ e ],cp[ off]) 
SF.Tyres_ SR.Tyres(s[ off],m[ off],cn[ e],cp[ off] ) 
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Restriction( N issan _SR. Tyres( (s[ off] ,m[ off]), (cn[l]) 
Nissan _ SF.Tyres«s[ off],m[ off]), (cn[l])) 
Nissan_BT«s[off],m[off]), (cn[l]) (cn[h])) 
SR.Tyres _BT«s[ off],m[ off]), (cn[l]) (cn[h])) 
SF.Tyres_BT«s[off],m[off]), (cn[l]) (cn[h]))) 
We have used the above statements to describe the picture of this particular supply chain. 
We can conclude from the above statements that BT is related to all three agents although 
there is no direct competition between them. Both tyre manufacturers supply Nissan and 
also are in a competition against each other. The Nissan agent has most of the control 
over the supply chain. Consider the following action. 
Action(Nissan _ SR _ Tyres(m[ on])) 
The above statement shows that the relationship between Nissan and SR.tyres has 
evolved in terms of mutuality. In supply chain terms we could say that this particular 
conversation has evolved from a strict supplier customer conversation to a co-operation. 
Before we describe the new picture we evaluate the statement against the premises of the 
previous state. The statement is valid and so the new state is being drawn. The following 
diagram shows the new relations. 
Nlssan 
SF Tyres 
SR T yres 
BT 
Figure 4.15 Model l ovement 
The new state is desclibed with the following statements. Chan ges can be ob el ed on all 
three lists. 
Premises(N issan(s[ on ],s[ off] ,m[ on ],m[ off] ,cn[h ],cn[ ],cp[ off]) 
SR.Tyres(s[ on ],s[ off] m[ on] m[ off] ,cn[h ],cn[ e ],cn[l].cp[ oftl) 
SF.Tyres( exclusive) 
BT(s[ off] m[ off] ,cn[ e ],cp[ oftl) ) 
State( Nissan_ SR.Tyres(s[ on] ,m[ on] ,cn[h] cpr on]) 
Nissan_ SF. Tyres(s[ on] ,m[ off] ,cn[h] ,cp [ off]) 
Nissan_ BT(s[ on] ,m[ off] ,cn[ e ],cp[ off]) 
R.Tyres _ BT(s[ on] ,m[ off] ,cn[ e ],cp [ off]) 
SF.Tyres_ BT(s[ on] ,m[ off] ,cn[ e ],cp[ off]) 
Re tliction( Nissan_SR.Tyres«s[off] m[off]) s[off]. (cn[I]), (cn[e]). cp[off]) 
Nis a.n_SF.Tyres«s[off] ,m[off]) (cn[l ])) 
i an_ BT« s[off] ,m[off]) , (cn[!]) (cn[h])) 
SR.Tyres_ BT« s[off], m[off]) , (cn[l]) (cn[h])) 
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SF.Tyres_BT«s[off],m[off]), (cn[l]) (cn[h]))) 
Notice that apart from the mutuality factor between Nissan the capability value has 
changed. This is due to PAD rules which state that if an exclusive conversation is formed 
between enterprises where the benefits are equal and mutual then capability must also be 
positive. We also note that the relationship between the two tyre manufacturers has been 
broken. Again this is due to the restrictions of the PAD rules that impose on exclusive 
relationships. In this particular case since SR.Tyres has been signed exclusively by 
Nissan, the competition between the former tyre manufacturer and the later has decreased 
or it is not direct. For the same reason the premise of SR.Tyres shows that this particular 
object cannot form any other relations. Finally we notice that the option to reverse the 
action is also allowed by the restrictions list whereas the same action is being prohibited. 
4.7.2 A Brokerage model 
The second model presented here is a brokerage model. The procedure for modelling the 
relationships between the different agents of the model is the same used for the previous 
example. The difference between this approach and negotiation or argumentation based 
approaches is that in our case we want to maintain some amount of information about the 
relationship types each of the agent is involved in. We want to maintain information 
about the relationship types an agent is involved as well as the relationship types an agent 
is willing to be involved in. This way we can keep track of the evolution of these 
relationships. All relationships have the same number of attributes based on the 
conversation theory. Negotiation and argumentation approaches deal with real time 
relationships, while the negotiation protocols determine the type of relationships that can 
be formed. They do not however provide a mechanism for keeping track of relationships 
an agent has been involved in and they also remain constant. This is something very 
important for our approach. Based on past relationships and their evolution we update the 
premises and restrictions lists. So we start the brokerage model by first developing a 
thesaurus. The following figure describes an initial picture of the thesaurus. 
Broker 
'.-.J. . 
Cuslomer 
Figu re 4.16 The Brokerage 'Iodel 
The approach beg ins with a de cription of agents in the enterpli se the auru . FUl1her n 
we generate the States of the model based on these description a well as the P 0 rule . 
According to the PAD rules a set of premises and restriction is al 0 generat d. Thi n \ 
set of li sts refl ec ts the new state of the model. 
4. 7.2.1 Enterprise thesaurus entries 
1n this initial step is to de elop the first descliption of the model. The aim is t d fin e th e 
boundaries of the model as well as the relationships between agents th at belong \ ithin 
the same agent structure or between two agents that belong to different tructure. The 
descliption of a ll the components of thi s initia l pi cture is hown in the foll o\ in g tabl e. 
I·P 
r----~--~-
Agent Name:Requiremenl 
Owner : 
Part-of:Customer 
Consist-of:unit 
Relates-to:lnformation 
Gathering, Evaluating 
Uses: 
Agent Name:Evaluating 
Part-of:Customer 
Consist-of:unit 
Relates-to:Purchasing, 
Requirement Owner 
Uses:Post Transaction 
Management 
! Agent Name:lnformation 
Gathering 
Part-of:Customer 
Consist-of:unit 
Relates-to:Requirement 
Owner, Purchasing 
Uses:Publicity 
Agent Name:Publicity 
Part-of:Brokerage 
Consist-of:unit I 
Relates-to:Transaction ·1' 
management 
Uses: Information I 
Gathering, Suppliers I 
,- ---
Agent Name:Supplier 
Part-of:N/A 
Consist-of:N/A 
Relates-to:N/A 
Uses:N/A 
Figure 4.17 Enterprise Thesaurus Entries. 
From the thesaurus one can derive the following information. 
Agent Name:Purchasing 
Part-of:Customer 
Consist-of:unit 
Relates-to:lnformation 
Gathering, Evaluating 
Uses:Transadion 
management 
I 
I Agent Name:Transadion: 
i Management 
I Part-of:Brokerage 
I Consist-of: unit ' 
I 
Relates-to:Publicity. Post! 
Transadion Managemenj 
I Uses: Purchasing ; 
I 
---
The customer agent is responsible for a number of tasks including gathering information, 
purchasing, as well as evaluating the process or the service provided by the brokerage 
agent. 
The brokerage agent is a responsible for providing publicity, transaction management as 
well as post transaction management. The publicity or transaction management agents are 
connected with the sub agents of the customer structure. 
Similarly the brokerage agent is connected to the supplier via the publicity agent. 
There are a number of interesting conversations derived by the description of the agents 
which revealed the status of the current conversations and the ways the may e\'ol\e in the 
I-IS 
future. At this point of the analysis initial schematics of the model can be developed. The 
thesaurus rules provide a vehicle by which the first picture of the model is being 
described. These rules are being used to develop the PAD rules the model \\ill be based 
on. 
4.7.2.2 PAD rules 
We use the PAD rules to define the context of a model as well as maintain its nature and 
purpose of existence. The following set of rules define the relationship between customer, 
supplier of the brokerage agent who works as a medium between the two. 
If information. gathering (invalid) then 
Requirement.owner _information.gathering(s[ on ],m[ off],cn[ e ],cp[ off] 
End If 
In other words if there is no information gathering facilities within the boundaries of the 
requirement agent, then the service will be provided by an external agent which of course 
would have impact on the type of conversation been developed by the two. Notice that 
mutuality remains off as well as capability, to show the two agents are autonomous. 
If Evaluating.agent (invalid) then 
Post. transaction. management (invalid) 
End if 
The above statement indicates that if there is not an evaluating agent within the 
boundaries of the requirement agent then the post transaction management agent must be 
invalid. Notice here that in the description that to agents are up interdependent therefore 
if one of them does not exist then the other does not exist either. 
If purchasing.agent( invalid) then 
Transaction.management (invalid) 
End if 
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This is almost self explanatory, if there is no purchasing on the customer's behalf them 
there is no processing of the transaction taking place. 
If publicity (invalid) then 
Information.gathering (invalid) 
End if 
Again these rules indicates that if no publicity has taken place the customer will not be 
able to gather any information. 
If supplier (invalid) then 
publicity (invalid) 
End if 
If there is no supplier then there is no publicity. The rules indicate that if there is no 
supplier in the model then the publicity agent cannot exist. In other words someone has to 
publicise information before they can reach the customer agent. Otherwise this type of 
relationship would be invalid. This is because there is a rule within the set that states if 
there is no publicity there is no information gathering. 
If Requirement.Owner _ Evaluating(m[ off]) 
Capablity[ off] 
End if 
This particular PAD rule indicates that for a conversation between two agents that belong 
to the same structure do not have mutual responsibility towards each other and then they 
cannot share the same resources and therefore capability becomes negative. This 
particular rule is true for every conversation developed between two agents. The same 
rule, for example, applies to the publicity agent and the transaction agent. However only 
one of the rules is presented here: the rest are implied. 
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4.7.2.3 Generation of states 
States are generated by using the rules of the thesaurus, as well as the rules in the PAD 
model. In this series of lists we describe the nature of conversations as well as the 
variable values of significance, mutuality, control and capability. The following lists 
describe the initial picture of the brokerage model. 
State( Requirement_ Information.Gathering(s[ on ],m[ on],cn[ e ],cp[ on] 
Requirement_ Evaluating(s[ on ],m[ on ],cn[ e ],cp[ on] 
Information.Gathering_Purchasing[ s[ on],m[ on ],cn[ e ],cp[ on] 
Information.Gathering_Publicity[ s[ on],m[ off],cn[ e ],cp[ off] 
Purchasing_ Evaluating(s[ on],m[ on],cn[ e ],cp[ off] 
Purchasing_ Transaction.Management (s[ on ],m[ off],cn[ e ],cp[ off] 
Evaluating_Post.Transaction.Management(s[ on ],m[ off],cn[ e ],cp[ off] 
Publicity _ Transaction.Management(s[ on ],m[ on ],cn[ e ],cp[ on] 
Transaction.Manag_Post. Transaction.Manag(s[ on],m[ on ],cn[ e ],cp[ on] 
Publicity _ Supplier(s[ on ],m[ off],cn[ e ],cp[ off] 
) 
Both states show the initial picture of the brokerage model. One can notice that the 
components of any agent's traction maintain equal control between them as well as 
positive culpability. The conversations between components of distinct agents maintain 
equally control and negative capability. Mutuality is also off on these conversations to 
indicate that the operation of businesses is not dependent. 
4.7.2.4 Premises 
The premises list show us how conversations from the initial model can evolve. Again 
these type of lists are developed automatically following the rules and descriptions given 
in the enterprise thesaurus. The following, are lists of premises regarding the brokerage 
model. 
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Premises( 
) 
Requirement. Owner(s [ on ],m[ on ],m[ off],cn[ e ],cn[h ],cp[ on ],cp[ off] 
Infonnation.Gathering(s[ on ],m[ on ],m[ oft],cn[ e ],cn[h ],cp[ on ],cp[ oft] 
Purchasing(s[ on ],m[ on ],m[ off],cn[ e ],cn[h ],cp[ on ],cp[ oft] 
Evaluating(s[ on ],m[ on ],m[ off],cn[ e ],cn[h],cp[ on],cp[ oft] 
Publicity(s[ on ],m[ on],m[ off],cn[ e ],cn[h ],cp[ on ],cp[ oft] 
Transaction.Management(s[ on ],m[ on ],m[ off],cn[ e ],cn[h ].cp[ on ],cp[ off] 
Post.Transaction.Manag(s[ on ],m[ on ],m[ off],cn[ e ],cn[h],cp[ on ],cp[ oft] 
Suppliers(s[ off],s[ on ],m[ on],m[ off],cn[ e ],cn[h ],cp[ on],cp[ on] 
The situation described by the lists of states and premises is shown in the schematic 4.18. 
4.7.2.5 Actions 
Actions are lists of variable values that cause the model to animate. Consider the 
following lists of actions and how they impact on the current picture. Assume that the 
Evaluation of the infonnation supplied by the broker is not evaluated by the customer but 
by some other agent. The infonnation gathering procedure is also done by some other 
independent agent on behalf of the customer. Finally assume that the broker is 
responsible for the transaction management but not for the post transaction management. 
Action(Requirement. Owner _ Evaluating(s[ on ],m[ off]) 
Requirement.Owner _ Infonnation.Gathering(s[ on],m[ off]) 
Transaction. Management_Post. Transaction.Management( s[ on ],m[ off]) 
The above action lists show some changes to the variables of the conversations. Actions 
describe scenarios that the modeller or analyst may want to apply to the model. Some of 
them may be dealing with one agent while other with more. Complete lists of actions, for 
each state, can be produced by applying heuristics. The process is examined in the next 
chapter. This complete list of actions would result in the complete list of scenarios that 
can be applied given a state s. Their execution however is detennined by the PAD rules 
that may prohibit a scenario from being executed. According to the methodology 
1:'2 
developed the first thing we do is estab li sh that the action do not clash with th pr ml -
as well as the restrictions. Before performing the changes described b the acti n Ii t we 
check the PAD rules , in order to assess the impact of the e change to the overall model. 
From the PAD rules one can reali se that the actions ha e caused a change. not only to 
have the variables described, but also to a wider set off ariable. cording t the 
thesaurus capability off impli es autonomous agents. That mean that although in the 
initial picture the evaluating, informati on gathering, and tran ac ti on proce ing agent 
belong to a wider structure, they have now become autonomou entitie. Th new pi ture 
is described by the following schemati c. 
Broker 
Purchasng 
InlormatlOn 
tn<mg 
Figure 4.18 Brokeraoe model new state 
The followin a li sts desc libe the new ve l' ion of the model as it i depicted in 4.1 . 
to 
State( Requirement_ lnformati on. Gathering(s[ on ],m[ off] ,cn[ e] cp[ ff] 
Requirement_ Evaluating(s [ on ],m[ off],cn[ e ].cp[ off] 
Information .Gatheling_Purchas ing[ s[ on ],m[ on] ,cn[ e ],cp[ off] 
Information.Gatheling_Publicity[s [ on ],m[ off] ,cn[ e ],cp[ off] 
Purchas ing_ Evaluating(s[ on ].m[ off].cn[ e ].cp[ off] 
Purcha ing_ Transaction.Management ( [on] ,m[ off].cn[ e ],cp[ off] 
Evaluating_Post. Transaction. anagement( [on ].m[ o ffJ,cn [ e ].cp[ off] 
Publicity _ Transaction.Management(s[ on ],m[ on ],cn[ e ],cp[ on] 
Transaction. Manag_Post. Transaction. Manag(s[ on ],m[ offJ ,cn[ e ].cp[ off] 
This series of lists shows the new state of the model described in the schematic . 
4.7.3 Health Service 
The following paragraph describes the conversations between agent lI1 the h althcare 
service. The difference between thi s type of model and the product uppl y chain i that 
the roles of agents involved in a healthcare system can change ith a hi gher frequen y 
than the supply-customer roles. The following figure describes the healthcar model. 
Funding 
Agen t 
ResQurcing 
Agent 
Health Care Delivery Agent 
Counsehng 
Agenl 
I 
PrescnbmQ D.agnoslng 
Agent Agent 
DispenSing Admlnislenn 
Agent 9 Agent 
Figure 4.19 Healthcare model 
Health Care ReceiVing 
Agent 
Canng 
Agent 
Pallent 
Agenl 
The figure shows three types of agents dominating the healthcare model. The funding and 
resourcing agent can be thought of as the govemment body responsible for rais ing funds 
and supplying the delivery agent. The delivery agent suppli es a series of services (as 
desclibed by the boxes) to the receiving agent (the patient). Let 's de cribe the abo e 
relationships as they appear in the figure using the method described in the thesi . 
The relations between the three distinct agents are described first using Ii ts of tate. 
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State( Funding.Agent_ Delivery.Agent(s[ off],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ off] 
Delivery.Agent_Receiving.Agent(s[off],m[off],cn[h],cp[off]) 
) 
The state description reveals a parent-child as described in the methodology. It also 
reveals that the funding body (government) invests in the development of an autonomous 
service, hence capability is off. Control is passed on to the funding agent as indicated by 
the control [h] variable. The same conversation takes place between the delivery agent 
and the receiving agent. Again a parent-child conversation is revealed with control 
maintained by the delivery agent. This type of state also indicates one-to-many 
conversation between agents that have control over and agents on the receiving end of the 
conversation. The same type of relations has been found in supply chain where 
manufacturers either buyout supplier enterprises hence capability [on] or sign them 
exclusively creating a capability [off] conversation with symmetric significance and 
asymmetric mutuality. 
4.7.3.1 Enterprise thesaurus entries 
The first step of developing a dynamic model of the healthcare system is to enter the 
details of the involved agents in the enterprise thesaurus. The thesaurus will generate the 
initial diagrammatic schema of the model by using the details of its entries. The 
predicates part-of and consist-of define the boundaries of the model. The predicate uses 
define relationships between objects that do not belong in the same structure. The object 
'resourcing' for example is part of the government structure although it 'uses' the 
dispensing agent'. The diagram below shows a logical representation of the entries in the 
enterprise thesaurus. 
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4.7.3.2 Premises 
Agent 
Name.AtJ mlmstetlng 
Part-ol Health Delivery 
ConSlSt-ol una 
Relates-
to Dlspensmg.Counselllng 
Uses Pallent 
Agent Name Olagnosmg 
Part-of Health DelIVe ry 
ConSlSt-ol'unJl 
Relales-to Counse llmg 
Presellblng 
Uses NlA 
Agenl Name Pallent 
Part-a! Health ReeeMng 
Consist-o f'un~ 
Reta tes-Io Counselhng 
Uses N/A 
Agent Name Canng 
Part-ol.Heatth ReceMng 
ConSfSl-oI.UM 
Relates-to Pabent 
Uses'Counselling 
Agent Name Orspensrng 
Part-of Health Oelivery 
ConSlSt-of una 
Relates-loMmrmstenng 
Prescnbrng 
Uses ResourelOg 
Ag ent Name Pr escnbrng 
Part-ol Health Delivery 
Consrsl-of unrt 
Relates-to Dlspensrng 
Dlagnosmg 
Uses N/A 
Agent Name-Counsefalng 
Pan-of Health OeMI')" 
COnsG-of UnG 
Relates-to DlagOOSJng 
Uses Camg 
Agent Name FUndmg 
Agent 
Part-of Government 
COIlSlSl ofUlVt 
Relal.es-Io Resourang 
UsesNfA 
Agent Name Resourcrng 
Part-or Government 
COnsISt-of unrt 
Relates.lo FundIng 
Uses Otspensmg 
Figure 4.20 Thesaurus entries for th e hea lthca re model 
According to the methodology the first step of is to estab li sh the Ii t f preml e . 
Premises are li st of vali able values that describe the contex t of the model. The general 
picture of the healthcare system consists of three agents. The premi e Ii t v ill how th e 
type of conversati on these agents can be evolved in . Definin g premises i a fir t tep into 
building a dynamic concept prior any modelling. The premises for the healthcare el Ice 
are as follows: 
Premises( Funding.Agent(s[ off], m[ off] ,cn[h ),cp[ off] 
Delivery.Agent(s[ off] ,m[ on ),m[ off] ,cn[ on ),cn[ offj ,cp[ off] 
Rece i ing.Agent(s[ on) ,s[ off] ,m[ on ),m[ o ff], cn [ on ),cn[ off] .cp[ on ].cp[ off] 
) 
The abo e premIses desCIibe the conversation types agents are willing to be invo l ed 
into. The list also re eals that the strongest or the most powerful body in thi model i th e 
funding agent. The li st shows the funding agent is the less fl ex ible \\·ith regard t the 
ISh 
conversations it is willing to accept. The delivery agent is more flexible but with some 
restrictions whereas the receiving agent is the most flexible agent. This point really 
demonstrates one of the advantages of the approach. This type of flexibility cannot be 
demonstrated or exercised using only diagrammatic schemas. Notice that premises are 
lists that are being changed dynamically unlike PAD rules which remain static throughout 
the process giving a sense of boundaries to the model. 
4.7.3.3 PAD rules 
The following rules describe the conversations that can be formed within the context of a 
healthcare service. The rules also show which agents have to be present in order to 
establish the model. The presence of a diagnosing agent or a prescribing agent for 
example is essential, whereas the receiving agent mayor may not have a caring agent. 
If Counselling.Agent_ Patient( s[ off],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ off]) TRUE then 
Counselling. Agent_ Caring.Agent(invalid) 
Caring.agent_Patient(invalid) 
End If 
IfCaring.Agent(invalid) TRUE then 
Counselling.Agent_Patient(s[ off],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ off]) 
End If 
IfCounselling.Agent(invalid) TRUE then 
Administeling.Agent.Patient(s[ off],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ off]) 
End If 
IfPresclibing.Agent(invalid) TRUE then 
Diagnosing.Agent(invalid) False 
Administering.Agent_ Dispensing.Agent( s[ on ],m[ on ],[ cn[ e ],cp[ on]) 
End If 
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If Diagnosing.Agent(invalid) TRUE then 
Prescribing.Agent(invalid) False 
End If 
IfCaring.Agent(invalid) TRUE then 
Patient.Agent(invalid) False 
End If 
4.7.3.4 States 
The following paragraphs describe the state of conversations between agents within the 
three main agent bodies. 
Funding Body 
State( Funding.Agent_ Resourcing.Agent(s[ off],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ off] ) 
In this type of relation, the resourcing agent works under the supervision of the funding 
agent and delivers a service to the healthcare delivery agent. The funding agent is 
responsible for delivering the funds through the resourcing agent. The resourcing agent is 
responsible to deliver the funds. Control is maintained by the funding body. However 
both bodies are autonomous hence capability [off] 
Healthcare Delivery 
State( Diagnosing.Agent_ Prescribing.Agent( s[ on ],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ on] 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Counselling.Agent[ s[ off],m[ off],cn[ e ],cp[ on] 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Dispensing.Agent(idle) 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Administering.Agent( idle) 
Prescribing.Agent_ Dispensing.Agent( s[ on ],m[ on ],cn[h ],cp[ on] 
Prescribing.Agent_ Councelling.Agent( idle) 
Prescribing.Agent_ Administering.Agent( idle) 
Dispensing.Agent_ Administering_ Agent( s[ on ],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ on]) 
Dispensing.Agent_ Counselling.Agent(idle) 
IS!! 
Counselling.Agent_ Caring.Agent(s[ offJ,m[ offJ,cn[h ],cp[ offJ 
) 
The above set of conversations describe the role of each agent type within the healthcare 
delivery service. Conversations that do not exist are declares as idle. Capability is [on] 
because they all work as part of the same agent. Capability [on] in conjunction with 
control [h] indicates teamwork or co-operation. The counselling agent is related to the 
caring agent with the same conversation attributes as the healthcare delivery agent is 
related to the health care receiving agent. This is true as the counselling agent and the 
caring agent are the bodies through which the delivery and receiving agents are 
connected. 
Healthcare Receiving 
State( Caring.Agent_ Patient( s[ offJ,m[ o ff], en [ on ],cp[ on] ) 
In the receiving end the caring agent has established a parent-child conversation with the 
patient. Control is maintained by the caring agent as it is directly connected to the 
healthcare delivery service. Capability is on as both are part of the same body (receiving 
agent). 
4.7.3.5 Restrictions 
Each of these states describes the 'as-is' situation of the model. As the methodology 
suggests prior to any animation of the model a set of restriction lists needs to be 
established. The restriction lists show the variable values that are not permitted within the 
context of the model. The first listing of restrictions is associated with the general picture 
of the model described by the following state: 
State( Funding.Agent_ Delivery.Agent(s[ offJ,m[ offJ,cn[h ],cp[ offJ 
Delivery.Agent_ Receiving.Agent(s[ offJ,m[ offJ,cn[h],cp[ offJ) 
) 
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The restrictions for this state within the context of the healthcare service are the 
following: 
Restrictions( Funding.Agent_ Delivery.Agent(s[ on ],m[ on ],cn[l],cn[ e]) 
Delivery.Agent_ Receiving. Agent(s [ on ],m[ on ],cn[l],cn[ e ],cp[ on] ) 
4.7.3.6 Funding Agent 
For the conversation type: 
State( Funding.Agent_ Resourcing.Agent(s[ off],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ off] ) 
The restrictions that apply are: 
Restrictions( Funding.Agent_ Resource.Agent(s[ on ],m[ on ],cn[l],cn[ e ],[ on]) 
The restriction list shows that the funding agent stays in control of the conversation. 
Regarding the healthcare delivery agent the following restrictions are being defined for 
each of the individual conversations. 
The states are: 
State( Diagnosing.Agent_ Prescribing.Agent(s[ on ],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ on] 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Counselling.Agent[ s[ off],m[ off],cn[ e ],cp[ on] 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Dispensing.Agent(idle) 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Administering.Agent( idle) 
Prescribing.Agent_ Dispensing.Agent(s[ on ],m[ on ],cn[h ],cp[ on] 
Prescribing.Agent_ Councelling.Agent( idle) 
Presclibing.Agent_ Administering.Agent( idle) 
Dispensing.Agent_ Administering_ Agent(s[ on ],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ on]) 
Dispensing.Agent_ Counselling.Agent(idle) 
Counselling.Agent_ Caring.Agent( s[ off],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ off] 
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) 
Restrictions( Diagnosing.Agent_ Prescribing.Agent( s[ oft],cn[l ],cn[h]) 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Counselling.Agent[ m[ oft],cn[h ],cn[l]) 
Prescribing.Agent _ Dispensing.Agent( cn[l],cn[h]) 
Dispensing.Agent_Administering_ Agent( cn[h ],cn[ID 
Counselling.Agent_ Caring.Agent(s[ on],m[ on ],cn[l] 
The above restrictions show the actions that cannot be applied to the above conversations. 
Some of them can be represented by one agent. Dispensing and administering duties for 
example, can be performed by the same body. The patient may not always be related with 
a counselling agent is another example. Finally the restrictions regarding caring agents 
and patient agents are as follows: 
The current state is: 
State( Caring.Agent_ Patient(s[ off],m[ off],cn[ on ],cp[ on] ) 
The restrictions are: 
Restrictions( Caring.Agent_Patient(s[ on],m[ on D 
The current restrictions forbid the caring agent to establish a conversation different to the 
parent-child conversation defined in the methodology. 
4.7.3.7 The picture so far and actions 
So far the picture of the health care service as it is being portrayed in figure can be 
translated into this series of lists. 
Premises(Funding.Agent(s[ off],m[ off],cn[h],cp[ off] 
Delivery.Agent(s[ off],m[ on],m[ off],cn[ on ],cn[ off],cp[ off] 
Receiving.Agent(s[ on],s[ oft],m[ on],m[ oft],cn[ on],cn[ off],cp[ on].cp[ oft] 
) 
(o( 
State( Funding.Agent_ Resourcing.Agent(s[ off],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ oft] ) 
State( Diagnosing.Agent_ Prescribing.Agent( s[ on ],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ on] 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Counselling.Agent[ s[ off],m[ off],cn[ e ],cp[ on] 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Dispensing.Agent( idle) 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Administering.Agent( idle) 
Prescribing.Agent_ Dispensing.Agent(s[ on ],m[ on ],cn[h ],cp[ on] 
Prescribing.Agent_ Councelling.Agent(idle) 
Prescribing.Agent_ Administering.Agent( idle) 
Dispensing.Agent_ Administering_ Agent(s[ on ],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ on]) 
Dispensing.Agent_ Counselling.Agent( idle) 
Counselling. Agent_ Caring.Agent(s[ off],m[ off],cn[h],cp[ oft] 
) 
State( Caring.Agent_ Patient( s[ off],m[ off],cn[ on ],cp[ on] 
) 
Restrictions( Funding.Agent_ Resource.Agent(s[ on],m[ on ],cn[l],cn[ e ],[ on]) 
) 
Restrictions( Diagnosing.Agent_ Prescribing.Agent( s[ off],cn[l ],cn[h]) 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Counselling.Agent[ m[ off],cn[h],cn[l]) 
Prescribing.Agent_Dispensing.Agent( cn[l] ,cn[h]) 
Dispensing.Agent_ Administering_ Agent( cn[h ],cn[l]) 
Counselling.Agent_ Caring.Agent( s[ on ],m[ on ],cn[l] 
) 
Restrictions( Caring. Agent_ Patient(s[ on ],m[ on]) 
) 
Consider the following action and the impact it has on the model. 
. 
Action( Caring.Agent[ invalid]) 
The action indicates that the caling agent has left the model. The caring ag nt i pan f 
the receiving agent so this is area where the changes \ ill occur. In order to find the 
impact on the model , and the changes thi s departure has brought, the action i being 
validated against the restrictions lists. Later on the premises list is updated as well as th 
new state. The new state describes how the diagrammatic scheme of the m d I has 
evolved. The restrictions lists show that the action is alid 
impact as follows : 
the 
If the action forms part of the PAD rules then the new model i fonned foil wing th 
corresponding If.. .Then statement. Premises are also being upd ated \\'e ll 
restrictions . If the action isn ' t pal1 of the PAD rul es then the variabl e alue i updat d and 
recorded in the premises. Restri cti on li sts are updated u ing th e premi e Ii 1 . The 
following figure shows how the new model is being fOimulated . 
Heallh Care Delivery Agent Heallh Care Receiving Agent 
Funding CO".:,,"" \ Agent Agent 
- - 1\ Prescribing Diagnosing 
Agent Agent I 
j\:lIent - ~-
Agent 
- ---, I 
ResQurcing Dispensing Admlnislennl 
Agent Agent g Agent 
Figure 4.21 Health Care animated new state 
The new state is described by the fo ll owing statements. 
Premises(Funding.Agent(s[ off],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ off] 
) 
Delivery.Agent(s [ off] ,m[ on ],m[ o ff],cn [ on ],cn[ off] ,cp[ off] 
Receiving.Agent(s[ on]. s[ off] ,m[ on] ,m[ off], cn[ on] ,cn[ off],cp[ on].cp[ off] 
State( Funding.Agent_Resourcing.Agent(s[ off],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ off] 
State( Diagnosing.Agent_Prescribing.Agent(s[ on ],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ on] 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Counselling.Agent[ s[ off],m[ off],cn[ e ],cp[ on] 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Dispensing.Agent(idle) 
Diagnosing.Agent _ Administering.Agent( idle) 
Prescribing.Agent_ Dispensing.Agent(s[ on ],m[ on ],cn[h ].cp[ on] 
Prescribing. Agent_ Councelling.Agent( idle) 
Prescribing.Agent_ Administering.Agent(idle) 
Dispensing.Agent_ Administering_ Agent(s[ on ],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ on]) 
Dispensing.Agent_ Counselling.Agent(idle) 
Counselling.Agent_Patient(s[ off],m[ off],cn[h ),cp[ off] 
) 
Restrictions( Funding.Agent_ Resource.Agent(s[ on ],m[ on),cn[l],cn[ e ],[ on]) 
) 
Restrictions( Diagnosing.Agent_ Prescribing.Agent( s[ 0 ff] ,cn[l ],cn[h]) 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Counselling.Agent[ m[ off],cn[h ),cn[l]) 
Prescribing.Agent_ Dispensing.Agent( cn[l),cn[h]) 
Dispensing.Agent_ Administering_ Agent( cn[h) ,cn[l]) 
Counselling.Agent_ Caring.Agent(s[ on ],m[ on ),cn[l) 
Notice that the counselling agent is now connected to the patient without going via the 
caring agent. This new conversation is derived from the PAD rule which states that is no 
caring agent is present then the delivery agent is connected to the receiving agent the 
patient agent. Let's consider another action. 
Action(Prescribing.Agent(invalid) 
Counselling.Agent(invalid) 
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Again the above ac tions are validated against the restriction list and are find \·alid. The 
PAD rul es describe the state new state of the model and the new com'er ation that an e 
since the departure of the prescribing and counselling agents. The P D ru le tat that: 
IfCounselling.Agent(invalid) TRUE then 
Administering.Agent. Patient(s[ offJ ,m[ offJ ,cn[h ].cp[ offJ) 
End If 
If Prescribing.Agent(invalid) TRUE then 
Diagnosing.Agent(invalid) False 
Administering.Agent_ Di spensing.Agent( [on] ,m[ on],[ cn[ e ],cp[ on]) 
End If 
The first ru le states that if the counselling agent is miss ing the administeling agent ha 
be related with the pati ent agent. The second rul e states that if the prescribing agent d e 
not ex ist in the model then the di agnosi ng agent must be pre ent and be related t the 
administering agent. The di agrammatic scheme of the model is shm n belm . 
FundIng 
Agent 
Resourclng 
Agent 
Heallh Care Dehvery Agenl 
DiagnOSing 
/~. 
/' 
DispenSIng __ Admlnlslenng /' 
Agent Agent 
Figure 4.22 Model Tra nsformati on 
Health Care ReceiVing 
Agent 
Patlent 
V Agent 
In new schematic the servIce of the delivering agent has been passed on to the 
administering agent. The conversations carries the same properties as the one between the 
counselling agent and the patient agent or the counselling agent and the caring agent as 
shown in the previous figures. The new set of states are described as: 
Premises(Funding.Agent(s[ off],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ off] 
Delivery.Agent(s[ off],m[ on ],m[ off],cn[ on ],cn[ off],cp[ off] 
Receiving.Agent(s[ on ],s[ off],m[ on ],m[ off],cn[ on],cn[ off],cp[ on ],cp[ off] 
State( Funding.Agent_ Resourcing.Agent(s[ off],m[ off],cn[h],cp[ off] 
State( 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Counselling.Agent[ idle] 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Dispensing.Agent( s[ on ],m[ on ],cn[h ],cp[ on] 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Administering.Agent( idle) 
Prescribing.Agent_ Dispensing.Agent(idle 
Prescribing.Agent_ Councelling.Agent( idle) 
Prescribing.Agent_ Administering.Agent(idle) 
Dispensing.Agent_ Administering_ Agent(s[ on ],m[ off],cn[h ],cp[ on]) 
Dispensing.Agent_ Counselling.Agent(idle) 
Counselling.Agent_ Patient(idle) 
Administering.Agent_ Patient(s[ off],m[ on ],cn[ e ],cp[ off] 
) 
Restrictions( Funding.Agent_ Resource.Agent(s[ on ],m[ on ],cn[l],cn[ e ],[ on]) 
) 
Restrictions( Diagnosing.Agent_Prescribing.Agent(i) 
Diagnosing.Agent_ Counselling.AgentO 
Prescribing.Agent_ Dispensing.AgentO 
Dispensing.Agent_ Administering_ Agent( cn[h ],cn[l]) 
Counselling.Agent_ Caring.AgentO 
Inn 
Administering.Agent_ Patient(s[ on ],m[ on]) 
) 
The above states explain the new state of the model. Notice that the conversations where 
the departed agents where involved have now been turned to idle. Their content in tenns 
of variable values has been transferred to the newly fonned conversations. Another 
advantage of this particular type of description is that the allocation and reallocation of 
responsibilities in the model becomes visible. In the last figure one can see that the 
diagnosing agent is responsible for reaching the dispensing agent and the administering 
agent carries the responsibilities of the counselling agent who departed. 
4.8 Conclusions 
In this chapter we addressed the need for treating enterprise models as open systems. We 
also pointed out the need for a modelling method that is descriptive and concise enough 
to accommodate the complex nature of networks of interconnected agents. Finally we 
made a case for constructing dynamic concepts in to the modelling method so that it 
allows model to animate. We devised a modelling method that is based on the enterprise 
thesaurus and the AI planning literature. The enterprise thesaurus can be thought of as a 
database structure for modelling the initial stage of the real world situation. It allows 
identification of peer to peer relationships as well as is-part-of relationships. The cross 
links that are supported show shared resources, activities, agents etc. Artificial 
Intelligence planning was used as the basis for developing dynamic concepts into this 
enterprise modelling method. The result was a lisp type approach to modelling real world 
situations by transforming diagrams and schematics into sets of lists. The various types of 
lists that we used described the properties of the model in tenns of the nature of 
conversations as well as how these can be animated. Premises, restrictions and the PAD 
rules provide the evaluation mechanism by which each state of the model is being 
evaluated. The method was tested and evaluated against three models; a simple supply 
chain model, a broker and the healthcare model. After examining the results of each 
exercise we identified a number of commonalities regarding the conversations values 
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between certain types of agents. These were later translated into rules for dewloping 
enterprise thesauri and PAD rules. 
Chapter 5 Knowledge Representation and Inference 
5.0 Introduction 
Chapter 4 explains in detail a way of developing and animating enterprise models. The 
schema used for representing this new method was a four steps approach that involved 
development of the initial picture from the enterprise thesaurus and encoding of the 
model in lisp type lists. The third step involves animation of model by processing the lists 
(given an action a) and [mally decoding of the model into a diagrammatic form. The 
assumption that was made in those case studies was that actions would request for 
changes that could be achieved by moving the model just once. The question that arises 
from these cases studies is how can the model be animated in order to reach a goal state 
(expressed in action a) when the goal state requires the model to be moved more than just 
one time. 
In this chapter we discuss heuristics and heuristic searches in order to show how goals 
(expressed in action lists) can be found when we need to animate the model more than 
once. Some of the ideas can be found in model checking software although our approach 
differs considerably. Model checkers, such as SPIN [Holzmann 1997] and STEP [Manna 
1995], are software packages that support the design and verification of asynchronous 
process systems. SPIN verification models focus on the correctness of process 
interactions, and they attempt to abstract as much as possible from internal sequential 
computations. To perfonn verification SPIN takes a correctness claim that is specified as 
a temporal logic formula. The states of the system are then expanded and the formula is 
checked. If a state satisfies the conditions of the fonnula then the analyst can take 
appropriate action. It is undoubtedly a very useful technique when one needs to identify 
mismatches, deadlocks or other similar issues. The procedure for generating states and 
the mechanisms for calculating the distance from the goal are hidden. It is up to the 
model checker to employ the appropriate heuristics for searching. The goal is specified in 
the formula and the analyst is interested in the evaluation of that formula. Our approach 
differs considerably from model checkers since we are not seeking a goal and we do not 
evaluate propositions as such. The primary objective is to reveal and explore possible 
combination of roles and responsibilities. The approach aims to maintain track of the 
model's movement and this makes the use of a particular heuristic algorithm important. 
An analyst may wish to expand a particular nodes in all its possible states as opposed to 
expand all nodes one step at a time. This is why decisions such as breadth first as 
opposed to depth first search are necessary. Notice that in this chapter some of the 
heuristic or knowledge representation methods presented in the examples may not be 
directly related to enterprise modelling. They are however presented as a means for 
further research that could assist or eventually become related with the field of enterprise 
modelling. The ideas that have been adopted by this approach are clearly pointed out. 
In chapter 4 we showed how rules could help in animating the model. We explained that 
these rules define the domain of the model and detennine the ways the model can move 
as well as the consequences of moving a model. Although in chapter 4 these rules were 
presented as a series of if .. Then conditions in reality it is a lot more complex. However 
literature on knowledge engineering and knowledge representation has taught us ways of 
tackling the problem of representing complex data structures. Later on in the chapter we 
also discuss how knowledge bases can be constructed so that they can support the 
complex nature of enterprise modelling. 
5.1 Multiple animations 
The aim of this section is to examine ways of finding business roles and responsibilities 
where the enterprise model needs to be animated more than one times. It can be the case 
where an action calls for changes that require more than one movement of the model in 
order to reach the goal i.e. execute the action. One of the widely used methods in AI 
literature is to create a tree of possibilities covering all the possible movements of a given 
model. The outcome in general tenns is a tree of nodes, each one representing a new 
state. Each node on the tree will either move closer to the desired goal i.e. action list or 
away. One node will eventually represent the goal-state as it is stated in action a. It 
should be stressed here that the purpose of this exercise within the context of the 
enterplise model may not always be to reach a goal-state. In fact the goal state may not 
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exist may not be feasible to be reached due to restrictions applied by PAD rules. It could 
be alternatively used to explore possible states in tenns of combinations of roles and 
relations. So in the following paragraphs we defme a goal as a combination of roles 
expressed in an action list or as a series of combination that serve the purpose of 
exploration. We will examine ways of generating possibility trees, assessing each new 
state against the goal-state and finding the optimum plans. By optimum plans we mean, 
detennining the least number of movements in achieving the desired state. Progressing 
towards the goal is achieved by making inferences based on either a set of beliefs or 
heuristics. The following paragraphs examine these concepts. 
5.1.1 Inferences & Definitions 
A primary aspect of inference is belief versus heuristics. Beliefs are propositions that are 
known to be true. Heuristics are mechanisms that we employ to infer the value of a 
proposition. What makes either machine or man good at inference is not just a matter of 
beliefs but the strategies used to deploy these beliefs and rules of inference effectively. 
Heuristics can be differentiated from beliefs. Beliefs can be divided into true or false, 
whereas this is not possible for heuristics that are spoken of as effective or ineffective. 
Consider the following sentence: 
If P conclusion is inferred on the basis of a belief Q, which is now found to be false it is 
reasonable for not just Q but P to be given up too. However if P conclusion was inferred 
using a round about proof and later changed by a problem solving method (heuristics) 
then this case it is not rational to give up the conclusion P as inference is still acceptable. 
Consider another example: A & B consider the same question from different 
assumptions. If A tells B a conclusion P with reasons, it is not reasonable for B to take on 
conclusion P because they had different premises. However, if A & B consider same 
question have same assumptions - using different heuristics, and A tells B conclusion P 
there is no reason for B not to accept conclusion P. 
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A basic overview of characteristics which differentiates beliefs and heuristics, is that 
people show flexibility with heuristics which they do not show with regard to their 
beliefs. If a reasoner's beliefs and heuristics work together to produce inferences, his 
beliefs provide access to inferences which otherwise would not be possible. To 
characterise a reasoner as having beliefs and heuristics and being able to show flexibility 
with one and not the other implies complexity. However these characteristics cannot be 
described as belonging to any mechanical device, especially as machines would not be 
able to portray flexibility and thus it follows that such devices are incapable of making 
inferences, as they lack the requisite structure to allow characterisation in terms of 
interacting beliefs and heuristics. It is true that it is few, if any, AI systems which can 
display as much flexibility as that which is expected from humans and which characterise 
the heuristic nature of inference. However the potentiality for flexibility is there, as the 
system's architecture is based on separation of knowledge-base and heuristics, and whose 
output can be heuristically guided through the search-tree. If such a system was given the 
added quality of openness that is important for inference, which is primary for AI: such 
architectures hold the possibility of supporting heuristic flexibility, which is a 
characteristic of the inferential human behaviour. 
In AI this division into interacting components - beliefs and heuristics - is basically 
modelled by a search-based architecture, in which the 'knowledge base' (beliefs) is 
distinguished from the heuristics. The knowledge base, together with the system's rules 
of inference, defines a search tree (PAD rules and premises lists). The separate heuristic 
component then directs the system's actual inferences, possibly restricting the inferences 
that it will in practice make. In the approach outlined in chapter 4 the set of beliefs is 
defined by the PAD rules that are in a sense the vehicle which guides the animation of the 
model. Although in chapter 4 these beliefs are presented as a series of conditional 
statements, later on in this chapter we go into detail about how these beliefs can be 
constructed in knowledge based systems. So the questions that arise after these 
definitions is 'how do we search' and more importantly 'how do we find a plan that leads 
to the goal state'. 
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5.2 Searching for best plans 
Thi s fo llowing section looks at searching methods and the ad ant ages and limitation f 
each method. The first type of search methods to be discussed are those of depth-fi t. 
bounded depth-search and breadth-search. When we search we need to con ider the order 
in whi ch we develop the nodes, what we encounter in the search space as well a the 
direction. It is probable to think we have to be systematic about this, and if so, there ar 
obvious principles which can be used, and which produce different earch with 
different characteristics. First we coul d expand fu ll y nodes in the order in which the are 
encountered in which case we will perform a breadth first search, or we could de lop th 
most recentl y encountered node, in which case we will perform at a depth fir t earch. To 
put in into perspective consider the example of the health service as it wa pre ented in 
chapter 4 . 
Funding 
Agent 
ResQurcing 
Agenl 
H ealth Care Delivery Agent 
Counseling 
Agent 
I 
Prescnblng DiagnOSing 
Age nt Agen t 
Dlspensmg Admmlstenn 
Agent 9 Agent 
Figure 5. I.H ea lth ser vice 
Health Care Recelvmg 
Agent 
Canng 
Agent 
Patient 
Agent 
Adapting breadth first search movement into this model woul d require to fu ll y expand 
every node, staJ1ing with the fu nding agent, and exploring all the different roles and 
relationships that it can be involved in. This would create a branch of pos ible 
movements for the funding agent. On the other hand depth first search would requ ire the 
movement of every node to be considered in parall el. E ery agent would be expanded 
one level before aoina to the next level of movement for all of them. The depth fir t b b 
searches aJ"e simil aJ" to what we do when we look around a foreign place. We mu t 
explore each node by phys icall y moving to that node and we ha e no choice but to 
continue our seaJ"ch by de eloping a next node. With this type o f search we only hav one 
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node open at a time and this has the advantage of being economical on memory. 
However there are two major problems with this search methods. First of all what we 
meet may set off on entirely the wrong track and may not find the goal state at all or even 
worse the path may not terminate and the search would continue until the resources on 
the machine run-out. This problem can be limited, by limiting the depth to which we will 
explore any given path and backtrack when that bound has been reached. It is necessary 
to make sure that the solution exists within the depth bound. 
An alternative search method is that of breadth-first search, and this explores the search 
space to a given depth before expanding any nodes to greater depth. Thus we're avoiding 
the problems associated with depth first search, because we are assured of finding a 
solution if one exists. However the disadvantage is that a lot of memory will be needed 
because numerous nodes will be open simultaneously. In the method we presented 
memory and search space may not be a major issue since the models we examined were 
relatively small, consisting of a few agents. However an issue which may be of major 
importance during multiple animation of the model is that of evaluation. Regardless of 
the method we're using to expand the current state of the model we're faced with the 
problem of evaluating each phase with regards to how close or far it gets from the goal-
state. The following paragraphs examine the issue of evaluation within the context of 
heuristic searches. 
5.2.1 Heuristic or ordered search method 
Heuristics is the method by which the search space is evaluated and expanded. In the 
previous example regardless of the method we use to expand our model, we use PAD 
rules for evaluating each stage. Some of the relationships or new roles will be prohibited 
and therefore omitted. If each stage of the model was also evaluated against some action 
that described the goal state, then heuristics would eventually create a path to that stage. 
The following sections explain searching methods as well as search patterns. Neither 
breadth-first or depth-first search methods are the ideal answer. In reality search space is 
a very large, and neither method can cope with the complexity. Playing chess is one 
example. On the first move each player and has 20 options, thus after a single moye by 
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each player the positions on the board have increased to 400. One solution to this 
problem is to try and develop a systematic approach to searching by looking at the chess 
pieces if there are good or bad moves. The lesson is that, given a developing search space 
that has a number of nodes available for expansion, we should expand that node which 
seems the most promising or in other words the node that seems closer to the goal. This 
idea underlies the premise of the heuristic search. Heuristics being the means by which 
we estimate which will be the best node to expand. There is another level of complexity 
associated with finding the best plans which has to do with finding the shortest possible 
solution. The method presented in chapter 4 is concerned with exploring all the states of 
the search space. Therefore although we acknowledge the need for employing searching 
mechanisms that can calculate distances from a given goal state, in this approach this is 
not considered to be necessary. 
As well as ordering the nodes we can order the operators we will apply to a given state. 
For example a chess player may have a rule the knight should always be moved when 
possible and begin the search by looking for possible knight moves. Therefore, a 
heuristic search can be ordered on state evaluation, where nodes are evaluating it, or on 
operator evaluation or on a combination of the two, which is most common. 
An excellent example of a heuristic search is the 8-puzzle (taken from both children's toy 
the IS-puzzle) which consists of eight sliding tiles in a 3 x 3 grid. The goal is, given a 
random starting position, to rearrange the tiles by sliding them into the vacant position to 
attain the COlTect configuration. Because it is too complicated to be solved by brute force 
methods alone it is perfect to exemplify heuristic methods. 
The key problem of the heuristic method is to develop an evaluation function that is able 
to assess promising nodes in the developing search space. There are numerous evaluation 
functions we could apply to the 8x8 puzzle. The first type of evaluation, which is very 
simple, would be to count the number of misplaced tiles. However this may prove to be 
unfruitful since the score can be improved simply by moving one tile to the correct 
location and possibly blocking the path of another tile. A second way of evaluation would 
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be to count and sum the distances of each tile to the proper locations. This however 
would also fail due to problems mentioned above, but it does have the advantage of 
recognising that not all of the good moves result in a tile being placed correctly. A good 
refinement would be to add to the sum resulting from the last suggestion the number of 
tiles not followed by their successors. 
All of the above evaluative functions would allow a node to be assigned a number or 
score. However what happens if two nodes have the same score but one takes a longer 
amount of time to reach. It is important therefore to expand the node that can be reached 
by the shorter path, and score nodes by adding the cost of reaching them to the score of 
the evaluation. If we let the evaluation function return an estimate of the number of steps 
required to move from the node being evaluated to the goal node, then this combined 
with the number of steps taken to reach the current node, will represent the length of the 
path from the initial state to the goal state. The lower the score the more efficient the 
search. This was a very popular idea and there was a lot of work, especially in 
mathematics carried out exploring the resulting search algorithm and especially relating 
to whether the algorithm would result in finding a solution using the shortest path to a 
solution. It is possible to prove that if the evaluation function represents a lower bound on 
the actual number of steps to the goal, then the solution we find using the algorithm 
would be optimal. 
It must be stressed that finding an evaluation function is difficult in reality, and may not 
lead to an optimal search if we are more interested in minimising the number of nodes 
examined in the finding of the solution than in the number of nodes on the eventual path 
found. This can be seen by considering that an evaluation function that returns zero in all 
cases will represent a lower bound, and will find the optimal solution, yet it will generate 
a breadth-first search. The aim is to find the most efficient search. Using the 8 x 8 puzzle, 
as an example, a good evaluative function proved to be the sum of the distances from the 
home square plus 6 times the number of tiles not followed by their successors, plus 3 if 
there was a tile in the centre. This did not represent a lower bound on the steps from node 
to goal. and so the solutions it found were not provably optimal. The moral of this is that 
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while we do want to find that solution, in reality, we will accept for finding a solution 
whilst expanding a practicable number of nodes. The best strategy to adopt was 
invariably bound up with the nature of the problem - the size of the search space, the 
branching factors, the likely depth needed to find a solution, and the availability of an 
effective evaluation function. This particular example may have moved slightly away 
from the scope of the thesis but it is considered essential as it provides a good 
understanding of combining heuristic search algorithms. In fact all the case studies 
examined in chapter 4 had a limited search space which would make it possible for either 
technique (breadth first-depth first) to be equally successful. 
5.2.2 Limitations of search 
It is worth mentioning here -although slightly out of the thesis scope- that as the subject 
of AI developed, search alone was recognised not to be enough. There were several 
factors that made it unsatisfactory as a general problem-solving technique. Search size 
space can be limitless and thus cause many problems. If we think of the 8 x 8 puzzle we 
looked at earlier imagine the same problem on a larger scale such as the 15 x 15 puzzle or 
even the Rubik's cube. For most problems the search space is too large to enable an 
efficient search program to solve them in an acceptable time. Problem-solving programs 
such as chess still rely heavily on search, searching not for a solution but an acceptable 
move, so we look as far fOlward as time allows and return the best move we can find. 
Other problems with heuristic searches, (apart from the problem of the size of the search 
space) were mainly to do with finding an appropriate evaluative function. Evaluative 
functions were not simply difficult to find but they were difficult to establish by any other 
means than trial and error and usually turned out to be specific to the problem. Thus the 
lessons learned from the 8 puzzle were of little interest unless they could be used on the 
15 puzzle. The whole approach fell into difficulties since the evaluation function failed to 
lead to a solution, but emphasis was placed on local optima. Also there is no smooth 
progression from initial state to goal-state and in such cases there would be no effective 
way of using search method to find a solution. 
This approach declined in popularity because in AI research. we're in a sense intereskd 
for a computational model of the mind, and such an approach does not attempt to model 
human reasoning, when confronted with such problems. Humans are unlikely to 
systematically search, except in the simplest cases, to find a solution. Certainly no human 
would use the solution suggested to 8 x 8 puzzle. This approach, in some motivations, 
runs contrast by essentially using non-intelligent methods to solve problems, and thus 
reduced problems from requiring intelligence to those that can be solved mechanically. It 
was for these reasons that an interest arose in human problem solving. 
There are three basic types of human problem solving techniques, however much of the 
work in AI would not draw these distinctions but would label them all "heuristic" to 
cover all three domains. These three domains are decomposition of problems, search for 
patterns and rules of thumb. 
5.3 Heuristic methods 
In the following paragraphs we examine three different heuristic methods. All three steps 
to problem solving examined -in the following paragraphs- were performed during the 
development of our approach as it is explained in chapter 4. The problem was 
decomposed into states, premises and restrictions that described the initial picture. The 
conversation theory that was applied for the purpose of animating the model is based on 
patterns developed by examining several case studies. The PAD rules that defined the 
boundaries of the movement could also be thought of a series of rules of thumb. AI 
literature has acknowledged these three steps as the basic types of heuristics regarding 
human problem solving methods. Since we have already related these steps to our 
approach, the following paragraphs will briefly outline the three steps (decomposition, 
patterns and rules) from an AI perspective. 
5.3.1 Decomposition of problems 
One of the tendencies of humans when confronted by complex problems is to decompose 
them into smaller, more manageable, problems. These smaller problems may be simple 
enough to tackle straight away or they may need to be further decomposed. 
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A typical way of attempting to solve a Rubik's cube at fIrst go is to get one face correct. 
then a second face, then a third and so on. This shows that there are numerous ways to 
decompose a problem, some of which will be more effective than others. Continuing \\ith 
the Rubik's cube for an example, the step of getting one face correct and then moving 
onto others is not very effective. A better way is to get the comers correct first and then 
attempt the others pieces. One reason why the Rubik's cube is such a hard puzzle is 
because seemingly natural decomposition can be counter productive. 
Another example could be using the 8 x 8 puzzle where an initial decomposition may be 
position I, 2 ,3 and so on, although it would be more effective to get the first row right, 
then the first column, and then shuffle the final 3 pieces around until they are correct. 
This knowledge, once discovered, can be transferred onto other puzzles such as the 15 x 
15 puzzle by completing the first row, the second row and then the first column and then 
shuffling around the final three pieces until it is correct. This knowledge can also be 
passed onto other types of puzzle such as the N by M grid. You get the first N-2 rows 
right, then get the fIrst M-2 columns right and then shuffle the last three pieces. Yet, it 
should be noted that getting the fIrst row right also involves some decomposition, by 
getting 2 to follow 1 and 3 to follow 2 and so on. This technique can also be generalised. 
It is instructive to compare the way the problem can be decomposed with the final 
evaluation function given above. Obviously, following the strategy outlined here will 
tend to improve the result from the evaluation function both by getting tiles to their home 
squares and by increasing the number of tiles followed by their successors. The human 
problem solver is not concerned to fInd the optimal solution, but with knowing at all 
times what he is doing, and can see a steady flow of achievements as he completes 
subtasks which he knows are steps on the road to a complete solution. It is this kind of 
factor, involving a strategic rather than a purely tactical appreciation, which avoids the 
kind of problems encountered by AI problem solving methods. Knowing how to 
decompose the task into the appropriate subtasks gives us a strategy for solving the 
problem, but it is unlikely to take us all the way to a solution. We still need to know how 
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to operate at the tactical level, so that we can achieve the subtasks and this is where the 
second feature of human problem comes in. It is the same feature that was addressed 
during this thesis in the form of the conversation theory. 
5.3.2 Search for patterns 
As well as decomposition, another human trait involved in problem soh-ing is identif~ing 
patterns which they are familiar with and know how to respond to. The skilled problem 
solver will have knowledge of many such patterns and appropriate move sequences. and 
he would solve the problem by decomposing it into subtasks where such patterns can be 
identified and appropriate sequences performed. This is also the way to go about sohing 
the Rubik's cube, where the whole trick of mastering the cube is to know a series of 
moves which will exchange two particular pieces. or re-orientate a piece, whilst leaving 
the other parts of the cube unchanged. The two-part solution method is quite general: 
decomposition supplies the strategic knowledge of how to go about solving the problem. 
reducing it to a set of tasks which can be performed by recognising patterns to which the 
appropriate actions can be taken. 
5.3.3 Rules of Thumb 
This third human problem-solving characteristic, which can be seen, is that of "rules of 
thumb", which refers to actions which are usually, (not always), good things to do in 
cel1ain circumstances. They are quite similar to patterns referred to already, however 
IUles of thumb should be applied more opportunistically rather than an execution as part 
of a design, and most importantly recognised as being fallible. A rule of thumb relating to 
the 8 puzzle, is that if a tile is in the central position, it would be a good idea to move it, 
because it increases the number of moves available, and it also improves the evaluation 
function used above. Within the current framework, a rule of thumb should only be used 
as an effort to reach a familiar pattern where none can be seen. A general notion to be 
introduced is that, a heuristic is used to cover all three kinds of problem-solving 
knowledge. A heuristic can be seen as a matter of recognising a situation and making a 
certain response to that situation. The situation may be simple and the response uncertain 
in effect, as in the case of "rules of thumb" above: or the situation -and the response to it-
may be more complicated and the effect of the response more certain. as in the case of 
what termed "patterns". Again the situation may be a task to perform, and the response to 
perform a series of subtasks, as in "problem decomposition". This way of seeing things 
suggests that we can represent all three types of problem-solving knowledge in the same 
way. In particular we can represent all three types of knowledge in the following way 
using a uniform mode of expression: 
Rules of thumb such as "If tile in the centre, then generally move that tile" or a PAD rule 
such as 'Relationships between agents of initial value s[ on] m[ off] can be turned 
transformed to s[on] m[on] or s[off] m[off] or s[off] m[off]. Control is passed to the agent 
with higher authority while capability is positive only when mutuality is on'. 
Patterns such as "If pattern A obtains and goal is goal 2. then perform move sequence 6" 
or an enterprise thesaurus rule such as 'Agents that belong to the same structure are 
assigned equal control and positive capability' 
Note the use of the qualifier on the action in the case of the rule of thumb whereas the 
pattern is thought to be always applicable. Finally we can represent decomposition as 
"If goal I then achieve subgoal A and sub goal B" 
An attempt to follow through this method of knowledge representation provides us with 
the first major knowledge representation paradigm that we shall examine in the following 
section. In the next section we discuss knowledge representation as well as the available 
technology for realising such complex data structures. 
5.4 Knowledge engineering 
Another question that chapter 4 may have raised is 'how are rules constructed' and 'how 
are they stored so that we can make successful inferences'. Indeed the relationships 
between these types of rules are far to complex to be represented by a relational database 
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structure. On the other hand these rules do not just represent relations between data but 
knowledge and facts about models. 
5.4.1 Background 
Knowledge representation is an integral and important part of knowledge based systems. 
Knowledge must be explicitly processed via such mediums as programming. languages 
and diagrams, in order for this knowledge to be processed and hence sohe problems 
[Newell 1982]. There is a division between knowledge modelling and selection of 
appropriate knowledge representation language to represent reasoning as well as the 
knowledge itself [Davis 1993]. 
Even with the same knowledge source, engineers, due to their specific interests and aims 
in modelling domain knowledge, frequently produce different models of KBS. All 
representations are approximations of reality, and are thus flawed. According to [Clancey 
1993] knowledge representation is an activity of modelling knowledge in order to create 
a new knowledge base. Any approximation will include some things and exclude others. 
and through selecting what to include we are choosing how to see the world and what to 
see in the world. This also applies to the approach presented in chapter 4. 
Facts or beliefs can be considered as data structures that contain the problem and process 
it into a form in order to find the solution. Data structures can be divided into two 
sections; representation of the problem and representation of the problem solving 
knowledge [Newell 1982]. The distinction between knowledge and representation is 
important both for designing and analysing knowledge based systems. During the design 
process it is possible to enable what knowledge is required to obtain a level of 
competence without commitment to one representation. Once the type of knowledge 
required has been decided by designers, specific representations can be chosen to encode 
this knowledge. 
If the emphasis is on knowledge acquisition system, competence is a priority. whereas 
when choosing a representation performance, as it is many times the case in enterprise 
modelling, then performance measures are of uppermost importance. Representation 
language comprises of syntax (meaning) and symbols. The semantic interpretation is 
accomplished through algorithms that access and infer information. From a syntax point 
of view the most important aspect is how the information is stored in an explicit format. 
In contrast from the inferential point of view the most important aspect is the way in 
which explicit information can be used to derive information implicit in it. 
[Davis 1993] describes the combination of language and interpretation, as a double-sided 
coin that can not be usually separated. "A knowledge representation language, howe\er 
like logic, is not equal to knowledge itself' [Newell 1982]. 
"Knowledge representation is most fundamentally a surrogate, a substitute for the thing 
itself, that is used to enable an entity to determine consequences by thinking rather than 
acting, that is, by reasoning" [Davis 1993]. 
There are a variety of arguments used to support syntax over inferential aspects and vice 
versa. Arguments supporting the syntax aspect stress the naturalness and expressiveness 
supported by the knowledge representation language. Other arguments supporting 
inferential aspects will draw attention to the power of underlying inference mechanism. 
Using different knowledge representation languages results in different types of systems. 
In fact even the same type of systems, due to different purposes, can be represented in 
different languages to achieve more efficient performance or expression. 
As well as the schism between syntax and inference aspects, knowledge representation 
language can be divided into five levels, and these levels could help determine which 
language is appropriate for the representation of a specific domain knowledge. These 
levels correspond to the series of semantic networks [Brachman 1985] used for 
knowledge representation. This type of structure was first introduced as a Ph.D. thesis 
[Quillian 1966] as an attempt to model human memory via a relational network of 
semantic memory. In Quilllian's thesis words were represented as a network of nodes 
which represented word concepts and links between nodes which represented definitions. 
The same structure was again later used [Fillmore 1968] in the processing of natural 
language. Both methods attempted a knowledge representation within the domain of 
linguistics. Other attempts based on this model were also made in the area of language 
understanding [Heidorn 1972] as well as modelling organisational structure, computing 
networks, distributed systems etc. In this thesis we consider the 5-level semantic net as a 
knowledge representation mechanism that allows us to distinguish between expressions, 
data structures, symbols and definitions. 
5.4.2 Implementation level 
The most important aspect at this level is designing data structures to accommodate 
knowledge, and to discover and implement appropriate algorithms that allow for the 
desired effect. Secondly another aspect which is of high priority to this level is to increase 
the speed at which the data is processed using an appropriate indexing mechanism. 
Although every representation must be implemented in the system by a data structure, the 
actual representational property lies in its correspondence to something in the real world 
and the limitations imposed by the correspondence. 
5.4.3 Logical level 
At this level the knowledge representation language should provide sufficient logical 
properties to represent knowledge. Two major syntactic concerns which are meanings of 
expressions in formalism (Limited interpretation of expression), and expressive power of 
formalism (abilities of expressions). From the inferential point of view, the main concern 
at the logical level is the logical properties of the inference procedures. 
5.4.4 Epistemological level 
This level deals with types of knowledge structuring primitives that are needed. Emphasis 
at this level is the set of generic primitives that allow us to describe the objects of the 
world as formal structural units and their interrelationships. These are called knowledge 
structuring primitives, which refers to types of primitives required to represent the 
knowledge and types of inference strategy to be made available. 
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5.4.5 Ontological Level 
The Ontological level is concerned with meamng [Guarino 1993]. A knowledge 
representations is a set of ontological commitments, because the primitives represent an 
agreed meaning between users [Davis 1993]. The focus at the ontological level is the 
explicit specification of the meaning of primitives in a language. 
5.4.6 Conceptual level 
This level is concerned with primitives to be included in a knowledge representational 
language. This is a broad overview of the types of primitives that go best with certain 
levels in order to be able to choose which knowledge representation language is 
appropriate for a specific type of knowledge. 
Having looked at the five distinct levels of knowledge representation the chapter 
concludes with an account of the different types of language available for producing 
knowledge bases. 
5.5 Frame based expert shell system 
A number of expert system shells attempt to amalgamate vanous representational 
fonnalisms in a new mixed knowledge representation language in order to explore their 
advantages. These systems provide a large number of different knowledge representation 
languages, object-oriented programming languages and various inference machinery to 
be integrated in a coherent environment. The three most popular types of languages are 
procedural languages (object oriented languages), frame based languages and production 
IUles embedded in shells. 
5.5.1 Frame based formalisms 
These languages inspired the representation method for our approach. They are built by 
utilising different programming languages such as C, C++, Lisp and so on, which allow 
the user to initiate different types of knowledge using the procedural languages which are 
housed in a frame called 'procedural attachment'. A frame is a data structure to represent 
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a 'stereotyped' or expected situation and they are the primary importance in frame-based 
languages. 
A frame contains a system of slots to characterise its properties. There are different t)pes 
of frame, such as the super-frame and its descendant the sub-frame, and thus can inherit 
properties from super-frames. The relationship between the two is called a 'has-a' 
relationship; an example of a frame. The instance is a terminal of the frame data 
structure, so it is unable to have a 'has-a' relationship with other instances or frames. 
Descriptions within frames are called slots, and they consist of two parts; a slot name (an 
attribute) and a slot filler (value for the attribute or any restriction on range of possible 
values. This structure was used to develop the enterprise thesaurus presented in chapter 4. 
5.5.2 Rule-Based formalisms 
We discussed rule-based formalisms earlier in the thesis as a possible way of representing 
facts and guiding a model's movements. IF-THEN or production rules comprise of the 
antecedent the IF-part of the rule and a consequent the THEN part of the rule. The IF part 
of the rule must be satisfied in order to enable the THEN part of the rules. An example of 
which is: 
Ifcondl and cond2 and ... 
THEN actionl and action2 ... 
If the premise associated with a rule matches the current state of the working memory, 
then the actions are ready to be executed. The working memory is used for storing 
'temporary' information relating only to the task at hand, and is an important component 
in a production rule. In a mixed knowledge representation expert system shell, rules can 
be triggered by, and manipulate the values in the frame. The following example portrays 
the syntax ofa rule in KAPPA-PC. 
GoodElecsys[ carl Autos] 
ISh 
If 
car: Spark #= Good And 
car: Timing #= InSynch And 
car: Battery #=Charged 
Then 
car: ElcSystem =Good; 
GoodElecsys is a rule name and the car variable represents a class called Autos. In this 
case, the Autos frame includes Spark, Timing, Battery and ElcSystem slots. The Spark, 
Timing and the Battery are preconditions of the rule and the ElcSystem is the action part 
that includes the assignment of a value to the ElcSystem slot. Some shells, such as 
KAPPA and Goldworks, provide rule sets to group related rules into a set. In KAPPA. the 
rule sets can be specified and stored in a global slot. Sets of rules can be interpreted in a 
backward and forward chaining fashion. Rules can also be assigned different numbers of 
priority. Setting the priority of a rule allows the order of precedence in the reasoning path 
when more than one rule applies. The syntax of rules and frames in different frame-based 
expert system shells has it's own format. Even though some of them might be similar, 
they are not compatible. Thus it requires a translation mechanism to translate one format 
to the other [Hruang, 1996]. 
5.6 Application Programming Interface in Expert System Shell 
The following paragraphs provide a bit more detail into the available technology for 
building knowledge based systems for enterprise modelling. All system expert shells are 
implemented by programming languages as modules. The functions provided by the 
shells are controlled by the specific APls. The APIs are associated with a runtime library 
that is provided by the expert systems shell to enable the applications built by the shells 
to integrate with other applications. For example, KAPPA-PC is implemented by C. The 
built-in functions in the KAPPA-PC are modulised onto a set of runtime libraries such as 
Dynamic Link Library (DLL) to allow the applications to embed or be embedded with 
other applications held in different environments. Thus other MS-Windows applications 
can interact with KAPPA-PC applications VIa KAPPA-PC APls, and C or C++ 
programming languages. 
Like KAPPA-PC, ILOG RULE is another object base expert system shell, but it is 
implemented in the fashion as an object-oriented method using C++. The applications 
designed with ILOG RULE can also be controlled with specific APIs. The rule bases in 
the ILOG RULE are implemented as a set of C++ class, so the generated C++ class have 
their APls strongly related to C++ classes of the ILOG RULE runtime library. As a 
result, other applications can communicated with the applications built-in the ILOG 
RULE. 
AionDS (ADSAPI) provides an open architecture that enables the user to integrate 
knowledge bases with other applications in various ways. The ADSAPI allows the user to 
call the knowledge base built in the AionDS from other applications, pass the input, and 
receive result back. In other words, the inference engine AionDS can be embedded into a 
large application. The user has to include two files in order to activate the ADSAPI. 
These are a library file known as ADSAPIW.DLL containing the ADSAPI dynamic link 
library routines and the ADSAPIW.LIB file that is the import library used to link the 
applications that use ADSAPI.C or C++. 
There are also a number of expert system shells for example, OBJECT IQ, NEXPERT, 
Crystal etc. that provide the APls for the user to integrate their knowledge bases with 
other applications. Although they are not illustrated here, they enable the user to retrieve 
the knowledge in the built-in shell and construct a new knowledge base by using these 
facilities without getting into details of software internal mechanism. 
5.7 Conclusions 
This chapter tried to answer some of the issues that chapter 4 raised. The method 
presented in chapter 4 was applied in three different case studies including the health 
service, a brokerage system and part of the automotive sector. Models were presented 
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initially in a diagrammatic fonn and later decoded using lisp type lists. The lists were 
processed to reveal a new state of the animated model. 
The required state was expressed in a list called action. In the case studies the desired 
state was only a step away from reaching the goal expressed in an action list. However 
when multiple movements were required we had to employ heuristic methods in order to 
identify the correct state and more importantly the path that led to that state. 
Searching methods can either be depth first of breadth first. Both explore the search space 
defined by the model and expand each state by creating or deleting roles and 
relationships. The differences of the two lie in the way search in made. While depth first 
search explores each agent to all the level that it can be expanded, breadth first expands 
all agents one level simultaneously. However AI literature has taught us that these 
searches may need to be combined with further paradigms in order to be more accurate. 
We examined problem decomposition as opposed to search for patterns and rules of 
thumb. Both methods were used to define our approach in chapter 4. From their 
descriptions one could notice the similarities between the approach described here and 
the approaches for developing business or workflow models. Although there are 
similarities between this research and business or workflow modelling tools, there are 
some fundamental differences that are worth pointing out. Business modelling tools in 
general are capable of developing ontological descriptions of enterprise systems. BSOM 
(business structured domain modelling) [King 1995] by IBM or ART by inference 
Corporation [eGain 200 I] develop ontologies using two conceptual components namely 
the entity and the link. Organisational structures can be represented by a series of links 
between entities. Some of these tools employ case-based reasoning in order to apply past 
solutions to existing problems. If for example we take an online bookstore and try to 
develop a business model using BSDM or ART we would expect certain entities such as 
customer, order or publisher to be included in the model. Some relationship patterns 
between these entities may also exist. Business modelling tools are capable of 
recognising these similarities between past and current scenarios and are able of applying 
past solutions of current problems. 
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Workflow systems such as WADE provide operational semantics to process descriptions. 
In a word, they execute process models. Different workflow engines execute different 
process models. Different process models focus on different aspects of processes. Some 
are designed for complex decision-making and therefore encapsulate rules and logic 
needed for decision support, while others work with relatively routine and recurring 
processes and incorporate greater detail about individual activities within the process. 
Workflow systems may also provide varying levels of both exception handling. 
monitoring and management capabilities. There is no workflow system that is equally 
strong in all areas [Bussler 1994]. 
Both types of tools are capable of developing organisational descriptions, process 
description and address information flows. This thesis however is concerned with the 
nature of the links between entities and how these links can evolve. More importantly the 
approach in this thesis as opposed to business modelling and workflow tools is referring 
to a different stage of the life cycle. Business modelling techniques for example usually 
refer to existing systems or new systems after their requirements have been finalised. The 
approach described in this thesis is concerned with the exploration of the problem space 
when the constraints and the controls that affect the relationships between agents, or the 
links between entities are not yet known. Both types of business or workflow modelling 
require some of the requirements of the system to be known. The approach described in 
this thesis is applied at the very early stages of the life cycle when requirements are not 
yet specified. 
The same is true for model checkers. As explained earlier it is really necessary to 
maintain track of movement. One may want to establish all possible relationships a 
particular agent can be involved. In this case particular heuristic mechanisms have to be 
employed to expand the agent all the possible states. Alternatively one may wish to 
expand all agents simultaneously. Model checkers maintain their heuristic mechanisms 
hidden from the user. In our case this is essential. Additionally model checkers yerify a 
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fonnula that can be thought of as a goal state. In our case we are not looking for goal 
states. We are interested in the evolution of relationships before we reach a certain state. 
The chapter also discusses the complexity of developing knowledge-based structures, and 
the requirements of representing knowledge. The frame-based structures discussed in 
chapter 4 are explained in more detail in terms of rules and formalisms. The methods. 
structures and data representations presented in this chapter can be realised using 
environments such as KAPPA-PC, ILOG RULE and Crystal. 
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Chapter 6 Implementation 
6.0 Introduction 
Some of ideas developed during this research were tested by the development of a 
prototype enterprise modeling system. In chapter 3 we divided enterprise models in 
structure, process and resource oriented types. Each of these models draws attention to 
different aspects of the enterprise. The following chapter provides a detailed description 
of a resource oriented model that was developed as part of this thesis. It allows the 
modeller to build a diagrammatic representation of a supply chain and identify the links 
between the various agents. Furthermore it provides the modeller with information 
regarding the link and finally provides a mechanism for assessing the impact of deleting 
or creating new links. The impact is calculated in terms of resources been supplied by or 
to the various agents. 
The prototype is based on a relational database and a series of algorithms which can 
display the data in a graphical form, assess the impact of new data added or deleted and 
displays the results in a text based format. In this chapter I describe the implementation of 
the ideas (mainly the thesaurus) outlined throughout the thesis. The development process 
was divided into the following stages. 
• Formation of data structures using relational database structure (Enterprise Thesaurus) 
• Development of Interface 
• Development of Algorithms to assess impact of change 
• Development of Queries 
6.1 The prototype 
The initial step was to design the database using Access 2.0. There are two basic tables: 
• one describing the nature of each company, regardless of the leyel on which they belong 
and, 
• one providing details of the relationships between the companies themselves. 
This structure simulates the thesaurus structure proposed in the preylOus chapter. 
Normalisation was used during the design process to structure the datahase in a tlexible 
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way so that further developments on the same prototype could take place. The two basic 
tables, Company and Relationships are complemented by the tables Status. Link _ T.lpe. 
Offer, Queue, Company _Type, Query and Decision. The contents of the tables can 
dynamically change in order to reflect the state of the model at all times. 
6.1.1 The Database 
The first table holds infonnation regarding the end product produced, the annual capacity 
as well as the control capacity, the number of employees and finally the location of the 
main production plant. The field status indicates the nature of the company and the level 
(the level in the enterprise network) to which the company belongs. In the Company 
record the status is represented by a number. The number represents the primary key used 
to access the Status table. 
Name Text 
Status Integer 
Product Text 
Product Capacity Long Integer 
Control Capacity Long Integer 
Service Text 
Employees Integer 
Base Text 
Table 6.1 Company Table 
The Status table describes the nature of the company. It is almost identical to the 
Link_Type table (described later) although it serves a different purpose. The tirst field is a 
primary key whereas the second describes the company, which can either be an integrator 
or a component manufacturer. 
The Relationships table holds infonnation regarding the links between the companies 
stored in the database. The table is used for cross referencing data. It can be thought of as 
the table that holds infonnation about predicate values 'uses', 'supplies-to' and supplied-
by'. The links are described only by numbering system. The fields From and To hold 
numbers which correspond to company names and are primary keys for the Company 
table. The field Start indicates which company has initiated the creation of the link, 
whereas the field End declares who the other party is. The field TJpe declares the nature 
of the relationships. This field declares the buyer and the supplier. The field is also 
numeric and is used as a primary key to open the fourth table of the database. 
Company From 
Company To 
Type 
Date 
Integer 
Integer 
Integer 
Date 
Table 6.2 Relationships Table 
The Link _Type has two fields. The first one is a number, the primary key, and the second 
is a description. The field description explains the nature of the relationship. In the 
prototype this has two options: buys from or sells to. More options will be added to the 
database as the prototype expands and more companies with different attributes are added. 
6.1.2 The Interface 
The Interface was developed using Visual Basic Professional. It is a Windows based 
interface that makes use of many Window's functions as well as icons, menus and 
pointers. All the functions of the interface conform to the common Microsoft windows 
interface procedures. The systems database can be manipulated by using Microsoft Access 
or Visual Basic 3.0 Data Manager. 
6.1.3 Features 
The prototype offers the following options: 
• Database handling functions such as Add, Delete and Update records. 
• Graphical presentation of the relationships between integrators and component 
manufacturers. 
• Production of reports regarding the details of the relationships. 
• Assessment of broken relationships and decision support regarding alternative options. 
• Presentation of enterprise relationships displayed on several maps of the U.K. 
Figure 6.1 shows the screen that enables database handling. The buttons show the 
functions supported 
.- Company filiI Ef 
Co.pany 
Name INinan 
Status 11001 
Product Icars 
Product 1130000 
Control Capacity 1140000 
Service Iintegrator 
Employees 11000 
Base INorth East 
Find II 
L ___ ~pen 
Add 
Update 
Delete 
Close 
Show Links 
Figure 6.1 Presentation of Company Detai.l 
.ooeling 
Visualise 
Ilyre Manufacturers 
Show On Map 
INorth East 
Figure 6. 1 shows how data are retrieved from the the auru and pre ented on th u er' 
screen. What we have here are the detail s of a car man ufacturer ba ed in the n rth a t 
England. The first field Name, is self explanatory. The fi eld Stalus ho\. a number \ hi ch 
indicates the level the company belongs to (integrator, component manufacturer. etc.) 
Nissan in the example has been assigned the number 1001. The numbers are a ciat d 
with each level of the supply chain . (I 00 I represents top Ie ellintegrator. 200 1 r pre ent 
component manufacturer). Numbers have repl aced the tex t ba ed de cripti n (Statll : 
In/egra /OI) or (Status: Component Manufa cture,) to as i t the nonnali za ti on pr ce and 
enhance fi le handling procedures. The field Prodllct how th e product 's name in a tex t 
based form. The fields Product Capacity alld Control Capacity are there to indi cate the 
number of items produced every year as well a the max imum number of item that can 
be produced , in case of emergency. The Service fi eld is there to ho\. a descript ion of the 
service the enterprise provides in text based fonn. The fi elds Employs and Base how the 
number of employees and the location of the enterpri se respecti ely. 
Buttons are provided to perfonn the basic file handling operati ons such as open database, 
add li eit' ,.ecord, delete record, update file and close database. Additional button hav 
been added in order to make the navigation proce s eas ier and traight fo rward. The Filld 
function all ows the user to search for a parti cul ar enterpri e by entering it name in th e 
text box . Should the company exist in the databa e th e detail would appear on th 
otherwise a message would infonn the user that the name does not match any of the 
records. 
The options at the right side of the screen are used when the user wishes to see a graphical 
representation of the database. There are two ways of presenting the database in a 
graphical fonn. This is done by either pressing the button ShOl~· on the right side of the 
screen or by defining a set of parameters at the text boxes on the left. If the first option is 
taken a new window will appear showing the enterprises' links with other enterprises.(see 
Figure 6.2) 
In order to present such a graphical representation the database has to find all the 
company records that are related to the enterprise being modeled. The second option 
assists to narrow the search and present the results in a more organized way. The 
parameter under the heading visualize indicates the category of companies that the user 
wants to see on the screen. Companies are categorized according to their product. In the 
example given in Figure 6.1, the user typed tyre manufacturers. That means that only tyre 
manufacturers will be linked with the box in the middle of the screen that carries the name 
of the enterprise being modeled. The user could narrow the search even further by 
declaring the area of the region which he wants to model. In the example the selected 
region is northeast. This means that the diagram will show the links the enterprise has 
with tyre manufacturers in the northeast only. All sorts of combinations can be made 
using these parameters. 
~"DIFOl'" [IIad"",) mJE1 
01 /01/91 . "tuan 
Figure 6.2 Model of Nissan (Proto ty pe system) 
Figure 6.2 shows a graphical representation of lssan uSing the Enterpri e mod li ng 
prototype. In the middle of the screen we can see san surround d by comp n nt 
integrators. All the compani es that belong to the same level, are repre ented by th e am e 
box . In thi s case all the compani es are component manufacturer and are repre ented by 
rectangular boxes. Information appears in the top left comer showing the detai l of the e 
compani es. Thi s happens whenever the user moves the cursor onto one of the i on . 
Recall that the boxes represent companies Nissan is related to . 
Every time the mouse po inter is moved over a box , like the one shown in th Fi gure 6.2 a 
box appears and information regarding the highli ghted company i di played. Fi gure 6.2 
above shows that the hi ghli ghted compan y is A llied Signal that produ ce electroni c at a 
certain production capacity and control capacity rate. It also confinn th at the company i 
located in the northeast. The bar at the bottom of the screen ind icates when the link wa 
actuall y establi shed and who was the author. There are a nu mber of options related to th e 
screen presented in Fi gure 6.2. The impact of both links being either deleted or add ed wi ll 
be shown on the screen in text fo rmat. Detai ls of how ttlis is achi eved i hown in the 
example in secti on 6.2. No ne of the changes (delete or add company) will be regi tered to 
the database unless the third option 'update database' is selected. At thi s poin t all change 
will be recorded automati cally in the thesaurus . Figure 6. 3 shows how the tab le that 
regis ters links looks like. 
~ MDIForml - [Form3) I!lIilEf 
~ f ile Iable yislJalise Queries Window Help 
Company_1D 
Company_1D 
Type of link 
14001 
101/01/55 
INissan 
« < > » 
Figure 6.3 The relationships table 
Add 
Update 
Delete 
Close 
Relationships can either be added manuall y u ing Micro oft Acce or the i ual Ba i . 
Data Manager. The infonnation in the table provided is used in conj unction \ ith th other 
tables of the prototype. T he first two field s (company_ id) show the code numb r of th 
enterprises that are linked (II and 2 1). The first one shows the company that initi at d the 
link. This is used to assist the algori thms to identi fy what type of link ha been 
establi shed, as is declared in the third field . The most common types of link are "EIIY 
From ' and 'Sells to '. These corre pond with the 'suppli e -to ' and uppli d-b ' 
predicates. In the example given in the previous paragraph, if Nissan wa the company 
that was being modeled , and Alli ed Signal was put on the diagram manuall y, th en the 
system would assume that Nissan initi ated the link and wou ld ass ign a 'Buys/rom' type of 
link to the record . The two remaining fi elds are self exp lan atory. The first decl ares the 
date the link was created and the second the author. The sect ion that folio\: s gi e an 
example of the modeling process and how the implicati ons of a company being added or 
deleted are assessed. 
6.2 Case Study 
The example that follows aims to demonstrate the capabilities of the prototype. In order t 
maintain consistency throughout the example the author ha decided to model i all . The 
example continues from Figure 6.2. As ume that N issall i the compan elect d by the 
database and that the user ha pre ed the Shall' Links button at the initi al creen . Thi ::. 
would result in a diagram with a issan box in the middle and the uppJi r urr unding 
it. (see Figure 6. 1) 
6.2.1 Deleting a Company 
When the model is on the screen (i.e. Figure 6.2) the user is presented with a diffi r nt 
of options. The option show report from the options menu will result in the pr du tion f 
a report as shown in Figure 6.4. 
REPORT ON SUPPLIES • 
,I , \ Nis$an is supplied bo} Fleudenbelg Technical PIOducts 40 percent 0/ 
(~ its total supply 0/ Sealing Ploducts 
Nissan is supplied b~ TRW Automotiv e 60 pelcent 0/ its total supply 
0/ Electlonic Switch. Valves.Contlols. A.bag sensOfs 
Nissan IS supplied b~ tI.ltied Sign<ll33 pelcent 0/ lIS total supply 0/ 
E lectl onics 
"J issan is supplied b~ Eaton AutomotIve 100 pelcent 0/ its total supply 
01 F ergins and T I ansmission Systems 
Nissan is supplied by Calsonic Climate Controls 19 percent of its total 
supply of Radiator and heater contlols 
Nissan is supplied by F TYle Manu/aetrel 70 peleent 01 ~s total supply 
0/ TYles 
Nissan is supplied by S P T y,es ltd 25 pelcent of Its total supply 0/ 
steelladial cal tYles 
Figure 6.4 Report on the model 
The algori thm locates the detail s of each of the compani e di played on the crecn , 
ca lcu lates the capaci ty they suppl y to issan and di plays a full report . If the option 
Delete Company is selected from the Scenarios option then the y tern will require the 
user to enter the name of the company he/she wishes to delete from the model. Figure 6.5 
illustrates the process. 
I'l l) 
I!!:' MDIF .. ml ,loIodeU",gl I!!If;)D 
Figure 6.5 Scenario-Delete Company 
In Figure 6.5 the user has selected Allied Signa l. By pressing enter the ystem will a e 
the impact the departure of the company. Although the initi al model wi ll remain on th 
screen the box in the middle will be replaced wi th a report showing a Ii t of th e companie 
that will be directly affected , as shown in Figure 6.5 
Implications Allied Signal leaving 13 
If Allied Signal leaves the model Nissan will miss 33 pelcent of its ElectrOniCS 
supply 
do you want to check fOI alternat~/e soulces? 
I L.:::~~X~s.~~~:J I __ l'!_O_-, __ Ca_nc_e_1 -' 
Figure 6.6 Implication of Allied Signa l leaving the model 
At thi s point, Figure 6.6 suggests, the user is presented with three opt ions (ye Ino/cancel) . 
I f the user presses the YES button the system will try to locate other companies th at 
lIppl y electroni cs and report back as Figure 6.7 shows. 
2()() 
Allernative Resources EJ 
TRW Automoti' .. e has 0 percent of ~s capacity left 01 Electronic Switch 
Valves,Controls, .6.i!bag sensors . 
E alan Automol.ive has 0 percent of its capacity left of F orgins and 
Transmission Systems 
click YES to see systems Advice 
I C~-~~e~ ... JI __ H_o _.....I __ C_dOC_ el---J 
Figure 6,7. Al ternative Resources for E lec tronics 
According to Figure 6.7, the system located two companie that suppl el ctr nt but 
unfo rtun ately they have no spare capaci ty at the moment. The u er i pre ented with 
another question at thi s point. Selecting YES will result in the rep ly that follo\ wherea 
any other reply will take the user back to Figu re 6.5. All CA CEL selecti on at thi (age 
will lead back to Figure 6.2 . 
Systems Advice EJ 
The system proposes action 2 
Lower production temporarily. Wait for new Supplier to enter the model 
Cfick YES to be placed on the Queue 
1L._ .. __ i~ __ : JI __ H_o _....J __ C_an_c_el.--J 
Figure 6.8 Sys tems Advice 
Figure 6.8 show the systems advice accompanied with a questi on. The y tem is capab le 
of stoli ng in fo nnati on of enterprises that are in need of supp lie . The detail of the 
enterpri se are placed in "Queue" fil e as shown in Figure 6.8. The ystem ha propo ed 
action 2. There are in total 9 actions that were deri ved from the conversat ion th eory table 
I and 2 desclibed in chapter 4. If the enterprise is in the queue, 'V hene er a new 
enterplises with spare enters the model the system wil l prod uce a Ii t with the companie 
that are in need of the new suppli es. 
6.2.2 Adding a Company 
The process of add ing a compan y to the model is identical to the proce of deleting an 
ent erpli se. From that po int onwards the user is presented with a different et of option . 
sume, fo r the sake of consi tency that there is a model of i a/1 on the cr n agam a,' 
2()J 
shown in figure, and the user selects the option Add Company from the Scenario 
Figure 6.9 shows the screen that follows after that selection. 
III Profile 1100 lEI 
Company Data I Scenario 
Figure 6.9 Adding a Company 
m nu. 
The screen requests the user to enter information regarding the profile of the compan 
be added. The infonnation relates to the name and capacity of the company a 
Figure 6.9. When the infonnation has been entered the sy tem will re pond \ ith a Ii t of 
the companies in need of electronics. Figure 6.10 shows thi s list. 
This is a list of the Companies that can associate with Electronics·A 
Nissan needs another 33 percent to reach maximum capacity 
Vauxhaul needs another 50 percent to reach ma>:imum capacity 
Click YE 5 for Automatic .6,lIocation of Capacity 
I C:: : :::: i.~:s.::::~::::!1 __ ~_o_--, __ C_a_n_ce_l---l 
Figure 6.10 Compan ies that need electronics 
The list shows which companies in the database have been pl aced in the queue, waiting 
for a new suppli er of electronics. The system is also proposing automatic all ocation of the 
electronics capacity thi s will be based on the priority given to each company in the 
waiting li st. Priorities can be given by the user, or determined by the system by estimating 
the percentage of suppl y needed. If YES is selected the system will automatica ll y all ocate 
the capacity as show in figure 6. 11. 
NDC 13 
Final Resu~ This List. Shows How the System has shaled the C<lpacity 
Nissan should be allocated 3300 items 
VauxhalJI should be allocated 8700 items 
Figure 6.11 Automatic Allocation of New Suppl y 
The features illustrated by the example are accompanied by a et of alg rithm - which 
ensure that consistency is maintained wi thin the database and the re ult di pl ayed n the 
screen. Messages as well as guidelines are also di splayed through ut the pr 
providing guidance to the user. At thi stage it should be pointed out that the pr totyp t ' 
not an attempt to devel op a job-shop algorithm. Job-shop scheduling [Panurak 19 I] 
poses a number of challenges when solving a scheduling problem. Some f th m ar 
related to the general job shop environment . For example some cost are m re important 
than others. Different obj ectives , even multi-objectives, require different kn \ ledge or 
problem-specific heuri stics. 1t is impossible to manipulate all the con traint in the 
manufacturing systems. The real world changes unexpectedly. Since re ource are used 
by all jobs, the assignment of one operation influences the whole schedul . It i diffi cult 
to predict what the result of as ignment or reassignment of an operati on wi ll be. 
Operations are highl y dependent on each other. Computation of complex algorithm 
takes too long. With 11 jobs and m machines, the number of schedule t be eva luated ar 
(n!)111 . Every additional job will cause the computation to in rease exponenti all y. These 
are some of the problems the job- hop scheduling algorithm face and although there are 
various approaches to job-shop scheduling it i beyond the scope of thi thesi The 
prototype does not schedule or re-schedule resource allocation . This would be imp ible 
bearing in mind that the control of these decisions is spread acro s the suppl chain. 
Although the prototype can suggest allocation and re-all ocation of re ource the 
implementation of such changes li es in the hands of the parties il1\'ol ed. The purpo e f r 
which it was developed and intended is to pro ide information regarding uppl and 
demand of goods acro s the supply chain. It can show when a compan need extra 
capacity ofx or has spare capacity ofL 
6.3 Additional Features 
The prototype system supports a number of queri es regarding the companie in th m del 
and their data on supplies. There are a number of built-in SQL querie whi h pr due 
reports in text [onnat, as well as queries which display the results on the map u d by th 
system as Figure 6.12 shows. Both types of query are examined in the following e ti n. 
Cholier/on 
Wall Newbrough . . N 
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Romah:lklrk 
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Figure 6.12 Map of the North East 
6.3.1 Database Queries 
One of the features of the prototype IS the built-in querie . Currently th e pr totype 
includes 8 built-in queries. They produce reports on the companje that need extra uppl y, 
have extra supply to offer, or are waiting in the queue for a new company to ent er Ih 
model. Figure 6.13 shows the li st of built-in querie . 
• GENERAL QUERIES 1!l1iI13 
.................. - - . . .. . .. .. . 
- .... ... .... . 
. . . . . . .. . . .. 
!]]: Which companies in the model have spare Product Capacity ? 
hich companies in the model need extraS upplies ? 
hich OEM's are currently in the model? ---::-:====! 
hich Electronics Suppliers are currently in the model ? 
hich T yres Suppliers are cunently in the model? 
.... . ............... . ... . .. .. ... ....... .. . .. ........ . ...... 
Figure 6.13 Built in Queries 
The replies to these queries are based on the data stored in the databa e. 
6.3.2 The Use of Maps 
Maps allow to represent the data graphicall y. Thi option is always u ed in c njuncti on 
with the 'Visualize' option. The 'Visualize ' opti on enables the u er to elect \ hi h 
enterprise relationships (e.g. Option: Visuali ze Nissan Relation hips) will be di played n 
the Map. The prototype currently caters for four maps. There i a general map of . K. 
which is divided into three others showing in more detai l parts of the U.K. , mainly the: 
• NOl1heast, 
• Midl ands, 
• London. 
When the map option IS selected the appropriate map appears on the screen. Each 
enterplise is placed at a location on the map as declared in the database under the fi Id 
name 'base' as shown in figure 6.12. 
Figure 6.14 Map of U. K. 
Fi gure 6.14 shows one of the four maps provided by the prot type. Th y (em upp rt 
queri es in the fo nn of 'Show me the links 0/ Va uxha ll in Ihe ol"lh Ea I · or ·Sha\\, III Iii 
links a/Rover in the Midlands' as Figure 6. 15 shows. 
.. Q ueries I!I~ EJ 
e hOW me on the map of l 15Uil:mtrttt ~I 
I~I, 10'1: . 
IThe links of I I Nissan Midlands I' st_ Tier_Companies ..:JI ~ South 
Figure 6.15 A Map Query Screen 
Figure 6.1 5 show a query fonn. The user can use the combo boxes to change the 
parameters of the query. The fi rst combo box shows a electi on of map . The other tv 
boxe offer similar options regarding the integrator (e.g. is an a Figure 6. 1 r how and 
the 1 s l ti er (level) companies. 
6.4 Conclusion 
The selection of the applications (Access 2.0 Visual Basic 4.0) was based on ease of use. 
The data structures were tested in order to check that consistency was maintain amongst 
the key fields. The normalization process ensured that no duplication listed in the 
database. The interface was developed in Visual Basic 4.0 having one main form which 
controls the seven forms used for handling the dialogues with users. The queries were 
structured using SQL. The linkage with the database was done automatically using the 
.DLL files of the Visual Basic environment. 
The most difficult part of the process was the development of the data structures. Most of 
the time was dedicated to deciding which fields to include in order to assist the queries 
and produce the appropriate results. 
Some problems also appeared during the testing of the queries. The problems appeared 
due to faults with the communication protocol that connected the interface with Access 
2.0. After the files had been replaced the operation went according to the time scales. 
One of the conclusions regarding this prototype is that relational databases may not be 
able to hold and manipulate a large number of entries, since the amount of cross links 
would grow and the numbering system that needs to support this structure would have to 
be very robust. So prior to the development of a realistic model using real data a 
numbering system would have to be constructed to support this structure. It therefore may 
be wiser to consider developing the data structures in a knowledge base enabling cross-
links using inferences. 
The prototype assessed the impact of new enterprises being added or deleted in relation 
with the first level enterprises. One can imagine that if the prototype was to be developed 
in a full size system and more levels of supply chain were supported then again we would 
need a better mechanism such as heuristics to assess the impact of change across the 
various levels. 
Although the thesaurus structure could be generic to support other types of agents. the 
majority of the PAD rules that would help the model to animate. would ha\ e to he 
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developed specifically for each particular type. Again this would be wiser to develop in a 
knowledge base rather than as a set of conditional statements since the number would be 
large and the statements would be complex. 
Although conversation theory has not been applied to the prototype it could prove to be a 
powerful mechanism for calculating the impact in the model whenever a change occurs. It 
would provide a more detailed account of how relationships can evolve when changes 
occur as well as show the responsibilities held by each entity in the model. The prototype 
was developed as part of this research work for an industrial partner. It was developed 
before the development of the conversation theory and therefore the theory was not 
included in the prototype. However the prototype helped us realise the importance of 
characterising relationships that were later addressed in the conversation theory. 
Chapter 7 Summary & Conclusions 
7.0 Introduction 
In the following paragraphs we focus on the main aspects of this thesis. The reader is 
reminded of the definitions we gave in this thesis regarding enterprise modelling, what 
inspired this research and how ideas were developed. In brief we examine some of the 
major points of the literature review as well as the methodology developed in chapter 4. 
The chapter concludes with some of the ideas for further research and the contributions of 
this thesis to the research community. 
7.1 Review of Enterprise Modelling 
The most important aspects of this thesis are summarised in the following sections. 
During this research we recognised early on the importance and the impact of new 
technologies (Internet and telecommunications) upon business enterprises in the 1990's. 
Virtual enterprises require lower cost as there is no money spent on setting up premises 
and hiring staff. The Internet enables enterprises to advertise, trade and connect with 
potential customers without a physical presence. A survey (carried out by the Economist 
in 1999) showed that 90% of companies had some sort of Internet presence. In fact this 
new technology has totally transformed not just how companies interact and connect with 
customers but also their roles and responsibilities. Outsourcing is also becoming more 
and more common. So by reducing the need for a business to provide all the services 
required, it can develop numerous short-term relations cultivated with other businesses 
and networks of small businesses or individuals to carry out the work. This dynamic 
environment needs a dynamic model to assess the impact of changing roles, relations and 
formation of new businesses. 
Chapter 2 defined the term 'enterprise modelling' and related terms, to describe why 
there is a need for dynamic enterprise modelling and what makes a successful enterprise 
model. An enterprise could be a bank, customer services, factories and so on, however we 
define an enterprise as "any organisation that is engaged in any type of acti\'ity i.e. 
manufacturing or simple information processing". In a general enteflJrise modelling is 
describing various aspects of an enterprise in a clear and precise manner. The aim of 
enterprise modelling is very broad and ranges from equipment and computer systems. to 
human resources, manufacturing, distribution and marketing. There are a lot of different 
definitions for enterprise modelling depending on context and aim. [Barzdins 1997] 
stands out as it covers a wide range of development. It states that enteflJrise modelling is 
a new type of programming in which the executor of the program is the enterprise as a 
whole, not the computer. 
Enterprise modelling generally serves a particular purpose and either provides a holistic 
perspective describing business processes, or a specific perspective concentrating on re-
engineering of certain aspects of an enterprise's operations. 
Later in the same chapter we reviewed various enteflJrise modelling definitions. that 
differ in content and aims. They vary from enterprise modelling as a computational 
representation of enterprise operations [Gruininger 1996], to enteflJrise modelling as a 
language used to describe an enterprise and permit alternative models to be considered in 
design, planning and so on [Fox 1996]. However enterprise modelling definitions can be 
broadly divided into two groups; enterprise modelling as a computational model 
(Gruninger 1996] or as a graphical or diagrammatic representation of all business 
processes, activities, roles, resources etc. [Whitman 1997]. The first type attempts to 
establish a common platform across an enterprise's boundaries, and tries to solve 
communication problems. The latter type of enteflJrise modelling definition relates to 
graphical models of processes, resources or roles mainly for the pUflJose of business 
process re-engineering. 
7.2 The importance of Enterprise modelling 
Due to large amounts of data used to describe supply chains or any other networks of 
agents, models tend to focus upon one specific area. Despite this enteflJrise models can 
help to visualise very complex situations, and thus visualise opportunities and problems. 
In a competitive environment, the critical steps are identifying every available 
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opportunity, predicting them before they occur, and taking advantage of them by taking 
appropriate action. 
7.3 Aims of enterprise modelling 
The scope of an enterprise model usually focuses on either operational, tactical or 
strategic level. The first level (operational) would deal with short-term forecasts within 
day to day transactions. The second (strategic) would deal with supply chain or network 
issues such as distribution strategies, sales forecasts, marketing plans etc. The third level 
(strategic) would deal with long term planning and production and looking into setting 
future objectives and strategies. 
The three different levels serve different purposes due to different objectives and level of 
information used. Strategic level is useful -for example- for long term resource planning 
and such modelling would help with future objectives and assist in decision making 
regarding future investments and exploitation of opportunities. Tactical level modelling 
could assist -for instance- in making adjustments to inventories, storage, raw materials 
and transportation. This would help with resource planning and partially process planning 
and would also help the business to adapt to changing market conditions. The operational 
level modelling deals with specific products with the aim of i.e. determining the best time 
to manufacture and schedule production. It is at this level that business process re-
engineering is applied. 
One of the premises if this thesis is that enterprises are open systems by nature and are 
affected by their surrounding area. They are autonomous entities but also interconnected 
with the outside world. These links or dependencies are very important to enterprise 
modelling and playa huge role in their success or failure. A car manufacturer ensures that 
an x amount of cars are produced each month by ensuring that not only the businesses of 
the enterprise work 100% but also that the links with the outside world provide 100% 
input. An example of this can be found at the integrators operations in the automotiyc 
industry. The majority of them are dependent on outsourcers for such things as circuit 
boards, tyres, seats etc. If for example the electronics company was unable to proyide 
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circuit boards for a period of 1 month and supposing there are no other suppliers to 
provide the circuit boards then car production cannot continue as normal, and the 
production of cars must be reduced. If such an event took place then the entire enterprise 
model will be effected either directly or indirectly. So malfunctions at the lowest layer of 
the hierarchy can have an impact all the way up to the top level. The circuit board 
producers will affect the electronics company which will affect the integrators job of 
producing x number of cars, thus the tyre company will also be affected because the 
integrator will demand less tyres. This may certain roles and responsibilities in order to 
deal with the problem. The aim of the thesis is to provide a framework that produces 
enterprise models that are capable of animating the roles of the different agents. This is a 
difficult task since enterprise models require many different parameters to be taken into 
account. An important factor to note is that the author has deduced that the scope of the 
model is proportional to its dynamics, thus the more specific a model is the more 
flexibility it has. Enterprise modelling can be more dynamic when it targets very different 
aspects such as logistics, services, ownership, resources, responsibilities and so on. 
The outcome of this research is the development of a system where scenarios such "what-
if' -regarding the roles- can be applied and the implicated changes and their impact upon 
the model can be assessed. Chapter two has provided a clear overview of different 
definitions of enterprise modelling, and discusses general features such as characteristics 
and scope of models. The author draws attention to the importance of including 
characteristics of openness, completeness and accuracy when modelling enterprise 
dependencies. During the development of an enterprise model the purpose and the level 
of support it can be intended for, can be assessed. The boundaries of enterprise models 
must be expanded in order to include a wider view, which is essential in a global market. 
However it should be noted that the information to be handled is undoubtedly vast. 
7.4 Enterprise Modelling Literature 
There are trends and fashions of different modelling tools, such as modelling and 
integration, CASE tools, UML etc. With this diverse number of different methods in 
place, users, analysts and modellers have observed an ensuing lack of consistency. Many 
tools and methodologies were reviewed in chapter three. It is sufficient to say that in this 
chapter there will only be space to mention some and briefly describe the most influential 
ones. Chapter three goes into these areas in depth, and thus should be consulted for a 
much more in depth discussion of the following methodologies and tools. The next 
section discusses the importance of modelling methodologies, in order to emphasise the 
importance of model dynamics. Many modelling methodologies take a static approach to 
modelling and their outcome is usually discarded soon after development or as soon as it 
does not describe the current situation. On the other hand dynamic models target specific 
functions within an enterprise, require a lot of effort in building them and they cannot be 
re-used by other functions. 
7.4.1 Static Methodologies 
eIM-OSA, a reference architecture, was created with the intention of modelling the scope 
of manufacturing enterprises and its emphasis rests at three basic levels: requirements 
definition, design specification and implementation design. 
The functional model defines what is required in tenns of structure, content, behaviour 
and control and how this design will be implemented. The infonnation view employs 
knowledge representation techniques in order to capture the semantics of infonnation: 
generalisation, aggregation, particularisation and generalised relationships. The resource 
view retains all the relevant infonnation about people, hardware/software and equipment, 
taking a hierarchical approach in retrieving infonnation. The organisational view consists 
of all the relevant information relating to responsibilities in order for human decision 
making process. 
The ORAl method provides a modelling framework and structured approach to guide the 
application of the methodology. It is a composite of a physical subsystem, a decisional 
subsystem and an informational subsystem, each dealing with different aspects of the 
same enterprise. P Bemus, a field leader in enterprise integration, emphasises the need for 
models, tools and fundamental principles in order to support the entire life cycle of an 
enterprise. So there is a need for a model that can adapt to a changing enterprise. PERA 
(Purdue Reference Architecture) methodology defines a generic information system in 
terms of human based tasks and was developed to assist in modelling computer integrated 
manufacturing enterprises. Tasks are divided into an information stream and a 
manufacturing stream. 
The enterprise project promotes the use of knowledge-based systems in enterprise 
modelling and its goals are to support organisations efficiently in the management of 
change. The emphasis of the project rests upon helping to manage change through the 
strategic use of IT and management innovation, from the approach of addressing major 
problems such as the impact of change, communication, process consistency amongst IT 
systems. It is important for businesses to increase both their relative and absolute 
performance due to a combination of internal and external factors. Management of 
change needs businesses to monitor and improve their performance against strategic 
objectives, in order to be successful. This process requires modelling methods to be 
improved and replaced by a framework that integrates methods and tools appropriate to 
enterprise modelling and the management of change. Furthermore enterprise modelling 
requires an ontology that forms the basis for the framework for integrating tools and 
methods. The framework supports both a general base of practical knowledge based 
modelling tools and methods for business application, and it has evolved alongside 
existing and emerging standards in open systems and knowledge representation. The 
Enterprise Toolset utilises an integrated framework using an agent-based architecture and 
is a composite of procedure builder, an agent toolkit, a task manager for integration, 
visualisation and an enterprise ontology. Each of these components has a different 
purpose and approach, yet they work together using an integrated framework. 
The Toolset has been implemented in real business applications such as Lloyd's Register, 
IBM and Unilever. Each application has a different purpose for the evaluation of the 
Toolset. Lloyd's used the results for strategic planning through more effective modelling 
and re-engineering of business processes, while IBM in the UK used the results in 
remodelling of its internal organisation. Unilever used the results within R&D activities. 
7.4.2 Dynamic Methodologies 
The previous section discussed static enterprise modelling methodologies this following 
section discusses dynamic enterprise modelling. Dynamic behaviour is most well kno\\'n 
in IDEF models, however other well-known methodologies exemplifying dynamic 
behaviour are WADE and TOVE. 
The integrated definition method (lDEF) is a structured approach used for enterprise re-
engineering and BPR [DeWitte 1998]. IDEF helps enterprises to understand processes 
and how they work, what input is expected and output produced. Models that are 
developed using an understanding of the 'as-is' of the enterprise can visualise a 'to-be' 
situation, assess it and implement it. This is the greatest advantage of the lDEF system as 
it allows an enterprise to be viewed as it is and as it can be in the future. There are 
numerous IDEF methods each method deals with different aspects or levels of an 
enterprise. IDEF methods are used in tum depending upon the stage of analysis. The 
lDEF method is very important to dynamic approach to enterprise modelling, and is 
discussed in much greater detail in chapter 3. 
The WADE method is dedicated to the support of design and analysis of workflow 
systems in context of continually evolving business processes. The business process is 
designed alongside the workflow process, which is more effective than having the 
workflow process and the business process modelled separately. By bringing these two 
activities together it enables advantage to be taken to achieve business goals. WADE 
consists of 8 different phases, each focusing upon a different task from acquiring business 
process definitions to design of workt1ow models and finally execution of the workflow 
itself. WADE is advantageous because it enables planning within an enterprise and used 
for analysis and planning of tasks. It is also capable of identifying opportunities for BPR 
and evaluating alternative business process designs. It also permits process modelling and 
simulation to be used in parallel to design and engineer workt1ow systems. 
GERAM on the other hand can be described as a toolbox of concepts for analysing. , 
designing, implementing and maintaining an enterprise. The dynamic concepts that haye 
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been built within its methodology allow it to accommodate change within an enterprise 
environment. GERAM is comprised of a generic enterprise reference architecture. a 
generic enterprise engineering methodology and generic enterprise models. The 
advantages of such methodology such as GERAM is that its consistent modelling 
environment to support the enterprise and a model of the enterprise is developed by 
different approaches simultaneously. 
TOVE is an ontological approach aiming at creating a common and shared terminology 
within an enterprise. Within TOVE the meaning of each term is defined in an easy way to 
understand. It describes semantics as a set of axioms and defines a set of symbols for 
depicting a term in graphical form. This knowledge representation can be evaluated by a 
set of criteria [Fox 1996] such as: generality, competence, efficiency, perspicuity, 
transformability, extensibility, granularity and scalability. The aim of TOVE is to 
represent an action that is of central importance to all enterprises. 
7.4.3 Dynamic modelling tools 
This section deals with dynamic modelling tools including the multi-agent approach to 
modelling supply chain dynamics, the aim of which is to achieve supply chain 
optimisation by implementing different scenarios. This approach is considered as 
dynamic because supply chains are considered multi-agent environments and involves 
business entities working together closely and being interdependent. 
The NIMBUS model is a software package created for dynamic process modelling. 
Modelling and simulation processes are differentiated and this enables users to 
concentrate on the modelling task. NIMBUS contains a set of computer programmes that 
enable modelling and simulation of processes in the form of algebraic equations. Details 
about both of the above methods can be found in chapter 3. 
Later on chapter 3 discusses organisational modelling commercial products, which deal 
with primarily business process re-engineering. These tools include the Proforma tool 
that provides tools and guidelines for business software development. These tool and 
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guidelines are for the purpose of BPR, business object analysis, client server design and 
development with the aim of integrating infonnation and business technology. Other 
commercial products are Software Data Environment (S.D. E.) which is focused upon 
implementing 'what-if' scenarios and Panagro that takes the approach that an 
organisational model is the capture of the mental recreation of an organisation. The 
Pangaro tool and its modes focus in the achievement of goals of the organisation, the 
activities of its members and responsibilities of people involved [Panagro 1999]. 
This overview has briefly mentioned the main parts of each method covered. The author 
discusses in much depth all of the methodologies mentioned here in chapter 3. Although 
each method and tool in this section has a different approach to modelling, they 
emphasised dynamic concepts that focus on an enterprise's interaction with external 
factors as well as internal ones. The importance of these enterprise modelling methods is 
that the scope of a model is proportionate to its dynamics. Static models often model a 
widespread area whilst dynamic or models tend to specify one particular area. Often a 
dynamic model will have to be created for different levels of an enterprise and in that 
way a whole enterprise can be dynamically modelled. The various methods mentioned 
provide support for different types of integration. TOVE for example provides a 
structured approach to enterprise integration while CIM-OSA requires much more 
detailed infonnation in order to accurately model an enterprise. 
The author raises an important distinction between static and dynamic models, the former 
allows the picture of the enterprise as perceived at the time the model was created while 
the latter allows changes to be accommodated and reflected in the picture of the 
enterprise. Our EM is focused upon how different components within an enterprise 
communicate as well as how enterprises interact with and relate with one another. This 
communication both internal and external is crucial to an enterprise's success or 
othelwise. 
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7.S A Dynamic Approach to Enterprise modelling 
Chapter 4 points out the problems with the current methodologies and stresses the need 
for modelling environments as open systems. Since we're modelling systems using open 
systems architecture it is wise to maintain this architecture when it comes to modelling. 
Many of the methodologies examined were developed with a computer-integrated 
environment in mind. They emphasise in developing different views of an enterprise 
although they often omit the fact that enterprises are open systems that are affected by 
changes in the outside world. An account of open systems architectures as well as the 
main principles of open systems is given in the chapter. Many of the ideas used in chapter 
4 to add dynamic concepts to modelling were borrowed from conversation theory and AI 
literature. 
It was early on conceived that prior to any type of animation we needed to build the 
initial state or picture. In order to draw the initial picture of the model and at the same 
time maintain the hierarchies of links and agents we used the enterprise thesaurus. The 
thesaurus is a type of data structure that was proposed by this thesis for storing 
information about agents while at the same time keeping track of hierarchies of links. 
Information about agents was stored along with a series of predicates such as 'uses' or 
'supplies-to' or 'supplied-by'. This information allowed the initial picture of the model to 
be drawn. The dynamic concepts of the approach were developed using conversation 
theory and AI paradigms. 
Conversation theory is a framework for categorising relationships between agents. 
Relationships are evaluated against four variables such as significance, mutuality, control 
and capability. The variable of significance shows how the benefits of the relationships 
are distributed. If for example a relationship between two agents is of symmetric 
significance then we can conclude that both agents share the same benefit. If however the 
significance is asymmetric then one of the parties benefits more. Mutuality on the other 
hand shows how responsible each party is for the benefits of the other. A relationship 
with symmetric mutuality implies a partnership or co-operation whereas asymmetric 
mutuality would imply competition. If this variable is combined with significance then 
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various combinations can be made as shown in table 4.1 and 4.2 of chapter 4. The third 
variable, that is control, shows which of the parties has control over the creation or the 
break up of the relationship. Capability -the fourth variable- shows whether the two 
parties share resources during their relationship. These four variables gi\e great 
flexibility to the approach defined in chapter 4 in terms of categorising relationships. 
We used the same data structures to define the domain of the model, store infonnation 
about the current situation as well as express a change in the current situation. The 
domain that determines the nature of the model as well as the types of relationship that 
can be created is expressed in PAD rules. PAD which stands for preconditions, add-list, 
delete-list, is a series of conditions that show how relationships can change and the effect 
they have on the entire model. PAD rules change according to the model although in 
chapter 4 we presented some generic facts about them that allow mechanical generation 
of some of those. Although in chapter 4 rules are presented as a series of conditional 
statements we acknowledge the complexity of producing these data structures and we 
explore knowledge representation techniques for doing so. These findings are presented 
in chapter 5. The movement of the model is restricted by a series oflisp type lists that are 
called premises and restrictions. These types of list are generated along with the initial 
model (initial situation) and their aim is to prohibit the model from developing 
relationships between its components that we consider invalid. Invalid relationships can 
be considered these relationships that are unrealistic to be found in a real world situation. 
For example a competitive relationship between two services or manufacturers of the 
same product cannot be of symmetric mutuality. Having explained the basic elements of 
the approach we carried out the following steps. 
• Description of agents in the enterprise thesaurus 
• Generation of states using the thesaurus descriptions expressed in lisp 
• Generation of PAD rules 
• Generation of premises and restrictions expressed in lisp 
One may ask 'how do you assign conversation theory values from the thesaurus initial 
state'. By examining models presented in chapter 4 (health care, brokerage, automotive) 
we concluded that although those models did differ in terms of relationship structures 
roles, objectives etc, there was a number of similarities between them. Those similarities 
can be used for developing the initial picture from the thesaurus as well as some of the 
PAD rules that define the domain. The rules of the thesaurus are: 
• Control is always assigned to agents with higher authority . 
• The level of authority is assigned according to the level in the hierarchy 
• Agents that belong to the same structure are assigned equal control and positive 
capability 
• Agents that are inter-linked but they do not belong in the same structure are assigned 
symmetric significance but asymmetric mutuality. Control is passed to the agent with the 
larger structure. 
• Capability between agents of different structures or sub structures is always negative. 
• Agents under the same structure are assigned symmetric significance and mutuality 
Based on these rules, knowledge can be represented by Lisp type sequences in order to 
describe a particular situation s. Some of the PAD rules can also be generated 
automatically according to the agent descriptions of the enterprise thesaurus. While the 
enterplise thesaurus describes and evaluates the actual links, PAD rules describe how 
these links can evolve. The rules for generating PAD rules are the following. 
• Relationships between agents of initial value s[on] m[off] can be transformed to s[on] 
m[on] or s[off] m[off] or s[off] m[ofi]. Control is passed to the agent with higher 
authority while capability is positive only when mutuality is on. 
• Relationships of initial value s[ off] m[ off] cannot be transformed. Control remams 
equal while capability is positive . 
• Relationships of initial value s[on] m[on] must have positive capability. They can be 
transformed into s[ off] m[ on] with positive capability and control passed to the agent 
with higher authority. If the values tum s[ off] m[ off] then capability becomes negative 
while control remains as it was. 
• If capability turns to negative then the relationship values tum m[ off]. 
• Capability cannot tum negative for a relationship of s[ off] m[ off] value. 
The rules have been derived from the theory of conversations as described in chapter 4 
and tested against 3 case studies. All case studies led to the same conclusions. According 
to these rules we can generate a list of premises and restrictions. Evaluation of each state 
is achieved by carrying out the following tasks: 
• Validation of action against restriction 
• Authorisation of action from premises 
• Establishment of new state from the PAD rules 
• Generation of new state 
• Generation new premises 
• Generation of new restrictions 
These rules do not contradict the knowledge representation techniques we reviewed in 
chapter 5 for generating such as a domain. They are a series of similarities that were 
found in all case studies examined during this research. The specifics of each model 
make it necessary to consider their domains separately. Bear in mind that all these steps 
are lists that are being processed using the content each one of them. Processes are 
triggered by actions. Action lists specify a goal state. The data of the state description list 
(premises, state, restrictions) is later decoded to present a new state. The following 
paragraph highlights the conclusions that were made during this research as well as the 
contIibution of this thesis to the research community. 
7.6 Conclusions 
Since the early stages of the research it became apparent that many authors, researchers 
or developers used the term 'enterprise modelling' to refer to methods and tools that had 
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little or nothing common. For example, case tools that assist business process re-
engineering differ from construction of ontologies. Both processes howeyer were 
described by the same term. Therefore the thesis distinguished between modelling or 
diagrammatic representations of networks of agents which can take the form of enterprise 
components and communication platforms that promote information exchange. 
Within the context of enterprise representation (diagrammatic or mathematical) we 
distinguished between structure oriented, process oriented and resource oriented models. 
Each of these types was further categorised to descriptive, prescriptive. constitutive and 
operative models, all of which have different aims and purposes, demonstrate ditTerent 
aspects and are based on different perspectives. 
The main reason for enterprise modelling is that the structure of enterprises and the 
algorithms that describe them have become very complicated. These issues plus 
incompatibility led to the need for reengineering in order to keep up with technological 
updates, and the need for a formalised procedure for developing schematics of an 
enterprise's processes. Enterprise models help to anticipate the effect of different 
conditions on an enterprise and in order to minimise risk they can make forecasts and 
expeliment with fictional scenarios. A great benefit of using enterprise models is the 
ability to 'see' opportunities and prioritise actions. With a suitable enterprise model the 
amount of change and the effect of the changing strategies on the model can be predicted. 
By creating fictional scenarios we enable possible problems and opportunities to emerge 
and this is a great advantage in a competitive market. Relationships in a supply chain for 
example can be modelled and the consequences of a relationship being deleted or added 
can be assessed for possible modes of action. 
One interesting analogy is the scope of the enterprise model versus its dynamics. These 
two aspects are inter-dependent and inter-related. An enterprise model can be expected to 
keep production costs low, improve product quality, reduce time scales, or if in the 
service industry identify customer needs, perform promotional actiYities and cut down on 
service fees. On top of this there are constant challenges which an enterprise will face 
such as an integrated working environment as opposed to autonomous departmental units. 
Therefore a model must represent not only individual units but also relationships and 
dependencies of these units. In order to assess these challenges we need models build 
with dynamic concepts. The analogy which we identified in this thesis is that the wider 
the scope of the model the more static it becomes. On the contrary the more specific the 
target the more dynamic the model. This is why mathematical models work well with 
small domains (sales, distribution) where the relationship between inputs and outputs can 
be expressed in a formula, but fail to consider a wider picture of the enterprise. The 'big 
picture' is therefore usually represented using diagrammatic schemas. 
There are three main aims of enterprise modelling and these are; to be able to assess 
change and it's implications, to specify the scope that the model is dealing with and to 
measure performance. There are different types of enterprise models, yet they all should 
embody certain qualities or characteristics; an enterprise model should be able to assess 
changes that might occur in an enterprise network and their impact on an enterprise's 
operations. A successful enterprise model must be able to monitor market signals across a 
network and make consistent forecasts, regarding such things as customer demand 
ordering patterns and restocking algorithms. To be successful an enterprise model needs a 
number of different factors to ensure this such as; completeness, wide scope, dynamics, 
expressive power and the quality of openness. The last quality is the one that is most 
difficult to incorporate within an enterprise model. An enterprise model needs to be open 
in order to avoid becoming static and therefore discarded as several surveys have proved. 
Dynamic modelling is essential since static enterprise models fail to represent accurately 
the evolving state of an enterprise as a part of a wider market or supply chain due to the 
vast amount of changes in business roles, responsibilities, technological achievements 
and so on. The scope of an enterprise model is ultimately dependent on how dynamic 
such a model is. Models that cover a large area tend to be more static than models that 
focus on a smaller more specific area. 
In the light of this analogy -and in a sense classification- chapter 3 discussed the different 
types of modelling methodologies and products associated with E.M. We concluded that 
there is a distinguishing line between architectures, tools and methods associated with 
enterprise modelling each of which targets different aspects of the enterprise. The basic 
type of E.M defmed as static considers a wider view of the enterprise, whilst d)namic 
models focus on a more specific aspect of an enterprise such as sales. 
Many authors when it comes to modelling state that the aim of a modelling process is to 
create an abstraction of the world, and reflect characteristics that exist in the real world, 
to a chosen level of degree. This specificity allows humans to understand complexity 
through abstraction as well as understand the pieces of abstraction. It is part of human 
rationality to break things down into manageable chunks and this is something that can be 
observed during enterprise modelling too. Modelling methodologies offer alternative 
views of the enterprise (information view, physical view) as well as alternative aspects 
(responsibilities, processes). Similar to the way we decompose systems some methods 
divide enterprise models into different views. Some of them go a step further by 
identifying the connection and interaction between those views. 
CIM-OSA is an open systems architecture, and can provide a number of views to support 
all phases of the modelling cycle. The CIM-OSA method, combines functional 
decomposition and utilises a three level approach composed of function, activity and 
information modelling. ICAM has developed an architecture using tools/views such as 
IDEFO and IDEFI. The IDEF method models information, activities and data 
requirements of each function as well as changes which occur over time. NBS 
architecture utilises hierarchical control composed of five levels, with each level being a 
composite of further sub-systems. Impact architectures attempt to bridge the gap between 
different software that enables global planning and production control strategic planning 
in real time. SSADM allows different perspectives to be taken of a system. The 
Structured Analysis and Design technique uses a top-down approach to model the 
structure of a system. The final and most relevant approach to modelling for this thesis is 
the Object-Oriented approach as it consists of two phases; an analysis phase, decomposes 
component functions of manufacturing in order to trace information flow in the 
infrastructure, and a design phase. One could conclude from this paragraph or by reading 
in detail about these methods that the enterprise models they develop are in fact series of 
representations each one targeting a particular aspect of the enterprise. The exact same 
principle of decomposition has been widely applied in systems analysis and design. There 
are also a variety of modelling tools available such as the IDEF modelling tools, 
structured systems analysis, GRAI grids and nets (model decision-making process). 
Generally speaking these modelling methods provide a basic outline of how modelling 
tools can be integrated to model a specific system. It should be stressed at this point that 
many of these modelling methodologies were build for BPR or I.S. engineering and 
tested on elM enterprise systems. 
Business process re-engineering is the process of identifying all the elements of an 
enterprise's functions from the perspective of the information required, labour and 
equipment and so on. This term is often utilised within the field of enterprise modelling, 
and its aim is to assess business functions to see whether each function is producing the 
desired effect and if there is any room for change. 
Enterprise l.S. Engineering is a branch of requirements engineering dealing with early 
stage of system design to promote understanding, use and development of technology in 
all areas of possible applications. Its purpose, like other enterprise modelling 
methodologies, is to identify defects with current architectures and to introduce or 
suggest alternative designs. [Gustas 1998], defines five stages of enterprise engineering: 
systems analysis of the enterprise current situation (as-is), enterprise modelling and 
integration, enterprise change analysis, enterprise business processing engineering and 
enterprise assessment exercise. The advantage of this system rests in the fact that several 
aspects of the information system are being recorded and are directly applicable to the 
development of the desired information system. 
Communication, which is another area that was targeted by enterprise modelling was 
tackled with the development of ontologies. Ontology is a new term in the context of 
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E.M. and can be defined as a specification of a conceptualisation [Gruber I 996]. 
Ontologies are essential for knowledge sharing and re-use. In a nutshell ontologies are 
large dictionaries of data definitions as well as descriptions of their functionality and use. 
Often computer systems enable different departments to use a single knowledge base 
with each department being able to interpret information yery differently, and use this 
information for very different purposes. The aim of an ontology within an enterprise is to 
support integration within the boundaries of the enterprise via a common knowledge 
store. It also increases the communication potential and avoids possible confrontation. 
Projects such as the 'Enterprise Ontology' are examples of these principles in practice. 
However the problem we tackled in this thesis was not communication or representation 
but rather that of animation. The approach we took was to combine several paradigms in 
order to build some dynamic concepts within our method and therefore allow models to 
animate. Conversation theory is combined with some principles of AI in order to 
represent and animate models. During that time we made an interesting conclusion about 
dynamic modelling. The ways we represent problems in AI and construct knowledge 
structures about facts and beliefs as well as the ways we explore possibilities can be used 
to add dynamics to models. In chapter 4 we show this by using the example of a robot 
living in a house of four rooms and his job is to move and carry around furniture. We 
pointed out that the way we construct the situation in data structures to represent the 
house with its boundaries and its furniture can be used to modelling and more specifically 
for enabling animation. We compared the robot's house with an enterprise and found 
many similarities. The rooms can then be considered to be the components or 
departments of an enterprise and the furniture the dynamic elements such as roles or 
responsibilities that can be shifted around. This parallelism allowed us to practice and 
expeliment with a number of principles based on AI literature. This process led to the 
construction of the enterprise thesaurus, knowledge representation using PAD rules and 
animation by processing lisp type data structures. 
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7.7 Further research 
Chapter 4 raises some questions regarding the methods that need to be employed 10 
technical terms for constructing such as methodology. We said earlier on that many of the 
ideas of the model were based on AI literature. Chapter 5 explores AI literature and gives 
answers to questions regarding the methods employed for making multiple movements. 
finding goal states as well as constructing a model domain. 
It can be the case where an action list calls for a goal state that requires the model to 
animate more than one time in order to reach that state. In order to do this we need to 
know all the possible movements of the model i.e. all states, and outline a method that 
will evaluate every state against the goal. The method for planning and finding plans is 
called heuristics. Heuristics can be a simple evaluation process or very complex 
depending on the amount of possibilities that need to be evaluated. The main aim of AI 
heuristic searches is to decrease searching time as it can be considerable in some systems 
i.e. a game of chess. 
Chapter 5 explains how a tree of possibilities can be developed out of the PAD rules. 
There are basically two ways of generating and evaluating possibility trees. These are 
depth first search and breadth first search. The first would take one agent and explore its 
possible moves to the maximum whereas the latter would explore all agents one level at a 
time. Both searching methods come with a set of advantages and disadvantages as it is 
explained in chapter 5. 
The author goes into detail about AI heuristics and the research that has been done in the 
area. Some of the heuristic methods presented and examples may not be directly related 
to enterprise modelling. They are however presented as a means for further research that 
could assist or eventually become related with the field of enterprise modelling. 
Chapter 5 also points out the difficulty and the complexity of the task of constructing the 
data structures for storing PAD rules. Knowledge engineering is the area that deals with 
the area of developing data structures that are not related under a numbering system 
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(relative databases) but by inferences and deductions. We have identified 5 different 
levels of representation for this task. The implementation level deals with developing the 
data structures for storing PAD rules. The logical level should provide sufficient logical 
properties to represent knowledge. The epistemological level deals with types of 
knowledge structuring primitives that are needed. The focus is at the development of a set 
of primitives that would enable the description of world objects as formal structural units 
as well as their interrelationships. The ontological level is concerned with meaning since 
knowledge representations are sets of ontological commitments. Primitives represent an 
agreed meaning between users. Finally the conceptual level is concerned with primitives 
to be included in a knowledge representation language. Later on in the same section we 
provide a review of the basic representation structures such as frame formalisms and rule 
formalisms. The chapter concludes with an account into the software tools that are widely 
known and used for constructing knowledge bases and knowledge based systems. A 
number of companies are currently developing organisational models in the form of 
ontologies, knowledge bases or business models. Inference [eGain 200 I] IBM [King 
1995] and Loop [Loop 2001] provide such solutions which aim to produce formal 
representations of the two conceptual components namely the entity and the link. 
Depending on the domain they address a number of issues such as common terminology, 
roles and responsibilities, ownership and others. 
7.8 Contributions 
This thesis presents a methodology for developing and animating enterprise models. It 
can serve as a tool in enterprise modelling as well as enterprise engineering or re-
engineering. The strength of the methodology is that it allows new roles, responsibilities 
and relationships to be exploited, tested and evaluated. It provides the means for 
assessing the impact of change without being committed to change. 
The development of the dynamic concepts for enterprise models was the major 
contribution of this research. By providing the means for evaluating and classifying 
enterprise relationships we move a step towards automatic generation of models and 
movement based on AI heuristics and reasoning. The research into the area of AI. the 
parallelism that were made and the similarities that were found has opened new 
directions for researchers and academics to exploit. 
Another benefit of this research is a more clear understanding of the enterprise modelling 
area. We showed how various enterprise models are built as well as the purpose they 
serve. The classification, critic and comparisons of various models will help modellers in 
selecting the appropriate modelling method. Finally the description of tools and technical 
specifications provides a realistic account of the complexity of the task of developing 
enterprise modelling tools and algorithms. 
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